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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PREDICTING SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSglfJIC 
INTERFERENCE FLOW FIELDS AND HEATING 
By Dana J. Morris and J. Wayne Keyes 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
This paper describes computer programs which calculate peak pressure  and heating 
for  six types of two-dimensional interference flow patterns. These programs were used 
to obtain the theoretical values used in NASA TN D-7139. Depending upon the type of 
inviscid flow pattern, the pressure and heat -transfer peaks occurring at the impingement 
point a r e  a result of shock-boundary-layer interaction, f ree shear-layer attachment, o r  
supersonic jet impingement. Peak-heating correlations for laminar and turbulent shock- 
boundary-layer interactions a r e  included in the programs for types I, 11, V, and VI inter- 
ference patterns. Heating correlations for  laminar and turbulent reattaching shear layers 
obtained from separation studies a r e  included in the program for  type 111 interference. 
INTRODUCTION 
Shock interference heating is a problem in the design of the thermal protection sys-  
tem and structural components of supersonic and hypersonic vehicles (refs. 1 and 2) such 
a s  the space shuttle, hypersonic research aircraft ,  and hypersonic cruise vehicle. Small 
a reas  of high heat transfer and pressure can occur on the vehicle surface because of the 
influence of an impinging shock upon the local flow. Edney (ref. 1) made a detailed study 
of interference flows and defined s ix types of shock interference patterns. He found that 
the peaks of surface pressure and heat transfer a r e  caused by shock-boundary-layer 
interactions, f r ee  shear -layer attachments, o r  supersonic jet impingement, depending on 
the type of pattern. 
Edney also developed flow models and methods of calculating the'flow field for each 
type. Methods were developed to compute the peak pressure for  the shear-layer attack- 
ment and the peak pressure and heat transfer for  the supersonic jet impingement. Semi- 
empirical methods for calculating peak pressures  and heat transfer for a l l  six types of 
interference patterns were developed in reference 2 by using the flow models of refer- 
ence 1 and the heat-transfer correlations of Bushnell and Weinstein (shear-layer attach- 
ment, ref. 3) and Markarian (shock-boundary interaction, ref. 4). Methods similar to 
those of reference 1 a r e  also discussed in reference 5. 
This report describes computer programs generated during the investigation 
reported in reference 2 for six types of interference patterns. The flow model for each 
type was developed on the basis of two-dimensional flow. Perfect-gas relations from 
reference 6 were used to obtain the flow conditions in the inviscid flow field. Sutherlandls 
viscosity formula for a i r  (from ref. 6) is included in the programs; however, any perfect 
gas can be used by inserting an alternate viscosity law. Peak pressure and heat t rans-  
f e r  a r e  nondimensionalized with respect to reference values (at the stagnation point on a 
hemisphere o r  values ahead of the impingement point on a wedge). Each program 
requires certain input based on shock and model geometries. 
These programs a r e  written in FORTRAN IV language for the Control Data Corpo- 
ration 6000 se r i e s  computer under the SCOPE 3.0 operating system. The standard 
FORTRAN NAMELIST is used with $DATAIN a s  the NAMELIST name. Each program 
is presented in a separate part  of the report (parts I to VI), and the subprograms com- 
mon to more than one program a re  presented in part VII. A discussion concerning the 
application of the programs for a typical configuration is given in part  VIII. 
SYMBOLS 
A constant in equation (2) 
a speed of sound 
C~ specific heat at constant pressure 
Cv specific heat at constant volume 
(?)stag stagnation velocity gradient on a sphere (eq. (6)) 
L~~ shock displacement length (see figs. 5 and 6) 
ZSL shear-layer length (see eqs. (3) and (4) and fig. 5) 
M Mach number 
N exponent in equations (1) and (2) 









heat-transfer rate  
radius of sphere 
radius of "jet body" (see fig. 8) 
radius of curvature of jet bow shock (see fig. 8) 
surface coordinate (see fig. 8) 
temperature 
velocity 
jet width at  jet bow shock (see figs. 7 and 8) 
impingement locations on wedge (see fig. 3) 
jet coordinate in horizontal plane (see fig. 7) 
jet coordinate in vertical plane (see fig. 7) 
jet impingement angle relative to local body slope (figs. 6 and 8) 
shock angle 
bow shock angle 
iqpinging shock angle 
ratio of specific heats 
standoff distance of jet bow shock at stagnation streamline (see fig. 8) 
shear-layer thickness at wall (eqs. (2) to (4)) 
flow deflection angle 
Ob local body slope 
0 i shock generator angle 























wedge value (undisturbed) 
f ree  s t ream 
SPECIAL NOTATION 
bow shock (fig. 1) 
impingement point (fig. 1) 
impinging shock (fig. 1) 
SL shear  layer (fig. I) 
TS transmitted shock (fig. 1) 
wrt with respect to 
, , , . , . , regions in shock pattern (figs. 3 to 5, 7 ,  9, and 10) 
TYPES OF INTERFERENCE 
The s ix types of interference flow patterns from reference 1 a r e  shown in figure 1. 
The peak heating at the impingement point IP for types I, 11, and V is the result of a 
shock-boundary-layer interaction. Type 111 interference is characterized by an  attach- 
ing shear  layer. The impinging supersonic jet of type IV interference causes the most 
intense heating. An expansion-fan-boundary-layer interaction occurs in type VI and 
results in a reduction in pressure and heat transfer. Figure 2 shows how the types of 
interference patterns change on a hemisphere a s  the impinging shock moves around the 
body. 
PART I - TYPE I INTERFERENCE 
PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
A type I interference pattern occurs when two weak shocks of opposite families (BS 
and IS) intersect, a s  illustrated in figure l(a). The actual heating r i se  is the result of 
the transmitted impinging shock TS interacting with the boundary layer. This type of 
interference pattern will occur when the flow upstream of the impingement point is super- 
sonic, or in the case of a blunt body, it will take place well below the sonic point. (See 
fig. 2.) 
Since the flow field associated with type I interference is supersonic throughout, 
it is described in some detail. The following discussion concerns both the calculation 
of the inviscid flow field and the prediction of the associated peak pressure and heat 
transfer. 
The flow model used in the present analysis consisted of weak bow and impinging 
shocks generated by two wedges. A shear layer bounded by the transmitted bow and 
impinging shocks occurs at the shock intersection A, as shown in figure 3. Across the 
shear layer it i s  necessary that the static pressures  be equal (p4 = and the flow p5) 
velocities be parallel. An iterative procedure i s  utilized to obtain the strength of the 
transmitted shocks and the orientation of the shear  layer relative to the free-stream 
direction which satisfy these conditions. 
The flow conditions in regions 2 and 3 a r e  caiculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations of reference 6 once the flow conditions in region 1 and the strengths of the bow 
shock and impinging shocks a r e  specified, These flow conditions (region 1) consist of 
Mach number, stagnation o r  static pressure and temperature, ratio of specific heats, and 
various other constants associated with the free-stream gas. To s tar t  the iterative pro- 
cedure, a value of the flow deflection is assumed and conditions in regions 4 and 5 a r e  
computed, again by using the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. If the pressures  a r e  equal, 
within a specified tolerance, the calculation is terminated; if not equal, the shear-layer 
deflection angle is increased incrementally toward the region with the lower pressure,  
and the procedure is repeated. From the strength of the transmitted impinging shock 
and the orientation of the body surface at the impingement point, it is possible to calcu- 
late conditions in region 6 by use of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. Two cases  must be 
considered: regular reflection and Mach reflection (ref. 7). The former occurs for local 
Mach numbers sufficiently high and shock angles sufficiently low t o  insure an attached 
shock system at the wall. The latter case occurs if this condition is not satisfied, and 
the pressure r i se  at the wall is approximated by using normal-shock relations. 
The increase in heating resulting from the shock-boundary-layer interaction at 
IP is determined from the empirical correlations of Markarian (ref. 4), which a r e  based 
upon the inviscid pressure r i se  across  the interaction region. These correlations a r e  
of the form 
where N is a constant which is dependent upon whether the interaction is laminar o r  
turbulent and the ratio p pk/pu is p6/pZ For laminar and turbulent interactions, N 
is 1.29 and 0.85, respectively. Calculation of the peak heating requires a knowledge of 
the undisturbed, o r  reference, heat transfer Qu ahead of the interaction. The location 
of the impingement point Xi and the state of the boundary layer (laminar o r  turbulent) 
on the wedge (present flow model) must be specified in order to  determine QU. Values 
of Qu a r e  obtained by using the reference temperature method of Eckert (ref. 8) for  
laminar and turbulent boundary layers. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The main program reads the input, calls the various subprograms, controls the 
iterative solution to determine the deflection angle of the shear  layer at pointA. (fig. 3),  
and computes the heat transfer.  Subprogram FTHETA i s  called to compute the flow 
deflection angles, and FINDB is called to  compute the shock angles in each region. The 
subprograms OBLIQ, MLTRT, ABSVAL, PRATIO, and ISTROP compute flow variables 
and ratios of the flow variables. PINPUT prints input variables. The flow charts and 
listings of these subprograms a r e  presented in part VII. The flow diagram and listing 
for  the main program follow. 
Program Flow Chart - Main 
(TYPE] 







Convert angles to radians 
I 
CALL FINDB Yes 
Write heading 
Compute for ratios Compute 
CALL OBLIQ 
Compute flow -quantity 
ratios across shocks 
shear-layer angle 
Compute B4 9 
Decrease Bi 
to find last 
possible 
solution 








1 [ Yes 
CALL OBLIQ 
anale in direction Compute ratios of 
of skaller pressure 
Compute O6 r"l 
Compute B6 ir/ 
Assume normal No shock and Yes 
compute ratios 





each region \ 
Multiply ratios by values 
in free stream to obtain 
values for regions 2 to  6 






Program Listing - Main 
p c C G Q P Y  '5 '40CK 1 I N P U T  $0  J T P U T  , T C  n E 5 = I  N P U T  ,T -?F)Fb=I)CI+JUT ) 
............ s . . . . . . . e . e e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . * e . . . * . * . ~ . . . . * . . , . . . . . . . .  
..,...................................*.......*. = * * * * * * * " * * * *  
n I M F h 5 I C N  T ? T T A c ( Z ) ,  a l -C 'STR[  2 ) .  V 2 ' 5 T 3 K ( 2 ) r  P \ ~ Y ~ S T Y ( ~ ) T  i 0 ( 2 )  9 QFP 
1 ( 2 1 ,  t i P K ( 2 ) r  P P K ( 2 ) v  S T N 2 ( 2 )  
CI C F h 5  I C N  r T N l ( ? )  
D I F F R 5 J C N  P R ( 2 )  
3 I F F h ? T C Y  4 4 ( 2 1 ,  c N ( 2 )  
D T P E N S I C N  o C ( 2 ) 9  T R ( 2 ) ~  Y F P ( Z )  
C O P V C N  P Z ,  F q C Z t  ' Z T  F l O P Z v  R H f J l O Z ,  T 1 0 T Z 9  
1 P Z q t  s H O Z 7 r  T L ~ T  P 2 0 p Z 2 ,  RHD'Z2 ,  T Z O T Z 2 q  
2  P Z q 9  R Y O Z 3 ,  T Z 3 9  P30"Z?* 4 H 0 3 Z 7 9  T 3 0 T Z 3 9  
3  P Z 4 ,  C H f 1 7 4 ~  T L 4 ,  P 4 C i P z 4 ~  q L A 0 4 Z 4 ,  T 4 n T L 4 ,  
4  P Z 5 9  C I 4 O Z 5 r  T 7 5 9  ? 5 0 P Z 5 ,  R I i O 5 Z 5 ,  T 5 O T Z 5 ,  
5 P Z 6 ,  P H O Z 6 ,  T Z 6 .  P 6 0 P Z 6 q  4 H 0 6 Z 6 ,  T 6 0 T Z 6 ,  
6 P Z f l P l ,  C H 0 2 0 1 v  T 2 O T l y  A 7 0 A l r  U 2 C U l p  
7 F'?OD2, RH113112, T 3 O T 2 q  A 3 0 4 2 1  U 7 0 U 2 r  
P. P ~ O P : ,  c r r 1 7 0 1 ,  ~ 3 0 ~ 1 ,  4 3 0 4 1 ,  U 3 0 C 1  
9 ~ 4 n ~ ? ,  R 1 0 4 0 2 ~  T 4 0 T 2  9 4 4 0 4 2 ,  0 4 0 ? 1 2  T 
6 P 4 ( 1 P ]  Q H n 4 0 1 ,  T 4 0 T I . v  1 4 0 4 1 ,  U 4 C L ' l T  
$ ~ 5 0 ~ 3 ,  ?L1@5,03, T 5 0 T 3 9  ~ 5 0 4 3  U ~ O ' J ? ~  
$ P 6 C P 2 ,  D u O 6 0 2 ,  T b O T 2 ,  A 6 0 4 2 9  U 6 D U 2 r  
2. P 6 1 J P 4 ,  PUClhf l 'c9 T b O T 4 r  4 6 0 4 4 ~  t J6GU4,  
6 D 5 0 P l T  V r i U 5 0 1 9  T 5 0 T 1 ,  4 5 C 4 l v  U 5 0 U l ~  
E P 6 0 " 1 ,  " H 0 6 0 1 ,  T 6 0 T 1 ~  A 6 O 4 l c  U 6 C U l  
CCtJMCN P 1 ,  R H O 1 9  T l ?  A l c  U 1 ,  V I S C L T  s E Y 1 ,  
1 3 2 ,  2 9 0 2 ,  7 2 9  4 2 ,  U 2 9  V I S C 2 ,  a E Y Z ,  
2 P 3 ,  P1103*  T 7 (  4 3 ,  U 3 ,  V I Y C ~ T  Q F Y 3 ,  
3 P 4 9  R Y n 4 9  T 4 9  b 4 1  U ~ T  V I S C 4 9  Q F Y 4 v  
4 0 5 ,  Q Y 0 5 ,  T 5 ,  P 5 ,  U 5 v  V T C C 5 9  2 E Y 5 9  
5 P 6 9  Q H O b t  TO, Pt, U 6 9  V I S C 6 9  Q E Y 6  
N & M E L I S T  / C A T I I N /  Q M L , G ~ W M $ , T Y E T A S ~ T H F T A I I T T N C F ~ N T I M E S ~ I P T ~ T V P V A M ~  
1 T T P F F 9 V o E F T X L , S , T ~ & L L t C P ~ P ~ * F U N , 4 r Y G L E 9 A N C l - E Z ~ T O L  
TCL TS T Y F  f C N V F v G E N C i  C s I T E b I O N  FOR C O U D I T I O Y  1 AND 2 
I N 1  T I  D L  I Z F  CCNS'ANTS 
S E T A = 4 l - P F f A  
T O =  1 
P N (  1 ) = 1 . ? 9  
P N ( 2 ) = 0 . 9 5  
P C (  l l = 0 . 2 3 2  
b 4 ( 2 ) = . 1 8 5  
*N( I ) = - . 5  
R N ( 2 ) = - 2 . 5 8 4  
*.e*..-*e.*~ e * * . * * * * * * * *  
.........................01...*. e . * ~ . D . * * * * e ~ * * e ~ * . . * * . * . * * * e * e * . . . * * * .  
P f  P C  ( 5  v C A T A ! h ' l  
I F  ( E h C F I L F  5 )  102q103  
S T O P  
CON'INUE 
W P I T E ( t * D ' & T 4 1 \ )  
F 9 ( 1 ) = S G Q T ( P R )  
Q R ( 2 ) = p Q * * ( l . / 3 , L  
T q P C E E = T q E T q P  
' H I C F F = T Y E + A !  
Y F I T F  ( 6 9 1 4 4 )  GUN 
G A S  CTtySTPNT ( F T - L P F / L R M - 2  I 
P=1544 .3 /4 i "W 
DEN S T 7 Y  ( S I -UG/CU-FT1 
R Y O = D * 1 4 4 . / ( 7 2 . 2 * C * + )  
TF ( I D y )  1 0 4 1 1 C 4 9 1 0 5  
STAGIUPT 1'1N rCND!T!ClrcS 
T Z = T  
Pt 'OZ=FPC 
P Z = P  
GO TI1 1 0 6  
F R F F  5TPEAM C 3 h n I T I C Y 5  
T I = +  
P l = P  
Q H C l = F H C  
C 3 h T I N U E  
C C L L  I S T 9 0 P  (GCMMA,FHlp  P l p P Z 9  P l O P Z ,  I P T I  
O Q I  h T  O L T  INP IJT  V b 9  TA3CES 
C 4 L L  F I h P U T  ( Q ~ l r G A P M 4 9 I P T 9 T , P , A M I 4 ~ T Q E F , V Q E F , X L , S ~ T H A L L g C P 9 P R )  
W Q I T E  ( 6 . 1 4 5 )  XI.  
! T Y F Z = O  
1 ~ ~ 0 7  = o Y C A M A L  
C O N V E F T  4NGLES TO F A D I 4 N S  
T I N C R = T I N C P / 5 7 . ' 9 6  
~ ~ J E T I I P = T ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ E G / ~ - ' . : ! c ( ,  
T l ~ ~ T ~ I = T t F T A I / 5 7 . 2 9 6  
r N P F a = O  
TNcsI= ' ,  
S b V E  T k t - 6  3 N J  T ! N T R  T C  CESTD?E AFT€:, T,l ! l \ 'DlTlclV 2 
C~ I I ~ ~ = T I Y C L  
C T I - F T P  = T * i F T A  I 
I N ! T I A L I L I :  PHFflLP ANl)  + H ! J L D  FOR I Y T T T 4 L  E S T I Y L T E  FOR T h E T 4 F  
T Y F C L C = T i F T A T t T t F f 4 Y  
TH I O L I l = T I ~ ~ T , 5  1 
' q l F q l  ? ? V E S  r l C ! G I N A L  T t ' F T 4 I  I Y  CASE M U L f I D L E  T H 3 4 8 C S  AkE  READ 
TkI !FST=T i 1 D E G  
q O  1 4 ?  1-1 v h T I M E C  
W P T T E  ( 6 ~ 1 4 ' 3 )  
I F  ( I h C L F . N G . 3 E T I )  GO T O  1 C 8  
S F P C I  i d n ?  I N P U T  !NSTEIC OF THETA1  
9 F T b I = T I - F T b !  
I N D R I = l  
THF+CI=F'HE'A(CbPP5,?Y19RCT41 1 
G f J  TL; ! C 9  
~ F T A f = F J N C R ( C ~ M ~ h , p M l , T H E T 4 1 o I E R F O F )  
I F  ( IEcc17Q-7)  1099 1 0 9 9  111 
IF (5NGLC2.h 'FmpE'h)  ;O TO 1 1 3  
SFT'f3 W A q  INPUT ! N S T F A C  (IF T H E T A P  
PET4PzTFFTAR 
I h P P S = 1  
T l J c T 4 b = - F T H E Y 4 (  C A Y M 4 p Q M I p  A R S (  3 E T P D I  ) 
GO ' 0  1 1 2  
R F T A " = - F T N @ Q ( G ~ M ~ A 9 P Y ~ ~ - T b E T 4 H p I E 4 R ' 3 ~ )  
I F  ( ! E J F O s - 2 )  1 1 7 9 1 1 2 p l l L  
GI :  'r: 14' 
TYEDFC=TYETAk!"57,29O 4 116 
T t i  I @ T F = T C ' = P b  1 $ 5 7 , 7 9 6  A 1 1 7  
kjP!TE [ t r  1 4 6 1  T!J~l.)EG,Tt+?!UEG 4  1 1 8  
W O T T E  ( C 7 ? 4 7 )  A  119 
*......*......... 8 . * . O e . e . . . 8 . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * . . *  1 1 2 0  
FFPI l<S  !N F!I\IOING 9 E T 4  4  1 2 1  
IFOFOF = 1 OhE S C L U T I O N  W A 5  FC!L!Noq CONTINUE A 1 2 2  
2 COLUTION 1113 YOT CONVERGE, USE L A S T  R COMDUTE 4 1 2 3  
7 N C  S O L L T I C N  W45 TOUNOp STAST NEd  CASE 4 1 2 4  
4 NCT D E F I N E 9  A 1 2 5  
..,............... e e . e . e . O . ~ ~ S i O B D I O D O e O e * e *  1 2 6  
Z I h P I = C I N ~ v E T 4 1 )  A 1 2 7  
5 I N P a = C  I N ( H E T 4 H )  4 1 2 8  
4 9 C F ~ = ~ E T b H * ' ~ 7 . 2 ~ 6  4 1 2 0  
RI D E f = a E T A I * 5 7 . 2 q h  4  1 3 0  
F T N O  2 C T I O C  FOF F E G I U Y  2 W I T q  F E S D E C T  TO P E G I U N  1 4 1 3 1  
C 4 L L  C a L 1 3  (GAtJVA,QMl ,Tb tTAE,  O I : T P 3 t G ~ 2 ~ P 2 O P 1 ~  1 q  2 9 1 0 )  4 1 3 2  
F I h C  P b + I O S  F 3 P  F f G I 3 J  3 WITH 9ECPECT T 0  Q E G I O N  1 4 1 3 3  
C 4 L L  C l l L1  Q (GAWM6,DMlqTkET4! ,  9FT41: ( R ' 4 3 v P 3 0 P l p  1, 3,  I t l )  4 1 3 4  
I C q = O  4  1 3 5  
. . . . e . . ~ ~ . . . . e . . . . . . . . . e . . . e . . . e . . . . . . * . e  4  136  
4 1 3 7  
r D N B I T I O N  1 4  1 3 8  
T T F Q A T F  qN  ' b F T 4 F  U N T I L  P 4  = p 5  4 1 3 9  
A 1 4 0  
e . . . . . . . . . . .  D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . * * * . . . * . .  4  1 4 1  
I T = l  4 1 4 2  
OTt -F+4=.31 4 1 4 3  
THETAF=T* iFDL  C+Tt-ET41-Tl-  I O L O  4  1 4 4  
T H F T A 4 = - ? H E T 4 9 + T H p T 4 F  4 1 4 5  
P F T ~ ~ = F I N O R ( G A M M ~ ~ P M ~ V T H F T A ~ ~  I E R P t l R l  A 1 6 6  
I F  ( I F d Q O Q - 3 )  1 1 4 , 1 2 ? 9  111 4  1 4 7  
P 4 C P 2 = o Q  f T I C ( G 4 Y M 4  9FH2 9 SIN(9ET441) 4 1 4 8  
F 4 O o  l = P 4 t l P ? * P 2 T ~ l  A 1 4 9  
TWF TA5=-  [ T l i F T 3  I - T H F T \ F  ) 4  1 5 0  
@ E T A S = - F I N 3 R ( 5 4 u h 4 f i q R Y 2  949S(TF- lETA5)  q I E Q R O ? I  4  1 5 1  
I F  ( I F F Q 1 ' R - 3 )  1 1 5 9  1 2 7 9  111 A 1 5 2  
P5Cp3=P?AT10( ;4 fdN9 , p M 3 q S I N ( P E T A 5 )  1 4 1 5 3  
P 5 0 0 1 = P 5 J D 3 * F 3 0 P 1  A  1 5 4  
I T =  IT+! 4  1 5 5  
! F  ( @ P c ( P 5 U P 1 - P 4 0 D 1 ) - e C C 1 )  1 2 8 * 1 2 9 , 1 1 6  4 1 5 6  
I F  ( T T - 5 7 1  ! ? 8 q l l R , 1 1 7  4 1 5 7  
N Q T T E  ( C , 1 4 9 )  P5!1PlsP4CP1 A  1 5 8  
r.0 TP 1 4 3  4 1 5 9  
I V C F E A S E  T P F T 4 F  I N  THE D I R E C T I O N  OF T Y E  SM4LLE3  *?ESSURE A  I 6 9  
I F  ( P S C F I - P 4 C D l )  1 1 9 , 1 2 8 , 1 2 3  4  i 6 1  
H l V p  S I G N <  5 W I T r H E D  4 1 6 1  
I F  ( T S h )  1 ? 3 , 1 2 0 9 1 2 1  'i 1 6 3  
I ? h = - l  A I u 4  
GCl 1 2 2  l b r  
T H E T h F = T H E T 4 F - D T t E T 4  1 I t  
O I H E T h - C T H F T P  0.0 ."i i b "  
GO T(? 1 1 3  I I F 8  
'HE T 4 f  =TqrTbF-D'HETA 9 I t 9  
GO VG 1 1 3  I -0 
!F ( I S k )  1 2 5 , ? 7 4 r 1 2 b  !71 
I S k = l  A i ;  
G D  T C  ! 7 6  3 
T Y E  T ' I F = T , - ( F T ~ F  + D P H F T h  h 7 7 4  
r y ! - E T t 4 = C T t F T f i / ! O * O  fl ,7 
SO '(1 1 1 3  4 176  
I r E ~ b T i O ' 4  O N  0 4  WE p5 1 5  C C M D L E T F D .  U S F  C O Y P U T E E  r P E T 4 F  T 0  C A L C U L  
C C ' N C I T T C N S  4 - 6 .  
...*..*....................*...........................*..*.*..... 
S T h P 4 = S I Y (  p F T b 4 )  
Z I h i E 5 = Z I r J ( q F T A 5  I 
F I N C  P b T I f J q  F 7 D  F F S I O N  4 W I T Y  R E S P E C T  TI7 RFGION 2 
C A L L  C P L I ?  ( F A M Y J ~ ~ M ? ~ T H F T A 4 * 9 E T A 4 ~ R Y 4 9 p 4 U P 2 , 2 ~ 4 t I O )  
F I N D  [ : A T I P S  F O P  c F G I O V  5 W I T ' +  RESPECT T C  P E G I C N  3 
C A L L  C 9 L I O  [ C A M M L , P Y ? ,  A B S ( T H E T 4 5 )  , A R < ( F ! F T 4 5 )  , Q I + 1 5 , P 5 C P 3 9 3 p 5 v I ! 3 )  
T F D E G = T H C T 9 F * 1 8 0 . / 3 . 1 4 1 6  
r H F O L C = T Y F T A F  
T Y  I C ! L C = T ! - l ~ T 9 1  
F I N C  Q b T l O S  F J P  F E G I J U  4 d I T H  R E S P F C T  T O  Q E G I O N  1 
T 4 L L  MLT l?T  (F40"l,D20~l,P4OPl,l,4,ICl) 
F I h c  F I T I U S  Fr3K Q E c I U , \ I  5  W I T ' +  R E Z P F C T  TO D E G I O ~ \ I  1 
C A L L  M C T C T  ( P 5 P P 3 , P 3 0 D l , P 5 C F l 9 1 9 5 ~ 1 0 )  
T Y F T h t = T Y E T A P - T k C T 4 F  
I E s c O R = l  
R F ' ~ ~ = - F T I ~ ~ ~ ( G A Y Y A , F Y ~  9 4 B S ( T H E T A 6 )  t I F O s O Q  
I F  ( I E C Q ( 1 Q - 3 )  1 3 ? r  1 2 0 ,  1 3 3  
C O N D I T I O Y  ? 
? H O C K  P E F L F C T I O N  N C f  P C S S I  Q L t .  T T c R 4 T E  O'J T H E T A 1  TO F I c \ I D  L 4 S T  
~ O Y S I  R L E  Skncu D ~ F L ~ C T I C N .  
P Y ? S Q = F P 2 * P M 2  
Q F T A t = 1 . 5 7 C R  
WQ!TF ( 6 , 1 5 1 )  
I F  I T Y o 2 . G T . 3  TWFY I T K R A T I C h  C N  C q N D ! T I C R  2  !S C C M P L E T E D .  
I F  ( 1 7 Y 0 3 - ? )  1 3 0 9 I 7 2 p ? 3 2  
I T \ I P 2 = 1  
T H E T 4 1 = T u F r ? T - T  !NCR 
TF ( T r N C " - T C L )  1 2  1 9  1 3 2 , 1 3 2  
J T E R A T I C Y I  h A 5  C C N V E P C E C .  l E T U q Y  T O  I N C R E M E Y T I N G  T 4 E T 4  Y O K M A L L Y  
T ! V C P = S I Y C D  
TWETA l = T T t - E T A + T  I N C R  
! T Y P 2 = 3  
Q F C A L S E  r ) S L I G I J E  CYr3CK R E F L E C T  I C N  N O T  P O S S I  P L E  B E T W E E N  4 AND 6 U q E  
N O Q Y A L  S Y O C K  o k L 1 T I O N J  R F T W E E N  6 4 N D  2 
P ~ O P ~ = ~ . + ~ . * G A P M A / ( G A M M A + ~ . ) * ( R Y ~ S Q Q ~ . ~  
PHU602=(G4MVt+l.I*RM2SC/((G4MY4-Le ) * F ' 4 2 S C + 2 . I  
T b f l T 2 = ( 2 . * G A M P A * F M 2 5 3 - ( G A M M 4 - L . )  I * ( ( ? A M M L - l .  I * P Y 2 S Q + 2 * )  
T 6 0 T 2 = T e ' l T ? / ( (  GAMNb+1. ) * * 2 * Q M ? Y Q I  
4 C G A 2 = A ~ l T I C ( ~ 6 f ~ ' 7  ) 
~ ~ 6 = S C Q T ( ( ( G 4 M Y A - l o ) * ? ) J 2 S Q + 2 . ) / ( ? . f G ~ ~ P A * F M 2 S Q - ( G ~ P M A - l . ~ ) )  
l J h C b ? = P 6 Q A 2 * P P 6 / k Y 2  
W Q I T F  ( 6 , 1 5 2 )  P 6 0 D 2 ~ Q ~ C 6 ' 3 2 , ? 6 J 4 2 ~ 4 6 0 4 ? v U t O U 2  
F I N D  c&TIflS Fr jo  F E G Y I V  6 W I T ' +  ? E S P E C f  TT' R E G I O N  1 
r 4 L L  P L T Q T  ( P 6 C P - 9  PZ J P l 9 P 6 0 P l  , 1 9 6 ~  10)  
G i l  9 C  l ? 4  
SqOCK R F F L E C T I C N  P G S S I  NE. USE O R L I Q U F  S'4CCK R E L A T I C N  B E T M E E N  6 b N  4 2 3 8  
C A L L  C R L l Q  f G b M Y 4 9 P M 4 r  P B S ( T H E T 4 6 )  q A @ S  ( ! ? E T A 6 1  9 R ' 4 6 ~ P 6 O P 4 ~ 4 ~ 6 ~  I O j  A 730 
P h G P 2 = P & U P 4 * P 4 0 P 2  A  2 4 0  
F I K n  F 4 T I O e  F O R  F E G I C Y  6 W I T q  R E S o F C T  T O  P E G I O N  1 4 2 4 1  
C A L L  P L T P T  ( P 6 C P 4 ~ P 4 0 P l ~ P 6 C P l ~ l , 6 q I O )  4 2 4 2  
. . . . . e . . . . . . e . e e e e . . . . . e e . . e . . . . . e . . e ~ . e e e  4 2 4 3  
4  2 4 4  
k 4 s l T E  T u c T A  E N D  9 E + 4  F C R  E4CH R E G I O N  4 2 4 5  
A 2 4 6  
e e ~ . . . . e . e ~ . . e . . . . . . e . e ~ . . . . . . . ~ . . . e ~ . . o o e *  4  2 4 7  
W R I T E  ( 6 q 1 5 3 )  4 2 4 8  
W 9 1 T F  T H E T A  AND B E T A  FC9 2 E G I C N  2  4 2 4 9  
T H F O E C = T W € T A F * 5 7 . ? 9 6  4 2 5 0  
T H D E G = T H R D E G  A 2 5 1  
9 F T D E G = R E T 4 R * 5 7 . 2 9 0  4 2 5 2  
A R  TTP=T l -RDEG A  2 5 3  
4S<HT=SFTDEG A 2 5 4  
J = 2  A 2 5 5  
W R I T E  ( 6 . 1 5 4 )  J I T H D E G . R E T D E G , 4 B S T t l ~ A H S 8 T ~ P ~ 1 ~ R M 2  4 2 5 6  
n D I ' C  TLF'C A Y R  ? F T A  F C 9  R E C I Q Y  3 B 2 5 7  
44PcT ! -=T l -TDFG 4 2 5 8  
~ f l  C R - = R  ! D E G  A 2 5 9  
J= 7 4 ? 6 0  
% ? I  T T  ( 6 . 1 5 4 1  J ~ ' ~ i I D T S ~ R I U E C ,  4 0 5 T Y , 4 4 5 F ) f  , Q p 1 9 % Y 3  1 2 6 1  
w r > T T F  Tk 'T f i  A \ C  D E T A  F C R  K F S I O N  4 4 2 6 2  
T Y O E C = T l - C T 4 4 * 5 7 . 2 = h  A 2 6 1  
Q F T O r C = P F T  b 4 * 5 7 . 2 9 6  4 2 6 4  
fin S T H = T k F D E 6  4  2 6 5  
4 f j c 9 T = R F T O F G + T l - 9 D E G  4 2 6 6  
J =  4 4 2 6 7  
NP J T €  ( 6 , 1 5 4  ) JrT' ln€';c P E T D F G ,  l S S T ' i , k Q S P T * O M 2 , H l t 1 4  4 2 6 8  
4~ T T E  T p C T 4  A e \ C  P F T A  F C R  R F C I C N  5  4 2 6 9  
T H C F C = T l - c T P 5 * 5 7 . 2 q 6  4 2 7 0  
9 t 7 C F G = B f T C 5 * 5 7 . 2 0 0  4 3 7 1  
4 9 c T w = T  bF3CG 4 2 7 2  
V 5 Q T = n E T l > E G + T P I f > t G  2 2 7 3  
J = 5 4 2 7 4  
NGTTF ( 0 , 1 5 4 )  J * T H D F ; ? P E ~ D E G , ~ B S T ~ , ~ R S ~ T , F M ~ , R M ~  4 7 7 5  
d c 1 7 F  T H ' T ~  A Y C  R E T A  F C R  P F q I O N  6 4 2 7 6  
T H T E G = T b L T 1 6 * 5 7 . ' @ 6  4 7 7 7  
R E T O € G = R F T A 6 * 5 7 . ? 9 6  4  2 7 8  
t ~ 9 5 T F = ~  I -Rr IEG 4  2 7 9  
I F  ( H F T A b . F q e  1 . 5 7 0 P )  GC T [ j  1 3 5  4  2 8 0  
I n  S P T = Q F T D E G + T l - F n E ?  4  2 8 1  
RM=F t44 4  2 8 2  
GO TO 115 4 2 8 3  
4 R 5 s T = H F T O F G + T H 5 1 ) E G  4 2 8 4  
9 Y = F  M ?  r\ 2 8 5  
J = 6  4 2 8 6  
W Q I T E  ( t ~ 1 5 4 )  J , T H D E G ~ ? E T D F G I ~ R S T Y , A ~ S R T ? R M , R M ~  4  7 8 7  
......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 2 8 8  
4 2 8 9  
r 4 L C U L 4 T E  9 N r  W F I T E  P4F4METEF V A L U E S  FOR F4CY R E G I O N  4 2 9 0  
A 2 9 1  
....... . . e ~ . . ~ . e . . . e . . . . ~ e e . e . . e . . . . . . ~ . e e  A 2 9 2  
V I C C L = V I S C J ( V ~ F F , T G E F 9 T l v S )  4 2 9 3  
% 1 = S 3 P T 1 2 2 . 2 * G b V V A * P * T 1  I 4 2 3 4  
U 1  = A l * " P 1  4 2 9 5  
R ~ L L = F I - i C ! * U l / V Y S C I  4 2 9 6  
WK I T F  ( 6 9  1 5 5  1 4 2 9 9  
W c l P E  ( 6 , 1 5 6 1  A  2 9 8  
t $ R t  TE 4 R C O L U T E  V A L U E S  FCS F E G I O N  1 4 2 9 9  
J =  l A  300 
d o 1  T F  ( t , 1 5 T )  J 9 P l y Q F 1 3 1 ~ ? l  9 4 1  r l J l ~ V f S r I ~ Q E Y I ~ R Y 1  A 3 0 1  
k 4 3 T T E  ~ Q ~ C I L U T E  V l L U E S  F C %  R E G I O N  2 % 3 0 2  
j =  2 A 303 
C A L L  p n c V * l L  ( P Z O ~ l q ~ l ~ P Z , V R E F , T P E F , S v J ~ I C ~ Q M ? )  4  3 0 4  
W R I T E  A P T O L U T F  V 4 1 U E S  FCR Q E G I O N  7 A 305 
3 = 3  A 3 0 6  
C ' i t l  $ P c V A L  1 D 3 0 p l p P l t P 3 v V R E F 9 T R F F q S t  J , I C ~ ~ Y 3 1  A 3 0 7  
W Q I T F  1 9 S O L l J r E  V 4 L U E S  F C ?  Q E G I O N  4  4 308 
J  = 4  4  7 0 9  
r C ( t L  5 P 5 V h L  I F 4 0 9 1  , p l , P 4 ? V R E F y T n E F , S p  I v I C v R M 4 )  A 3 1 0  
do I T F  A ? % O L U T E  V A L U E S  F O d  R E G I C N  5 4 311 
J=5  4  312 
C A L L  b Q 5 V A L  ( 9 5 0 ' l , P l q p 5 t V Q E F ~ T R F F q S q J q I C ] q R M 5 )  4 313 
W R I T E  l P % O L U T F  V t L U F S  FCR R E G I O N  6  3 3 1 4  
J = b  4 315 
C 4 t L  CPSVAL (PtnP19P19P69VREF+TREF,S, J , I O q R M 6 )  A 316 
~ o . . . . . . . . . . e . e . . . . e e o . ~ . . . . ~ . . e . . . . ~ . e e *  A 317 
4  318 
C b L C U L 4 T F  AWD W Q I T F  S T A G U A T I U N  V A L U E S  F O P  E A C H  R E G I O N  4 319 
4  3 2 0  
..... . . . . . . ~ . . . e . . . . . . e . . a o . . ~ . . . . . e e e  4  321 
T E  ( 0 , 1 5 9 )  A 322 
I =  1 4  323 
W g I r F  ( 6 , 1 5 7 1  J ~ V Z ~ R Y ~ ~ Z V T Z  4 3 2 4  
1 = 2 A  325 
$'if. L  ?""OP (GAYtJA ,QMZ,Q29  P Z Z 9 ° 2 0 D Z ? p  2 )  "A 326 
0 7 ? O % = P Z 3 / P Z  4 3 2 7  
d Q t T F  ( 6 , 1 5 9 1  J t P Z 2 ~ C ' i C Z Z ~ T Z 2 q P Z 2 0 Z  4  328 
J= A 229 
f A L L  1 5 T ; O P  ( ? t V ~ " A q F ' 4 3 q P 3 7 P Z 3 t P 3 0 P Z 3 t  )  4  3 3 0  
P Z ? 0 Z = P Z 2 / p Z  4  3 3 1  
N c I T F  ( 6 ,  1 5 8 )  J ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ' < H C Z ~ ~ ~ Z ~ V O Z ~ W  A 332 
J  = 4  4  3 3 7  
C A L L  T c T Q O n  ( G E Y Y A , c Y 4 9  P 4 , P Z 4 , P 4 f l P Z 4 ~ 4 )  4 334 
P 7 4 0 Z = ~ Z 4 / P Z  4  335 
h G I  T E  ( 6 9 1 5 8 )  J ~ P ~ ~ ~ Q Y C Z ~ ~ T Z ~ V P Z ~ W  A 336 
J =  5 4 337 
C 4 L L  15TWOP ( ~ I I M ~ ~ 1 A ~ F . 9 5 ~ P 5 ~ Q Z 5 q P 5 f l ~ 7 5 r 5 )  A 338 
D Z 5 C Z = P  2 5 / 0 2  A 339 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 5 8 )  J c P 1 ' . 5 q ~ . - f C 2 5 ~ T 2 5 , D 2 5 3 2  4 340 
J = t  4  341 
C A L L  !ST:gp ( 5 b b ' M A q Q P 6 t P 6 q  P Z t  v " 6 0 D Z b ~ 6 )  4  342 
P Z O O Z = P  2 6 / P Z  4 343 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 5 8 )  J V P Z ~ ~ P H C Z ~ V T Z ~ ~ P Z ~ O Z  4  344 
. . e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e . ~ ~ . . . . ~ e ~ * . e * ~ e e ~ ( t ( t . ~ e e . . . ~ .  A 3 4 5  
4 346 
C A L C U L A T E  A N D  W a I T E  S T A N T O N  N U M S E R q  F L A T  P L A T E  H E A T  T R A N S F E R  A 347 
C O E F F I C I F N P (  H F P I q  AND F E A T I N G  R 4 T E t Q F Q )  1 N  R E G I O N  2 4  348 
4 3 4 9  
. . . m e . . . .  *...........*~.~~*.~***...*....*......*................. 4 3 5 0  
J = 1 I S  L A M I Y A Q  4 N D  J = 2  I S  T U R B U L E N T  A 3 5 1  
DO J = l , 2  4 352 
P E C O V E R Y  T K M P E F A T l J r i E  A  353 
TF ( J ) = T 2 + R F  ( J ) * ( T Z - T 2 )  A 7 5 4  
E C Y  E R T * S  R E F E Q E N C F  T E Y F E Q A T U F  E 4  355 
T 2 S T P P ( J I = * 5 * I T W A L L + T 2 1 + ~ 2 2 * ( T R I J ) - T 2 )  9 3 5 6  
R H 0 2 S T 4  t J )  = 1 4 4 , * P 2 / ~ 3 2 2 2 * 9 * T 2 S P 4 R  ( J I  1 4  3 5 7  
V 2 e T b Q (  J ) - V I S C J ( V G F F p T P E F P T 2 5 4 4 R I P I  4 3 5 8  
q E Y 2 S T Q I  i j = Q H 0 2 S r P (  J ~ * U ~ * X L / V Z S T ~ R ~ J J  A  35s 
L O C  b L  I h C O M P R E S S T  P I -E  S T 4 i J T C N  NUMBER I Y P E G I O N  2  A T  I M P I N G E M E N T  
r F 2 = A P (  11 * P E Y Z C T F * * R Y (  J b 
I F  ( J . E Q . 2 )  CF2=AA!J)*ALOG1OIKEY2ST~!**QYfJ~ 
S T N 2 (  J ) = C F 2 * P 9 * * I - - Z e 1 3 . )  
C C V P G E S S I  R L E  F L A T  P l  A T E  H E A T  T R A N 5 F E C  C O E F  I R T U / S E C - F T 2 - R  
H F P ( J ) = ~ ' N 2 ( J ) * R Y 0 2 S T ~ * U 2 * C P / ~ 7 8 e  
F R E E  S ' Q E A N  S T A N T O N  NUPEER 
S T N l (  J )  =:'P,*HfP( J  b / ( ? b C l * U l * C P )  
F L 4 T  P L D + E  H E A T  I N G  R A T E  ( 3 T U / S  E C - F T 2 )  
QFP(J)=cFP(J)*(TPIJ)-TkALL) 
M A P Y A P I A N  H E A T  v F A N S F E R  R A T I O S  
H R  ( J ) = P t C l P 2 * * P N (  J  I 
P E A K  I - E A T I N G  P A T E  
O P K ( J ) = c Q ( J ) * a F p ( J )  
P E b K  H F A T  T R A N S F E R  C G F F  
Y P K ( J ) = h F P ( J ) * V R t J )  
W R I T E  ( t y l t O )  
W R l T F  ( 6 9 1 6 1 1  C F P ( ~ ) ~ H F P ( ~ ) ~ S T N ~ ( ~ ) , C T N ~ ~ ~ ) V P ~ O P ~ ~ H R ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~ P K ( ~ ) V H P K  
l( 1 1  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 6 2 )  C F ~ ( ~ ) ~ H F P ( ~ ~ ~ S T N ~ ( ? ) ~ ~ T N ~ ( ~ ) ~ P ~ O P ~ ~ H R ( ~ ) V ~ P K ( ~ J ~ H P K  
I T Y P 2  = 0 I N C R E M E N T  T H E T A I  N O R M A L L Y  
I AM I T E Q A T I N G  CN C O N O I T I O Y  2 ,  
7 T Y F T A I  I S  B E T W E E N  C O N D I T I r l N  1 AND 2. I N C 9 E M E N T  T H E T A I  
4  AM I T E Q A T I N S  EN C O N D I T I O N  1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . .  e.*...,~...o*..*.e.*..b. 
I T Y P = I T Y p 2 + 1  
GO T O  ( 1 4 1 ~ 1 4 9 ~  1 4 1 9 1 4 1 r i 4 0 p 1 4 3 ) q  I T Y P  
L A S T  I T E P A T t C N  ON C C N D l T I O N  2. R E T U R N  T O  I N C K E M E Y T I N G  
N O R M A L L Y  
T I N C H = S I N C R  
T H E T A I = S T H E T A + T  I N C Q  
I + Y P 2 = I  TY P 2 + 2  
I F  I T Y " 2 - 2 )  1 4 3 9  1 ? 8 , 1 4 3  
? I N C G = T I Y C Q / 2 e  
T H E T A I = T P E T A  I t T T N C F  
I F  ( 7 I N C H - T C L )  1 3 9 9 1 0 7 ,  1 0 7  
S T b E T b  = T Y E T A  I 
T H E 7  A I = T t - F T A I + T I N C Q  
C O N T I N t J E  
9 F T U R N  T H E T A 1  AND T I N C P  T O  C K I G I N A L  V4LUES 
T H E T A I = + H f F S T  
T I N C F = S T Y C Q  
GO T O  101 
F O Q M A T  ( 1 H 1 ,  9 X 9 4 9 1 + T H I S  P F O G R n M  PERFOGMS 4 T Y P E  I SI i i JCK I N T E R F E q E N C  
1 F 9 Q H  P @ T T E F N e / / , l 3 H  4 U h  NUtJRE3 9 F 5 * 2 / )  
F O R M A T  ( 1 6 H  X L ( W A L L  L E N S T H ) 9 1 5 X , F 1 5 e 6 * 4 H  F T )  
F O R M 4 7  ( l H l p Z O P ! N ~ U T  V b R I A S L E S  A P E  /Q:i T I - E T A 1  = p F 9 , 4 9  1 Y H  D E G ,  iZND 
l T W E T A P  = ( F 9 . 4 1 4 u  D E J / / )  
F O R M 4 9  ( / / 1 2 l -  R A T l O S  4 9 E  / )  
F O R M A T  t l r  
F q R M A T  ( 1 X s 2 1 M 5 0  I T E ? 4 T I G N S 1  P 5 0 P 1 = , F 1 0 . 4 T 5 X q 4 i P 4 0 P L ;  9F10 .4 )  
F O Q M A r  f / / i X o 3 7 H T F I c  I S  d T Y P E  Z Y N T F Q F E 3 F Y T E  PAPTEKNB 
F O Q M A Y  i /EX, f3Z" . .SWOck'  R F F L E C Y I C Y  NO' P O S 5 I S L E  4P 7 9 1 5  P i l I N ' r  - N1IFPB 
1~ S H O C K  P E T W E E N  6 5 ~ n  2 A S ~ U I ~ E D ~ I  
G n R M b T  ( 1 X 1 6 b P b / P 2 = p F 9 . 4 p 5 X p 7 r t R H 0 6 / 2 = t  F Q e 4 p 5 X t 6 4 T 6 / T Z = q F d * 4 q  5 X 9 6 H A  
l b / A 2 = ~ F 8 . 4 p 5 X ~ b H U b / 1 1 2 = p F 8 e  4 )  
F O R M A T  ( 9 9 7 k  R F S I O N v 5 X v  b 4 H R E L A T I V E  A Y S L E  LOX 9 1 4 H A d S U L U T E  4 N G L E / 9 X 9  
1 5 Y V b F T 4 , R X ,  4 b 9 E P A v  7X I ~ P T U E T ~ ,  8 X , 4 Y B F T 4  2  UPSTREAM M4C4 LOCAL  
2 Y A C t ' )  
F O c b ' b T  ( 1 X y f  l p 4 F 1 2 . 4 ~ 2 F 1 5 . 4 i  
F(1F;YbT ( / / 7 H  ~ E G I O I \ I o l O X t l l i P s l 2 X ~ ~ Y ~ Y O ~ 1 1 X r l H T r  l l X  p i H A , l l X v l H U , 1 3 X r  
l Z H t ' b , ? X y l l Y R € Y N O L D S  N 0 y 9 H  C 4 C H  NO)  
FORMAT ( ? 4 X  e 3 H P S I  9 4 x 9 1  OPSLIJG/CU F T v 5 X  q 7 H a A N K I N E y 6 X , 6 H F T / S E C ,  6 X 9 6 H F  
1 T / S E C ( 4 X v  1 1 k S L U G / f T - S E C  v ! lX r41+1  / F T )  
FO"M" V l X  , I  5 ~ F 1 2 . 4 ~ E 1 5 ~ 5 ~ 3 ~ 1 2 0 4 ~ 2 E 1 5 e 5 ~ F R ~ 4 )  
F O ' J M 4 T  (lX,I5rF?Ze4qE15e5,3F12.6,2E15.5) 
FOGYAT ( / 1 X ,  2 5 H Y T A F N 4 T I C U  C O N D I T I O N S  4 q E l 7 H  9 E G I C N 1  6XI SHPSTAGq 1 2 X s  
?3Y?HC19 7 Y r 5 H T S T / ! G ~ 4 X ~ 1 2 t l P S T A G / P S T A G 1 t / ~ l 4 X r 4 H P S I A r 4 X , 1 L d S L l l G S / C ~  FT 
2 y 5 > 9 7 b v A N K I h F )  
F O Q Y r T  ( / / ! 4 C  b € F T  T 2 4 k S F E ? v  / 1 7 x 9  l H Q ,  1 4 X 9 3 Y H F P  9 1 2 X * t 3 H S T A N T O N 2 9 7 X 9 8  
1Y S T 4 N T C N l  v 7 X q 5 H P b / P 2 , 1 0 X 9 2 H ' 4 R  9 1 2 X v 3 Y Q P K 9  1 2 X q 3 H H P K )  
FORMAT ( 8 9  L A Y I N A F v ~ X ,  e ( E 1 5 . 5 )  1 
F n P Y C 7  ( 1 0 H  T U E ~ U L E ~ V T V R ( E ~ ~ . ~ ) )  
FOGMAT I ! Y O ~ 4 1 k H F D  = t4E4P T P i N S F F S  C O E F ( Q T U / S O  F T - S E C - R ) / 3 5 H  Q = 
1 H F A T  T Q 4 N S F F P  ( a T L / S Q  F T - S E C )  ) 
rr\lo 
............ B . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . * s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * e * . . * , . . . . .  
.. ...............................................*.................... 
USAGE 
Program SHOCK for a type I interference pattern uses the standard FORTRAN 
NAMELIST input with $DATAIN as the NAMELIST name. The input includes the flow con- 
ditions, gas properties, impinging flow deflection o r  shock angle, body angle, and impinge - 
ment location on the body. The program can increase incrementally the shock generator 
angle and also predict when a type D[ interference pattern will occur. 
A description of the input and output variables and a sample case a r e  presented. 
Input Description 
The $DATAIN input for  type I is a s  follows: 
RUN run number for  identification 
RM1 M, free-stream Mach number 
GAMMA cp/Cv, ratio of specific heats 
THETM Bi, shock generator angle, deg; or  Pi, impinging shock angle, deg 
THETAB Bb, body angle, deg (input a s  negative angle); o r  fib, bow shock angle, deg 
(input as negative angle) 
TINCR increment for O i ,  deg 
NTIMES number of t imes to  increment Oi 
IP T initial point; 0 for stagnation conditions, 1 for free-stream static 
conditions 
T temperature at  IPT,  OR 
P pressure at IPT, psia 
AMW molecular weight (used to  compute gas constant) 
TREF reference temperature for  computing viscosity, OR 
VREF reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
S Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
XL Xi, distance from leading edge to impingement point, ft 
TWALL temperature at wall, OR 
CP cp, specific heat at  constant pressure,  ft-lbf/slug-OR 
PR Npr, Prandtl number 
ANGLE THET if Oi input; BETA if Pi input 
ANGLE2 THET if  Ob input; BETA if Pb input 
TOL acceptable tolerance for equal pressures  (0.001) 
Output Description 
The output consists of printing only, A heading and pertinent input for identifica- 
tion a r e  printed before the calculated results. 
R W  NUMBER 
M1 
GAMMA(CP/CV) 
TEMP AT POINT "IPT" 













~ 2 / ~ 1 ,  etc. 
A2/A15 etc. 
~ 2 / ~ 1 ,  etc. 
2 0 
run number for identification 
M,, Mach number in f ree  stream 
ratio of specific heats 
input a s  T ,  OR 
input a s  P , psia 
molecular weight (used to  compute gas constant) 
reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
reference viscosity for  computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
Tw9 OR 
C ~ '  
specific heat at constant pressure,  ft-lbf/slug-OR 
Npr,  Prandtl number 
Xi, length from leading edge to  impingement point, ft 
Bi9 shock generator angle, deg 
Bb, body angle, deg 
p p , etc., pressure ratios for regions listed 
21 1 
p p , etc., density ratios for regions listed 21 1 
T ~ / T ~ ,  etc., temperature ratios for  regions listed 
a2/aI3 etc., ratios of speeds of sound in regions listed 
uZ/U1, etc., velocity ratios for regions listed 
RELATIVE ANGLE 
THETA flow angle relative to  flow in upstream region, deg 
BETA shock angle relative to  flow in upstream region, deg 
ABSOLUTE ANGLE 
THETA flow angle relative to  free-stream flow, deg 
BETA shock angle relative to free-stream flow, deg 
UPSTREAM MACH Mach number in upstream region 
LOCAL MACH local Mach number 
REGION region in shock pattern 
P static pressure in region, psia 
RHO static density in region, slugs/ft3 
T static temperature in region, OR 
A speed of sound in region, ft/sec 
U velocity in region, ft/sec 
MU static viscosity in region, slugs/ft-sec 
REYNOLDS NO Reynolds number per foot in region 
MACH NO Mach number in region 
The following stagnation conditions a r e  then listed: 
PSTAG total pressure in region, psia 
RHO total density in region, slugs/ft3 
TSTAG total temperature in region, % 
PSTAG/PSTAG~ ratio of total pressure in region to free-stream total pressure 
The pressure ratio and heat transfer for laminar and turbulent flow a re  listed a s  








flat -plate heat -transfer coefficient, ~ t u / f t ~  - s e c - ~ ~  
local incompressible Stanton number 
compressible free-stream Stanton number 
peak pressure ratio 
Markarian heat-transfer ratio 
peak heating rate 
peak heat -transfer coefficient 
Sample Case - Input 




C D  
PR 
RUN 
A Q C L E  
ANGLE:! 
TOL 
$ E N D  
Sample Case - Output 
M 1 
G 1 Y M 1 ( T " / f V )  
T E M F  AT P(! IhT 0 
P 9 E 5  AT FOIN'  C 
MCLFr lJLA? NETGbT 
F E F F 3 i N C F  T E Y D  
PEFFckihCE V I c C O C I T Y  
5 I  S l i ' h E D t  f N D  h L M Q F F  
T E M P  !.T WALL 
C D 
FJQ A h C T L  NUP9 f  P 
XL( WaLL LCNGTH)  
6 . 0 0 3  
1.4iIC303 
9i)C.0030;33 s 41\!KTYE 
4OC.JOJOb0 P S I  
2F.979030  
53C.000003 P 4 Y K r N C  
3.471053F-07 SL.UG/ IFT-SEC)  
1 5  3.603 
5 5 0 . C 0 3  &$NUT NE 
6006. C O O  F T - L a F /  ( S C U G - Q G N K I ~ \ l f )  
.72OCi)O 
. ?50303  F T  
ENPUT VARIABLES 4PE 
TbETAI = 5.0000 OEGI AND THETA8 = -15.0000 OEG 
RATIOS ARE 
REGION RELATIVE ANGLE 4BSCLUTE ANGLE 
THETA BETA THET4 BETA UPSTREAM MACH LOCAL MACH 
2 -15.0000 -22.6719 -15.0000 -22.6719 6.0000 3.9918 
3 5.0000 13.1598 5.0000 13.1598 6.0000 5.3157 
4 5.31283 18.2928 -9.6917 3.2928 3.9518 3 -6095 
5 -14.6917 -23.3922 -9.6917 -18.3922 5.3157 3.7001 
6 -5.3083 -19.8941 -15.0000 -29.5es8 3.6095 3.2765 
REGION P RHO T 4 U MU 
PSI SLUG/CU FT R4NKINE FT/?EC FT/SEC SLUG/FT-SEC 
I e2533 1.93645E-04 109.7561 513.5679 3081.4074 8~46377E-08  
2 1.5387 6.00506E-04 214.9563 718-7182 2868.9832 1.72967F-07 
3 -5093 3.15760E-04 135.3111 570.2302 3031.1919 1.06990E-07 
STAGhATION CONCITICNS ARE 
BEG l CN PSTAG RHO TSTAG PSTAC/PSTAGl 
PSIA SCUGSlCU FT RANKINF 
1 400.0000 3.72856E-02 9C0.0000 
- 2 231.Q837 2.15402E-02 900.001065 .577709 
3 386,5123 3.60280E-02 900.008771 -966281 
4 228.0034 2.12530E-02 900 -003197 .570008 
- - 5 258e71Q8 2.41152E-02 9COa009631 .646777 
6 225e6272 Z,Lm62E-02 _ 90D.M4664 -564193 
-- - - .  - -  -- 
HEW? TRANSFER - - . . --  
Q HFP ST4NTON2 STANTONL P6/P2 
LAMINAR 8.13165E-01 3.30239E-03 5.89526E-04 7.16914E-34 2.65250E+00 
TURBULENT 4.02372E+00 1.44246E-C2 2 -57501E-03 3.13143E-03 2.6525 OE+OO 
HFP = HEAT TRANSFER CCEFfBTU/SQ FT-SEC-R) 
Q = HEAT TRANSFER(@TL/SO FT-SECI 








HR QPK HPK 
3*51978E+00 2.86216E+00 1.16237E-02 
PART 11 - TYPE 11 INTERFERENCE 
PtZOBLEM DISCUSSION 
A type I1 interference pattern occurs when two shocks of opposite families (BS and 
IS) intersect, a s  shown in figure l(b). Both shocks a r e  weak a s  in type I but a r e  of such 
strength that in order to turn the flow, a Mach reflection must exist in the center of the 
flow field with an embedded subsonic region occurring between the intersection points (A 
and B) and the accompanying shear  layers. (See p. 557 of ref. 7.) Type I1 interference 
occurs on a blunt body when the impinging shock intersects the bow shock near the sonic 
point, a s  shown in figure 2. 
As fo r  type I interference, the flow model consisted of a weak impinging shock and 
a stronger bow shock (MQ > M2) generated by two wedges, as illustrated in figure 4. A 
detailed analysis of the complete flow field i s  difficult because the extent of subsonic 
region 5 i s  unknown and depends on the size and shape of the body (ref. 1). The condi- 
tions in the supersonic regions (4 and 6) and the pressure ratio p6/P2 across  the t rans-  
mitted impinging shock at the shock-boundary-layer interaction IP  can be calculated 
since the influence of the impinging shock on these regions is small compared with the 
influence of the bow shock (ref. 1). 
Given the free-stream conditions in region 1 and either the body angle Bb o r  bow 
shock angle fib, the triple-shock configuration with a shear layer at  point A is deter- 
mined by an  iterative procedure similar to  that discussed for a type I interference in 
part  I with the exception that strong-shock relations a r e  used between regions 1 and 5. 
Flow data presented in references 1 and 2 indicate that the shocks and shear  layer at  
point A a r e  nearly straight; therefore, the conditions in region 4 a r e  approximately those 
calculated by assuming no shock o r  shear-layer curvature and a nearly normal shock 
between A and B. When the regular shock reflection between regions 4 and 6 is no longer 
possible, i t  i s  replaced by a Mach reflection and a normal shock i s  assumed near the wall. 
Once the pressure r i se  from region 2 to region 6 is known, the heat-transfer r i se  is deter- 
mined with the same procedure a s  used for  type I (eq. (I)). The reference, o r  undisturbed, 
heating ahead of the shock-boundary-layer interaction at IP is calculated in the same 
manner a s  for type I. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The main program reads the input, calls the various subprograms, and computes 
the heat t ransfer .  The TYP4 subprogram computes the flow deflection angle of the shear  
layer at  point A (fig. 4). FTHETA is called to eompvate the flow deflection angle and 
PENDB is called to compute the shock angles in each region, The subprograms OBLIQ, 
MLTRT, ABSVAL, and ISTROP compute flow variables and ratios of the flow variables. 
PINPUT prints input var iab les  The flow charts and listings of these subprograms a r e  
presented in par t  VII. The flow diagram and listing for the main program a r e  given in 
the following sections. 
Program Flow Chart - Main 
Read NAMELIST data I:: 
Write heading b 
Convert angles to radians c 
Compute flow-quantity 
ratios across  shocks 










Write message - 
assume normal 
shock and compute 





and Mach number 
for each region 
flow conditions in 
free stream 
1 / CALL ABSVAL \ 
Multiply ratios by values 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A33 C U N T I I ~ U E  
d H I  TE L b ,DATA I N )  
K k ( a ! = b Q R T t P R I  
kKKLdl-=P_K**J i c / 3 .  
Tl iBLJEb=THETAB 
J r i I O E b = T H E T A  i 
k R I T k  ( 6 9 1 L O )  R U h  
C  GAS L O N S T A N T  ( F T - L t i F / L B M - K )  
K = 1 5 4 + + J / A M W  
I; _RJiJ1LSITY ( S l U G / C U - F T )  
R H O = P * 1 4 4 e / ( 3 2 e Z * H * T )  
I F  L I P T l  1 0 4 r 1 0 4 r 1 0 5  
C S I A b N A T I O N  G U N O I T I O N S  
194 T L = T  
M U L = K H O  
-U?k!  
G ~ J  TCI 106 
L F R E E  S T K k A M  CUND l T I O N S  
105 T l = T  
P  l = P  
K h O l = K H O  
JAh- L b k I . I b t U E  
C A L L  I S T R O P  ( G A M M A v R M l r  P l r  P L ,  P l O t ' L r  I P T  1 
C P K l N T  OUT I N P U T  V A R I A t b L E S  
C A L L  P I N P U T  ( A M ~ ~ G A ~ ~ M A ~ ~ P T ~ T ~ P I A M ~ * ~ U ~ F ~ V K E ~ ~ X L , > ~ J ~ A L A ~ C P ~ P R )  
W K I T E  (69121)  XL 
I T Y P L - 0  
k l T Y P L  = 0 &ORHAL 
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USAGE 
Program SHOCK for  a type I1 interference pattern uses the standard FORTRAN 
NAMELIST input with $DATAIN a s  the NAMELIST name. The input includes the flow con- 
ditions, gas properties, impinging-flow deflection o r  shock angle, and impingement loca- 
tion on the body. The program has an option to  increment the body angle. These input 
variables should be applied f i rs t  to the type I program to  determine whether the interfer- 
ence is type I o r  11. 
A description of the input and output variables and a sample case a r e  presented. 
Input Description 
The $DATAIN input for type I1 is a s  follows: 
RUN run number for  identification 
RM1 M,, free-stream Mach number 
GAMMA cp/e,, ratio of specific heats 

















Bb, body angle, deg (input a s  negative angle); or  pb, bow shock angle, deg 
(input as negative angle) 
increment for Bi, deg 
number of t imes to increment Bi 
initial point; 0 for  stagnation conditions, 1 fo r  free-stream static conditions 
temperature at  IPT, % 
pressure  at  IPT, psia 
molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
reference temperature for  computing viscosity, OR 
reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
I 
Xi, distance from leading edge to impingement point, ft 
temperature a t  wall, OR 
cp, specific heat at  constant pressure,  f t  - l b f / ~ l u g - ~ R  
I 
Npr ,  Prandtl number 
THET if Qi input; BETA if P i  input 
THET if Qb input; BETA if Pb input 
acceptable tolerance for equal pressures  (0.001) 
Output Description 
The output is printing onby. A heading and pertinent input for identification a r e  
printed before the calculations. 
RUN NUMBER run number for identification 
M1 M,, Mach number in free s t ream 
GAMMA( CP/CV) ratio of specific heats 
PRES AT POINT "IPT" input as P, psia 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
REFERENCE TEMP reference temperature for  computing viscosity, OR 
REFERENCE VISCOSITY reference viscosity for  computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
S(SUTHERLAND NUMBER) Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
TEMP AT WALL Tw, OR 
CP cp, specific heat a t  constant pressure,  ft-lbf/slug-OR 
PRANDTL NUMBER Npr, Prandtl number 
XL(WALL LENGTH) Xi, length from leading edge to impingement point, ft 
THETA1 
THETAB 
~ 2 / P 1 ,  etc. 
~ ~ 0 2 / 1 ,  etc.
Bi, shock generator angle, deg 
4 
ob, body angle, deg 
p2/p1, etc., pressure ratios for regions listed 
p2/p1, etc., density ratios for regions listed 
% 2 / ~ 1 ,  etc. 
A2/A1, etc. 

















T 'I' , etc., temperature ratios for regions listed 
2/ 1 
a2/al, etc., ratios of speeds of sound in regions listed 
i12/u1, etc., velocity ratios for  regions listed 
flow angle relative to  flow in upstream region, deg 
shock angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
flow angle relative to free-stream flow, deg 
shock angle relative to  free-stream flow, deg 
Mach number in  upstream region 
local Mach number 
region in shock pattern 
static pressure in region, psia 
static density in region, slugs/ft3 
static temperature in region, OR 
speed of sound in region, ft/sec 
velocity in region, ft/sec 
static viscosity in region, slugs/ft-sec 
Reynolds number per  foot in region 
M C H  NO Mach number in region 
The following stagnation conditions a r e  then listed: 
PSTAG total pressure in region, psia 
RHO total density in region, slugs/ft3 
TSTAG total temperature in region, OR 









The pressure ratio and heat transfer for laminar and turbulent flow a r e  listed a s  
heat-transfer rate,  ~ t u / f t ~ - s e c  
flat -plate heat -transfer coefficient, ~ t u / f t ~  -sec-OR 
local incompressible Stanton number 
compressible free-stream Stanton number 
peak pressure ratio 
Markarian heat-transfer ratio 
peak heating rate 
peak heat-transfer coefficient 
Sample Case - Input 
L D A T A I N  
R M 1  = 0,6E+01t 
GAMMA = U,14t+01, 
THETAB = - d e 3 5 E + 0 2 ~  
T h E P A L  = 0 , 5 E + Q L *  

INPUT VARIABLES AKE 
ThETAl = 5.0000 DEG, AND ThETA8 = -35.0000 DEG 
RATPG5 ARE 
REG i GN RELATIVE ANGLE ABSOLUTE ANGLE 
TrlETA 8ETA TriETA aE.TA UPSTREAR MACH LOCAL MACH 
2 -35.0000 -48.0670 -35.3000 -48.06JO 6,0003 1.8765 
3 5.0000 13.159 8 5.0000 13.15S8 6.0000 5.3157 
4 11+5299 43.6580 -23.6701 8.6580 1.8765 1.4741 
5 -23.0701 -83.7595 -23.6701 -83.7595 5.3157 ,4666 
6 -11,3299 -64.1425 -35.0000 -88.4127 1.4741 -9585 
REGION P RHO 
PS I  SLUG/CU FT 
1 .2533 1.93645E-04 
2 >.a465 9.28781t-04 
3 .5093 3.15760E-04 
4 10.4725 1.40040E-03 
5 10.4725 1.01869E-03 
6 19.9687 L.20341E-03 
STAbNABIUN CONDITIONS ARE 
REG I ON PSTAG RHO 
PSIA SLUGS/CU FT 
1 400.0000 3.72656E-02 
2 37 .7814  3.52176E-03 
3 386.5123 3.60280t-02 
4 37.0316 3.45186E-03 
5 12. 15 74 1.13324E-03 

















REYNOLDS NO HACH NO 








Q HFP STANTON2 STANTON1 P6/P2 HR QPK HPI< 
LAMINAR 1.58922Et00 5.41165E-03 4.11392E-04 1.17481E-03 3.41551E+00 4.87705E+00 7.Z5D69E+00 2.63929E-02 
TURBULEN B 9.18804€+00 2.95032E-02 2.24282E-03 6.40483E-OJ 3.41551E+00 2.84078E+00 2.61012EtQl 8.36UOE-02 
h F P  = HEAT TKANbFER C U t k  t O T u / S w  FT-SEC-K) 
Q = H t A 1  T 8 A N S F t K ( d T U / S O  F T - S t C )  
PABT 111 - TYPE 111 INTERFERENCE 
PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
A type 111 shock-interference pattern occurs when a weak impinging shock inter- 
sects  a strong detached bow shock, a s  illustrated in figure l(c). The shear layer ema-  
nating from the shock intersection attaches to the surface with subsonic flow above the 
shear  layer turning upward and supersonic flow below the layer passing through an oblique 
shock in order  t o  turn parallel with the surface. On a blunt body the shock intersection 
occurs near o r  above the lower sonic point, a s  shown in figure 2. 
Once the flow conditions in region 1 and either the angle 8i o r  Pi a r e  specified, 
the triple-shock configuration at point A shown in figure 5 is solved by using an iterative 
procedure s imilar  to  that discussed for type I. The iterative procedure for type I11 dif- 
f e r s  in that the strong-shock solutions of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations a r e  used in 
going from region 1 to region 2. The reflected shock at the attachment point C intersects 
the transmitted bow shock at point B and results in another triple shock. The analysis 
thus f a r  i s  exact. Results from this analysis a r e  used in the following approximate ana - 
lytic technique to  determine the peak pressure and heat transfer a t  the shear-layer 
attachment point. The reflected-shock angle at  point C is obtained once the flow deflec- 
tion angle 85 is specified. The reflected-shock angle and wall pressure (peak pres-  
sure) in region 5 a re  obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for attachment on a 
two-dimensional body. For attachment on a body of revolution, tangent-cone approxima- 
tions (ref. 9) a r e  used to  determine the shock angle and wall pressure.  In the present 
analysis, the flow model consists of a plane shock intersecting the bow shock of a sphere 
in the vertical plane of symmetry. 
Peak heating at the wall is caused by the attaching shear  layer, which is similar  to 
the case of a reattaching shear  layer in a separation region. Correlations proposed by 
Bushnell and Weinstein (ref. 3) for reattachment heating on two-dimensional ramps a r e  
used. The peak heat transfer at  attachment is 
where us  is the velocity in region 5, the subscript w indicates wall values, and GSL 
is the shear-layer thickness at attachment. The constants A and N (from data in 
ref. 3) a r e  0.19 and 0.5 for a laminar shear-layer reattachment, and 0.021 and 0.2 for  a 
turbulent interaction. For the present case (ref, 2) the attachment angles a r e  higher 
than those of reference 3 and the attachment is three dimensional in nature. Therefore, 
values of A obtained from correlations of peak-heating data for f ree shear  layers  
reported in references 2 and 18 a r e  used (0.40 for laminar and 0.06 for  turbulent 
interactions). 
The shear-layer thickness at  attachment is obtained from the following expressions 
in reference 3: 
Laminar. 
Turbulent, 
where ZSL is the length of the shear  layer from A to C in figure 5. The shear-layer 
length is determined from the geometry of the triangle ABC formed by the shock and the 
shear  layer and from the shock length AB (or  L ~ ~ ) ,  which must be obtained experimen- 
tally o r  from some approximate method. Shear-layer transition data discussed in ref - 
erence 11 a r e  useful in determining the state of the shear layer at attachment. 
The reference heating used is the stagnation-point value on a sphere obtained from 
reference 12: 
where (from ref. 13) 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The main program reads the input, calls the various subprograms, and computes 
the heat transfer. TYP4 computes the flow deflection angle of the shear  layer. FTHETA 
is called to compute the flow angle and FINDB is called to compute the shock angles in 
each region. The subprograms OBLIQ, FINDM, PRATIO, MLTRT, ABSVAL, AND 
ISTROP compute flow variables and ratios of the flow variables. PINPUT prints the 
input variables. The flow charts and listings of these subprograms a r e  presented in 
past VII. For  the misymmetric option, FINDBC computes the conical shock angle at  the 
shear-layer attachment and PRA5'4: computes the ratio of the pressure at  the wall to the 
static pressure upstream of the conical shock by use of a tangent-cone approximation. 
The flow diagrams and listings for  the main program, PRATC, and FINDBC follow. 
Program Flow Chart - Main 
TYPE 111 (7 
Read NAMELIST data w 
Write heading 9 
I ~ o m n u t e  I / w a s  \ I Compute ratio 1 
shdck shock Yes of shock 
displacement = displacement 
I e n ~ t h  leneth length to  .... D - - -  \ inp;t? / I nose radius 1 
Convert angles to radians + 
1 \ . . / were \ 
Compute No stag&tion> ( stagnation )+ conditions f ree  -stream \ conditions / \ input? / \ conditions / 
CALL FINDM 
Find Mach number 
in region 3 
CALL PRATIO 
Find pressure ratio 
across  shock 3 (I  




ratios across shocks 
2 ,  3, and 4 
CALL MLTRT 
Write angles and Mach 
numbers for each region 
Calculate and write flow / conditions in region 1 I 
CALL ABSVAL 
Calculate and write flow 
conditions in regions 2 ,  





Set g5 = 5' 
input? on 85 
Mach number 











Compute Mach number 
along shock 
Compute Mach number 
at  surface 
Write p5 i;
ratios across shock 
CALL MLTRT 
wrt  r e ~ i o n  1 
Compute values using 
three-dimensional 
Write angles and flow 
Compute and write heat transfer 1 
yes Convert g5 
to degrees 
1 Yes 
Program Listing - Main 
r, ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 2 
C A 3 
r PI IRP75E A 4 
C  T H I 5  PR?GRdM PFRF1P84S A TYPE 1 1 1  SHOCK INTERFERGNCE PATTERY A 5 
C A 6 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 7 
TDMYOY ~ 7 ,  D Y ~ Z ,  T Z ?  PIOPZ, R H P ~ ~ Z ,  T L O T Z ,  A 9 
1  P Z T 9  9 Y n 7 Z v  T Z Z v  P 2 n P Z 2 ,  RHQ2ZZ9 T 7 p T Z 2 r  A 9 
7 P Z 7 ,  QHnZ3,  T Z 3 9  P 7 0 P Z 3 ,  P H 0 3 Z 3 ,  T 3 W Z 3 9  A 1 0  
7 D Z 4 v  RHf3Z4v T 7 4 9  P 4 n P Z 4 ,  RHfl4Z49 T 4 D T 7 4  A 11 
4 P Z 5 ?  9 Y P Z 5 9  T Z ~ V  P 5 n P 7 5 ,  RHn5Z5, T 5 P T Z 5 r  A 12  
5 P3QP1,  RIC12nlq T T f l T l r  A 2 0 A l p  UZOtJlq A 13 
6 P 3 n P L  p RCIn3r71p T 3 C I T I v  A 3 O A l p  ? 1 3 O l J l r  A 14 
7 P 4 1 7 P 3 ~  RHf34n79  T 4 q T 3 ,  A 4 0 4 3 9  U 4 0 U 3 1  A  1 5  
R P 4 r l D 1 9  QWn4nlr T 4 f l T 1 ,  A 4 n A l p  t J 4 n U l r  A a6 
9 P 5 f l P 4 ?  R Y n 5 ! 1 4 1  T 5 0 T 4 v  A 5 0 A 4 r  U 5 0 U 4 t  A 17 
$ P 5 f l P l r  RHfl5nlv T S n T l r  A 5 n A 1 9  U S O U l r  A  1 8  
$ P I 9  Q H ? l p  T l o  4 1 9  I J l r  V I S C l r  R E Y L ,  A 19 
$ n2, q y f l 2 P  T 2 p  A 2 9  UZ I  V I S C 2 r  R E V 2 9  A 2 0  
h D7, R H 9 3 p  T 3 9  A 9 9  1139 V I S C 3 s  R E Y 3 r  A 2 1  
$ " 4 ,  Y H q 4 s  T 4 1  A 4 9  U 4 r  V I S C 4 9  9 E Y 4 v  A  2 2  
6 P5, 91405. T 5 ,  A 5 9  U 5 v  V I S f 5 r  R E Y S  A  2 3  
7 I u C U S  I q Y  RAT ( 3 3 )  A 24 
q I M = V S I D Y  V A L U l ( 7 ) p  V A L U 7 1 7 ) v  R A T I O C ' 9 r  V A L U J ( 7 )  A  25 
I t I M F Y S T r ) U  f l ' l - T A ( 2 ) ~  C H W A L L ( 2 ) r  T R ( 2 ) v  Q R A T F ( 2 I  A 2 6  
S F Y  3 F F 4 1 J L T S  FQR I V P U T  V A R I A B I  FS A 27 
O A T 4  G A Y Y A / I .  4 / T 5 ~ I M C / S . 0 / 7 N T T Y F S / l / *  T P T / 0 /  * A M W / 2 8 . 9 7 /  A 2 8  
Q A T A  T Y S V I  /O. / r S T S V I  /0. / A 2 4  
! )4TA T Q F F / 5 3 2 . 9 R / r V Q P F / .  7 8 0 7 € - h / p  R R / l . O / t  5 / 2 1  6 .  / r T W A L L / 5 3 0 . /  A 30 
' )ATA XI  f ! . e 0 / p C P / 6 0 0 6 .  / 9 P R I e 7 2 /  A 3 1  
f ' A T 4  A Y G L F / 6 H T H F T I J n l  / e  091/ A 32  
r)A T A  X L R 3 / 0 .  / A 3 3  
F A T A  R E T 4 / 4 H 9 E T A /  A 34 
9 A T A  C O D F / 4 H A X I  ? / + C q n F 1 / 4 H N O N E /  A 35 
D A T A  T Y E T 4 5 / 3  . / p C K T H 5 / 0 / 9 R I J N / I e /  A 3 6  
K I A Y F L I S T  / g A T A I N /  R Y 1 ~ G A M N 1 A , T H E T 4 I 9 T I r Y C R ~ N T 1 M E S ~ I P T ~ T ~ P A M W T R E F V  A 37 
1 R E F 9 Q f l ~ S r T ? J A L L ~ X L r t P ~ P I ) r C ~ P T I ~ Y r T O L , A N G L F t X L P A t T H E T A 5 r C K T H 5 r Q U N  A 38 
.. 0 . * . . . 0 0 . . 0 . . . O . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e . * . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . .  A  39 
A 40 
ThlPUT D A T A  A 41 
A 42 
..*.*....... e l  e . . . . .  * * * O D * * . *  ................. e . e . * * . . * . * *  A 43  
T I Y C ? = 5 V T Y T  A 44 
T Y F T A I = T Y S V I  A 45 
R F Y A I = B T $ V I  A 46 
X L 9 R = 7 .  A 47 
13=1 A 48 
? F A D  ( 5 , 3 4 T A l W )  A 49 
I F  ( E Y D F I L F  5 1  1 0 2 r l 0 3  A 50 
S T  O o  A 5 1  
r O N T I h l \ J c  A 5 2  
! 4 R I T F ( 6 ~ O h T A I ~ ~ )  
' JRTTF ( 6 , 1 2 5 )  Rl l lV  A 53  
T H S V I = T H F T A I  A 54 
R T S V I  = R F T A  T A 55 
S V T N C = T I Y C R  A 5 6  
I F  ( X L R S e N E e Q * )  GI1  T f l  104 A 57 
X L R R = X L / R R  A 58 
59 Tr3 1 0 5  A 59 
X L = X L 9 B * ( I R  A 60 
r r ) b l T I  N O F  A 6 1  
X I  1 7 = X L  A 6 2  
G A S  C n N S T A N T (  F T - C S F / L R M - R )  A  6 3  
? = 1 5 4 4 . 3 / A Y W  A 6 4  
7 E Y S I  T Y  ( C L ( J G / ( T V  F T I  A 6 5  
c H n = P * 1 4 4 . / f  3 ? e 2 * Y * T )  A 6 6  
T A L L  D I N P l l T  ( R M 1 7 G A l " , M A r I P T p T ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ t T R ~ ~ ~ V R ~ ~ ~ ~ C t S ~ T ~ A i i L ~ C P 9 P R )  A 67 
W P I T E  1 6 , 1 2 6 1  X L 1 2  A  6 8  
W R I T F  ( 6 , 1 2 7 )  RB A  69 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 2 9 1  0 " T I O N  A  70 
I vPQ=n A  7 1  
T I Y c R = T Y V C R f 5 7 , 7 9 h  d 7 2  
T H r l T 1 ? - - T Y F T A I i ~ 7 9 ? 3 6  A 4 3  







T H F T B T = T Y T T 4 1 - T  I N C P  
q F T A T = S F T S I - T I N T Q  
I F  ( I D T I  1 0 5 9 1 0 6 ~ 1 0 7  
i z = 7  
7H( lZ=RHO 
P Z = P  
'0 Try 1 0 9  
T l = T  
" H O l =  RHO 
" 1 = P  
rnP'TI N\JF 
r A L L  1 9 T 4 n P  (GaMMf i ,RV1 , P 1 9 P Z v P l r ! ' z v ~ * T )  
1 2 4  I = l , U T I M F S  
I 5 W = 3  
IF ( A U G L C . ~ I F . E F T ~ )  Gn +n 1 3 9  
9 F T A I  Wh5 I Y P I I T  T"JSTsAT) PF T H F T A I  
ThlPS=I 
P F T 4 I = H F T A I + T I Y C R  
T H F T ~ T = F T H F T A ( G A Y ~ ~ A ~ P Y I ~  P P T A I I  
S n  T'I 11 1 
1 t l F T A I = T Y F T A T + T I Y C R  
P c T 4 1 = F l Y D R ( G A M M 4 v R M 1 ~ T H F T A I v 1  9 1 E R R f l R )  
Tk ( I F R R ' l 9 - 2 )  l l l ~ l l l r 1 1 0  
G D  T 7  I 1 ~ 1 , 1 3 1 , 1 0 l ~ l P l l ~  TcRPOR 
FSROPY I N  F I N D I N G  R E T A  
I F P Q O K  = 1 P N F  S f l L U T T O N  WAS FOUND, C O N T I N U E  
7 C P L U T l n N  D I D  NOT CONVFRGFV llSE L A S T  B E T 4  COMPU 
3 NO C O L U T I O N  W P S  FnUl\lD, C T A K V  NEW C A S E  
4 hlflT IIFF I b t F D  
n I D F G = R F T 4 1 * 1 8 O e / 7 . 1 4 1 6  
TY I D E G = T H F T A I * 1 5 0 .  / 3 . 1 4 1 h  
W R I T F  ( 6 9 1 2 ° )  
k P I T E  ( 6 9 1 3 0 )  T H I n E G , S I D F G  
.,*................ ~ ~ D * . O . e t ) e . . . ~ * . . e . e I I o . . . * . * . . ~ . ~ * * . ~ ~ * * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
e . . . . . . . . .  0 . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . . r . . . . . . . e . e . * . . * . . . . * . . e . e . . a * . e * . e e . * . .  
T H f  TAF=0.  
q F T A 2 = 1 . 5 7 0 5  
t tM3=FTPJDY(GAqqA, RM19 5 I P \ I ( R F T A I l  p P E T A I , T H F T A l  1 
~ 3 n P l = P R 4 T l O ( G A M M A , R M l ,  S I N (  B F T 4 I  1 )  
A  T'fP' C I Y T F P F E R E N C F  P A T T E R Y  W I T H  I Y I T l A L  MACH NO R M 1  
F Y T F Q T Y G  AT 4 Y G I  F 0 D F G R F F S  
r f i l  I. T Y P 4  ( THETAF,  9 F T A 2 , R W l  ,R 'J3 ,THFTAI  ,THCTA4,HFTA4,  P ~ O P ~ ~ G ~ Y M A V T O  
11 , I FRJC)Q)  
I F  I I F R R I P - 7 )  1 1 2 9 1 0 1 , 1 0 1  
TACCULATE AYO W R I T ?  v 4 F A M F T F R  R A T I O 5  FOR 2 / l y  4 / 3 9  4 / 1  
" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . O I . . . . I .  ~ . ~ o e ~ e ~ a . . e *  A 126 
1 1 2  WQTTE 16,111) A 1 2 7  
T O = l  A 1 2 8  
CAI .1  r19LTO ( G A Y M 4 , R Y l V 4 P S ( T H E T A F 1  ~ R F T A ~ ( L R M ~ * P Z O P I P  1 e 2 ~  101 A  129 
r A L [  f l S L 1 Q  ( G A Y M ~ ~ R Y ~ ~ T W F T A I ~ R E T A I  1 r l M 3 q P 3 P l  9 1 0 )  A 130 
f A i  L 1 9 L I Q  ( G A M ? 4 A ~ R M ~ r T H F T A 4 ~ R F T A 4 ~ R F . 1 4 ~ P 4 r l P 3 ~ 3 ~ 4 p T O ~  A  1 3 1  
ril l  f M I  T 4 T  I P ~ R P ~ + P ~ ~ P L B  P 4 n P 1 9  1 ~ 4 9  1l31 9  2 3 2  
f WQIT' T M F T A  4hlP R F T A  bhJGf F C  AND WACU NlJMRFR A 1 3 3  
b l Q I T E  ( ( 7 7 1 3 2 1  & 134 
T t j F D E G = T H F V W F * 5 4 , 7 %  A 1 3 5  
C A L C ' I L A T E  4 H S n L U T c  VALUFS FOR P P I N T S  0 THRIJ 4 
4 1 5 3  
. . ~ e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e . e . . e e e e e  4 1 5 4  
i 4 Q T T C  ( 6 , 1 7 4 )  A 1 5 5  
I T E  ( 6 , 1 3 5 )  4 1 5 6  
\!I ' C l = V I  SC I ( V R E F q T P E F ? T l q S )  A  157 
i t = $ 3 K T (  32. ? * G h Y Y t * Q x < T l )  A  1 5 8  
t I l = A l * F ' Y L  A  1 5 9  
" F Y L = T H ; l l + U l  I V I c l C 1  A  160  
. I =  1 A 1 6 1  
l ' Q I T C  ( 6 , 1 3 6 1  J v p l , R L { n l , T 1  v A l ~ l J l , V I S C l r R E Y 1 ~ ~ M 1  4 1 6 2  
. J = ?  A 163  
C A L L  A s S V A L  ( P ? f l P 1 v P 1 v P Z , V R E F q  T R E F q S ?  J q I O q R M Z I  A 164 
,J= ? A 165 
rfiI L  1 R S V A L  ( " 3 9 P 1  V P ~ ~ P ~ V V R E F . T ~ E F ~ S V J ? I O ~ R M ~ )  A 166 
. I = +  A 167 
r41 1 A S S V A L  ( P 4 P D l q P l  v P 4 v V P F F , T P F F q S t  J ?  I O t R M 4 1  A 1 6 8  
' a f R I T F  1 6 9 1 3 7 )  A  169 
J =  1 A 170 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 6 )  J q P L ? R H n Z , T I  4 1 7 1  
J=? A  1 7 2  
f A1 L T S T Q n P  (GAMYAVRM2vP2,PZ2rP2nPZ2q2) A  1 7 3  
P Z ? ~ Z = P Z ~ / D Z  A 174  
WRITE  ( 6 . 1 3 6 )  J v P Z 2 1 P H n Z ? v T Z 2 ~ P Z 2 n Z  A  1 7 5  
J = ?  A 176 
' A 1  L I T T 9 Q P  ( G A M M A V R M 3 , P 3 , P Z 3 q  P 3 O P Z 3 9 3 )  A 177 
DZ3n7=PZ7/''Z A 1 7 8  
WP I T c  ( 6 , 1 3 6 1  J q P 7 1 q R H O Z 3 q T Z 3 r P Z 3 Q Z  A 179 
,J=4 A  1 8 0  
C A L L  I (T9T)P ( G A Y 4 4 ,  RM49 P4,  P Z 4 v  P 4 n P Z 4 r 4 )  4 1 8 1  
D Z 4 0 Z = P Z 4 / P Z  A 1 8 2  
M P I T E  ( 6 , 1 3 6 1  J ? P 7 4 r R t J l Z 4 v T Z 4 v P 7 4 Q Z  A 1 8 3  
I F  ( O D T I O N . c O . C f l D E 1 1  Gfl Tfl  1 2 4  t\ 1 8 4  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .o A 1 8 5  
A 1 8 6  
c n N P I T I n \ l  1 A  1 8 7  
T Y r R F Y F N T  TY'TA 5 Y N T l L  P F F L E T T I O N  AT P T  5 N O T  P O S S I R L E  A T  W H I C H  A 188 
T T M E  Y E F I M F  T H F T A S  TP F T N n  M f l R E  P R F C I S F L Y  WHFN T H I S  OCCURS A 1 8 9  
A  190 
. . . 0 0 1 . 0 . . . D 0 0 . . . . s . ~ ~ a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 191 
TF (CKTH5,FQ.D) G I  T C  113 A  192 
n T H F T & = T H F r A 5 / 5 7 , 2 9 6  B 193 
THcTAS=DPH"TA A 194 
r t W - l  A 1 9 5  
<;n r n  r l o  4 1.96 
n T P f = T 4 = 5 . 0 / 5 7 . 2 9 6  A  197 
THFT45=DTHFTfi  4 198  
T ( ; k t = T )  A 199 
T 4 n E G - - T Y C T 9 5 * 1 ~ 0 e / 3 e 1 4 1 h  A 2 0 0  
TYFTAR=THETAF-TUFT45 A 2 0 1  
THPnEG= T Y F T 4 B * l R 0 . / 3 . 1 4 1 6  A  2 0 2  
Y R I T F  l 6 9 1 2 9 )  A  2 0 3  
I F  (RY4.LF. l . )  WQITE ( 6 , 1 3 8 )  A  2 0 4  
I F  (RM4,LF.l.) GO TO 1 2 4  A  2 0 5  
I Q R I T F  ( 6 , 1 3 9 )  A 2 0 6  
I F  (OPTI7N.NF.CODS) Gn T t l  1 1 5  A  2 0 4  
. O ~ ~ e s e e O ~ e O ~ ~ ~ e e ~ e o e e o o e e t ) e ~ e e e ~ e e e ~ . e e  A 2 0 8  
A  2 0 9  
hXTSYYMET?IC CASF. THETA5,RM5tP50P4 ARF I N P U T  A  2 1 0  
A  2 1 1  
.............................................*......*..........*. A 2 1 2  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 4 0 1  A  2 1 3  
HETAS=F IUDRC(RY4 ,GAMMA,THETA5 ,  I E R R n R )  A  2 1 4  
TF ( IFRR'lReGT.2) GO TO 1 2 3  A  2 1 5  
PRES13JRE R4T Ir? AT t U R F A C F  A 2 1 6  
P50P4=PRATC(QM4,GAYMA,THFTA51 A 2 1 7  
THETA=FTHETA( GAMMA, RM4q BETA5 ) A  2 1 8  
I A f Y  NOMSCR 4LDYG SHOCK A  2 1 9  
~M5B=FINDM(64MMAqRY4v71N(AETA5),RETA5,THETA)**2 A 2 2 0  
G M l H = (  GAYMA-1.) /2 .  A  2 2 1  
P ~ P ~ = P ~ A T I O ( C A M M A V R Y ~ ~  C I h ' f B E T A 5 ) )  A  2 2 2  
P 5 S P 5 = P 5 9 P 4 / P  5P4 4 2 2 3  
MACH NUYRFR 4 T  SU2FACE A  2 2 4  
QM5=SQRT((P57P5**(-GMlH)*(l.+GMlH*RMSQ)-l.)/GMlHl A 2 2 5  
TSnTZ5=1 .  / ( l . + ( G A Y Y A - 1 .  I *PM5**2/2 .  ) A 2 2 6  
T 5 = T Z * T 5 0 T Z 5  A  227 
" 5 = P 4 * D 5 7 P 4  A  2 2 8  
PHO5=P5*144.  / ( 3 2 . 2 * R * T W  A 2 2 9  
V I  S C 5 = V I S C J ( V R E F , T R E F , T 5 * S )  A 2 3 0  
A5=SQRTf3?.2*GAMM4*R*T5 A  2 3 1  
\15=A5*RY5 A  2 3 2  
PFY5=QH05* l J5 /V ISC5 A 2 3 3  
r,D T 7  1 1 7  A  2 3 4  
... . . . . . . . . . . e ~ . e . . e . . ~ . . . . e . ~ e . . e . e ~ . e * e  A 2 3 5  
A  2 3 6  
TWn-DlMEV'j InYAL C A S F .  A 2 3 7  
CALCULATE AND WRITF PARAMFTFR R A T I O 5  FOR 5 /4 ,  5 / 1  A  2 3 8  
A  2 3 9  
.. . e e . . e . . . . e . . . . . . . . ~ . e . . . e e . . . . . e . . e e . e e s e  A 2 4 0  
O F T A ~ = F I V D R ( G A Y Y A , R M ~ V T H F T A ~ , ~ ~ I E R R O R )  A 2 4 1  
I F  ( I c R R n R - 3 )  1 1 6 r 1 2 1 9 1 2 1  A  2 4 2  
RETOEG=BETA5*180./3.1416 A 2 4 3  
THSV=THETA5 A  2 4 4  
k R  I TE ( 6 , 1 4 1  ) BFT3EG 4 2 4 5  
T O = - 1  A 2 4 6  
T A L L  O P L I Q  ( G A M Y A , Q M 4 , T H E T A 5 q R E T A 5 ~ R M 5 p P 5 0 P 4 p 4 , 5 , 1 0 )  A 2 4 7  
CALL  MLTRT ( P 5 0 P 4 ,  P40P1 ,  P 5 0 P l r  1 9  59 1 0 1  A  2 4 8  
CALCULATF ARcjnLUTF VALIJES AT 5  A  2 4 9  
r A L L  ARSVAL ( P ~ O P ~ , P ~ ~ P ~ V V R F F ~ T P F F ~ S ~ ~ ~ - ~ )  A 2 5 0  
RETDFG=-?ETA5*57.?96 A  2 5 1  
R R D F G =  ( THFTAF-@ETA5 t 5 7 . 2 9 6  A 2 5 7  
W R I T G  ( 6 $ 1 4 2 )  THOEGITHADFG*BFTDEG,B9DEG A 253 
WRITF Cbp143! P 5 2 P 4  A  2 5 4  
:.1QIfE ( b o 1 4 4 )  P 5 1 4 Y n 5 , T 5 , 4 5 s 1 1 5 , V I S C 5 r R E Y 5 1 Q M 5  A 2 5 5  
. e e . . . e e e e . . . . . . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ o r e e * ~ ~ * ~ * e e e e c c c .  4 2 5 6  
C A  25'7 
r r A L C l J \  i\P-F A V n  k ' 41TF  S T A W T n N  N U M P E Q  o H F A T  T R A N C F F R  C O F F F I C I E N T t  H )  * A 258 
C L i [ A T I V G  R A T F I 3 9 A T E )  B N D  t H F 4 R  L A Y E R  P H I C K N E S S ( D E L T A )  F O R  A 259 
C L A ' 4 i N 4 R  & N i l  T t J R ( i l i i F N P  FCnW.  A 260 
r A 261 
t . . . . . ~ e e . e ~ e . ~ . . ~ . . . . e ~ . . . . ~ . . . . w e e e e  A 262 
r VI S C 7 C I T Y  A T  U h L L  ( C I  I J G / F T - S F r  1 A 263 
\ ' W A L C = V I S C J ( V ~ F F , T Y F F T T W A I L ~ S ~  A 264 
i- " ! = Y S I T Y  A T  W 4 L L  ( ( L U G / F T  T I J R F j  A 265 
c':4f'w=P5*L44./ ( 3 2 . 2 * R * T \ J A L L )  A 266 
L Q I T ;  ( 6 , 1 4 5 )  R l l q W v V k i A l  L A 267 
" Y Y T F  ( 6 . 1 4 6 )  A 268 
r SyF4q L A Y E R  L F N G T H ( F F F T I  A 269 
XI, 1 3 = Y L  L 7 * C n t  ( B F T A b - - T ~ ~ F T A 4 ) - X L  l ? * S I N ( B E T A 4 - - T H F T A 4 ) / T A N ( B E T A 5 1  A 270 
f C t J c A q  L I Y F R  T W l C Y Y F S S  A T  WALL ( F T )  A 271 
' F L T A (  1 ) = 5 . ) * S O R T (  X I I 1 7 * V I S C 4 / (  R W 4 * C 1 4 1  A 272 
~ ~ F L ~ 4 ( 2 ) = 1 . 5 * X L 1 3 / 1 3 .  A 273 
f c T A Y T ? h '  Y U Y R F Q  TV Y E G T O b l  5 A 274 
' H = F - i l W * l l S / (  V W A L I  a 5 1  hlf T t 4 r T A 5  1 1  A 275 
f H W A L L ( l I = . 1 9 / ( r H * O E l  T A ( l 1 ) * * . 5  A 276 
( :HWALI ( 2 ) = . 7 7 1 / ( C Y * O F 1  T A f ? )  I * * . ?  A 277 
C z FC(IVCPY T F U P F R A T ' I R E  ( ~ E G - R !  A 278 
T Y  ( 1 ) = + 5 + (  T Z - T 5 ) * 5 3 R T I P Q )  A 279 
TR ( 2 ) = T 5 t ( T Z - T 5 ) * ( P R * * ( 1 . / 3 3  1 1  A 280 
C F r A T  'I O W ( R T f J / F ~ ) _ - S F C , )  A 281 
q R = K V I W * 1 1 5 * C P / 7 7 9 .  A 282 
~ R A T E ( 1 ) = Q 3 * 1 T R ( 1 1 - V W A L L t * C H W A L L ( l )  A 2R3 
O R A T E ( 2 j = O a * l T Q (  2 1 - T W A L L ) * C H N P L L ( 2 )  A 284 
$41 = O Y * C Y ' 4 A L L  ( 1 1  A 285 
t * 2 = O R * C H U 4 L L (  2) A 286 
r ~r un I-IFAT T R ~ N Y F E Y  FCR A HL UNT B R O Y  w ITH ~q IMPINGING SHOCK A 287 
r A 288 
Gh41=GAMM4-1 .  A 289 
G P l = G A M M 4 + 1 .  A 290 
T Z 5 = T 7  A 291 
r V I  S C 7 S I T Y  4 T  S T 4 G N 4 T I O V  C f l W n  I N  R E G T O N  S ( S L U G / F T - S E C I  A 292 
' J 5 S = V I S C J ( V R C F ~ T Y C F y + 7 5 ~ S )  A 293 
C T O ~ J V C F S I ~ U  F A C T ? @  ( ( R T U - S F C 2 1  / t F T Z - L S F )  A 294 
bQ=(.76/PR**(.hf)/(77R.*SORT(32.2f) A 295 
I: ? F L T A  P F A T  R F T W F F Y  T W A L C  A N D  T Z 5  ( F T - C S F / S C U G I  A  296 
7 0 = C P * (  T Z S - T d  A L L  1 A 297 
" V l S Q = Q Y L * S M L  A 298 
r T A L C  5 T A G N A T I n N  P R c 5 S I J P F  Q A T T n  A C R n S S  A N n R M A L  5 H O C K  FOR FREE A 299 
r S T R F A M  I I VDITIONS 4 300 
T Y = ( ? p l * R M 1 5 Q ) / ( G Y l * ~ ~ L 5 ( 3 + 2 . )  A 301 
T X = G P l / (  2 , * G A M Y A * R ~ l C O - - G M l )  A  302 
~7<=P7*TY**(GAYP~4/GYlI*TX**dl./G~l1 A 303 
R Q S = ( ( 1 4 % . * V d A L t  ) / I R * T W A I L )  )**(el) A 304 
T O T = (  ( l 4 4 . * V 5 ? 1 / ( S * T Z S )  ) * * (  .4) A 305 
C  S T A G V A T I O N  V C I O C I T Y  G R A D I F N T  A 306 
I J T , Q ~ T S = U ~ / R ~ * S Q R T ( G V I  /GAMYA*(le+2./(GYL*RM1SQ) I * (  1 . - l . / I G A M M A * R M L S  A 307 
17) 1 1 A 308 
r ' i T A G Y A T I 3 Y  H E A T I Y G - 3 0 ( 5 T U / F T ? - S F C )  A 309 
~ w S ~ ~ = ~ Q * R Q S * C Q $ * ~ ~ * C ( J R T ( P Z E * U G P D T ~ I  A 310 
r 3 - P E A K  9 4 1 1 7 7  A  311 
Q R 7 D L = Q R A T F l l )  / O W 7 3 n  A 312 
3 R ? n * = Q R 4 T E ( 2  ) / Q W S 3 D  A 313 
5 ' T A G Y 4 l f  q Q  Y'AT T Q A Y S F F R  C n F F i  B T U I S Q F T - S E C - R  I A  3 1 4  
l ~ C 3 = 9 U C 3 3 /  ( T Z  5 - T k 4 W  A 3 1 5  
r I I - P F ~ K  P 5 r  pnc, A 316 
" I I l S ? = Y E / M 5 4  A  31'7 
P ? H S 3 = H ? / H 9 1  h 318  
P F d K  P R E S S U R F  R 4 T I O  
P ~ ~ P Z C = P S / P Z S  
W R Y T C  ( 6 , 1 4 7 )  P S O P L S  
d R I T c  ( 6 7 1 4 A f  X L 1 1  
W R I  TF  ( 6 9 1 4 9 )  O W S 3 0 q I i $ 3  
W P  I T E  ( 6 9  1 5 0 )  
W R l T F  ( 6 9 1 5 1 )  C H W A L L ~ l I ~ Q R A T F l l i r O E I T A ~ I ~ ~ Q R 3 D L ~ H 1 H S 3 ~ C H ~ A L L ~ Z ~ ~ Q R  
L 4 T F ( ? ) l D E L T A (  2 )  r 3 R 3 D T 9 H 2 H S 3  
A R F  dE I T E R 4 T I V S  nY T H f T A S  T R  F I N D  P T  AT  W H I C H  C O N D I T I O N  I O C C U R S  
I F  M 3 T 9  2 3 N T I N l J E  T N C P E M E N T I N G  T H E T A S .  
I F  (CKTH5.YE.O.  ) T H F T A S = T H E T A 5 * 5 7 . 2 9 6  
T F  ( 1 5 W )  1 1 9 v l l Q ~ l 1 8  
r,n ~ r ,  124  
T H E T A 5 = T H " T 4 5 + C ) T H F T A  
r Q  TCl 1 1 4  
...................*.-.....*........ e . . . . * . . . . . . . e . . e e . e e . . * . * e . e .  
................................*..**......**.*.**** se .. .*e*..e* 
R E T A 5 = f I Y D R ( G A Y Y A v K Y 4 ~ T H F T A 5 9 1 ~ I F R R O R 1  
I F  ( I F R R O R . G E . 3 )  G I  T n  1 2 1  
T Y C D F A T F  T H c T A 5  
T V S V = T H F T q ?  
TF ( O T H F T A . L T . T q L )  G n  T n  1 2 2  
D T l 4 F T A = D v H F T A / 2 .  
T 4  5 = T - l E T b 5 + n T H C T A  
T F Y  R 7 9 = - 1  
r-3 TT) 1 2 9  
DECR F 4 S F  T H " T h 5  
I F  ( r )T I+FTh .LT .T f lL )  GP T O  1 2 2  
r ~ T k 4 F T 4 = n T ~ I F T h / 2 .  
T Y F T 4  5 = T Y " T A 5 - n T H c T A  
r F P R ? ; 7 = - - 1  
f ' f '  T7 1 2 7  
TYFT45=T!iqV 
1 
r;7 T I  1 1 4  
F Ih!D L A R G T T T  T t i F T q 5  F n p  A X I S  C A S F  
[ ) Y S Q = K M 4 * f - ' Y 4  
r 4 r T A 5 = A S I Y ( 5 Q 9 T (  ( l . - l . / U ~ ~ S Q ) / ( G A M Y A * ( l + l . / P v ~ Q ) )  
T Y F T 4 5 = T Y F T h 5 - . 0 0 1  
1 S W = l  
?'I T 7  1 1 4  
C'-'F.'T I Y U f  
cn T- l  101  
r ? Q Y A T  ( 1 4 1 , 7 5 X 1 7 t i *  * * l / / l X ~ 5 7 1 i T H I S  P R I l G R 4 ' 4  "IDERFORMS A T Y P E  3 S  
~ I I C I ~ K  ~ I \ t T c q F € s  P4TTFPF1,  / / ? 6 X v 7 H *  * */, 11'4 R U N  NUMRERvF7.2) 
' 7 R " A T  ( 7 0 H  X L I C Y O C Y  R I S P L A C F Y F h T  L F N G T H ) , F l h e 6 9 4 H  F T )  
c I F Y A '  ( 1 2 H  Y O S F  R A f 7 T t I S , ? O X ,  F 1 5 . 5 9 4 H  FI) 
Fr1R '44T  ( 1 X 9 5 H ' l P T I ' l Y  , 3 5 X 7 A 4 )  
;"Rbh4T ( 1 H 1 )  
r ? R M I \ T  ( / / 1 X 9  ~ ~ u I Y P I J T  V A R I  A B I  F 5  A R F / R H  T H F T A I = v F Q * 4 r 4 W  DEG, 5X 9 6 H R E  
I T h l = , K Q . 4 , 4 H  n F ; / l  
c n R w 4 T  ( / / l X ,  1 3 t I R A T I ~ 5  A P F / )  
sr7RY9' ( 1 / 9 6  Q F G 1 7 N , S X I  1 4 H R F I  A T 1  V' A Y G L E o  ~ ' 9 x 1  I 4 H h R S n L U T F  Bf4GL.Fp69X 
I r 5 H T - ( c T h ,  8yv/+t19Fr1\ ,  7 X p  4 t i T I - l ~ T A ,  R X p 4 H R 6 1 ' i ' A p 5 X 9  i 3 H l J P S T K E 4 M  R f A C ~ s 2 X p 1 0 H  
71 7 C h L  Q&91lt 
C n R Q 4 T  ( i X . 1 1  7 4 F 1 2 e 4 , 2 F 1 5 . 4 )  
r 3 K M / I T  f / / 7 H  R E G 1 ' 3 N v  1 0 X ~  1 H P v 1 7 X c 3 H Q H n ~  I i X t l H ~ r l l X r f H h ~ Z l X ~  1 H U t 1 3 X ~  
17-IM0,7X9 l l H ? ' Y V 3 L 3 S  V\rn,QP MACH NP)  
' 3 Q Y h T  ( I ' i X q 3 H P S I  9 4 X ~ l O H S L t ) G / C l I  F T  pS'Sp7HRPNKI N E v 6 X o h H F T / S E C t b X r 6 H F  
1 r / S F C 9 4 X , l I  H S L U t i F T - S c r 7 1 1 X t 4 H I / F T i  
' 7QY4T ( 1 x 9  I5,F12.4qF15e5~3F12e4q2E15.5~F8e41 
"'79'14T ( / l X * 3 5 H C T 1 \ G N 4 T I Q ~ I  COhlT)lTlnNS ARF/7H R F G I f l N ~ h X 1 5 H P S T 4 G 9  1 2 x 1  
12YRH1, 7 x 1  5 t iTST4Gf4Xe 12HPSTAG/PSTAGl? / 9 1 4 4 H I A 4 X  1 1 S L U S C U  F T  
7r5Xq7H9AQKT'dF)  
FqRMAT ( 4 1 H  ? F G I O Y  5 nOFS NOT E X I Z T  SINCF R E G I O N  4 I S  SURSnNIC) 
F l R M A T ( / 1 6 X 1 4 5 H *  * * * * * 4 * * e * * + 4 * / )  
F l R M ? T  ( / / 4 A H  F q R  A 7-DIMFNSIOYAL CASE THF F n l L Q W I N G  VALUES9Z8H RE 
l c F H  T'l C!IPFACE C O U n I T l n N C )  
r1RM4T ( I X q 7 Y R F T A 5  =,F10.3) 
F7PwAT ( L 7 H  THFT45 PFLATIVE=rF1C.3rlOHqARSDLUTE=~Fl0.3/16H BETA5 R 
I t  LATIVE=,F10 .3q  10Y,f i i35OL~JTE=?F 10.3)  
'nPYAT ( 7 H  P 5 n P 4 = r C 1 0 . 4 ,  / )  
CDRMAT (1Xq3OHA13SnLUTF VALUFC AT CONDIT I f lN  5/1X,2HP=rF9.4r2X14HRH0 
~ = T F ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ Y T = ~ F Q . ~ ~ ' X ~ ~ H A = ~ F ~ . ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ Y U = ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~ Z X ~ ~ H ~ U = ~ E L ~ . ~ ~ ~ X  
2,12H?'YY?L'7% NO=,"11.492X~RHMfiCH WO=rFS.4I 
(-qPY4T ( 1 4 H  RHO WAl L = r E L 1 0 4 / 1 5 H  V I S C  W4LL r E 1 1 . 4 )  
FDRM4T ( 1 H  ) 
FnPVAT ( / 7 3 H  PF4U PRFS%UYC RAT If' qFR.4) 
FIRMAT (251-1 Y l  l 3 (  ZHFAR I 4YFP 1 ENGTH) ,7X,F15.594H F T )  
TnRYAT ( C 4 H  STAG YEATTklG-?D Nq IYTERFERENCE (RTU/SQ FT-SEC) rE15.5, 
120F H( RTV/CQ-FT-<"C-R) * F I  5.5,/) 
r 7 K Y A T  ( / / 1 7 X ? 2 h H C T A N T n N  Q(RTU/SQ FT-SEC),6X*9HDELTA(FT),6X*9HQR 
l ~ T J I ) - ~ D ~ h X v 9 1 1 t ~ 4 4 T J ~ - ~ D ~ )  
r ' - ' R Y l i  (1X,7HLAMIYhR,7F18.5q3F15r5/lOH TURYULENT,Elb*5rE18'e5, 3E15. 
1 5 )  
f k l P  
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a..=.....*..a... 
Program Flow Chart - PRATC 
Function PRATC computes the pressure ratio across a conical shock. The flow 
diagram is a s  follows: 
PRATC 
I 
Program Listing - BRATC 
F I I N C T I O F !  P P A T C  I P P , G A M M A v T k E T A )  
C C A L C U L A T E  P G E S S I I F t  k AT I O S (  P 2 S / P 1  ) FC" AX I S Y 1 * M E T F  I C A L  C A S E  ALOrJG 
S I N S C = S I N ( T H E T A ) * * 2  
C P ~ S = . ~ * ( F ~ + F ~ * S I N S ~ - S C R T ( ( F ~ - F ~ * S I N S ~ ) * * ~ - ~ ( ~ ~ - F ~ ) * S I N S Q ) * * ~ ) )  
C  P F E S S U R E  ON SHEAR L A Y E R  - F 2 S / P 1  
F F A T C = C P Z S * R M S C * C A P P P / 2 .  t 1 . s  
FETUPN 
END 
C  .s. .s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O . . . . . . e . . . m * a . e  ..... * - -  ..... * .... * .... e ..... 
Program Flow Chart - FINDBC 
Function FINDBC calculates the shock angle when a conical shock is assumed. 
flow diagram is a s  follows: 
The 
Program Listing - FINDBC 
F U N C T I C h  F I N C B C  (PM, f APMA, T F E T A ,  I E P P C P  ) C  2  
C  C A L C I J L A T E  B E T A  U S I N G  A C C V I C A L  R E L P T I C K S k I P  C 3 
PP f N T = I E R h n 9  C  4 
I E R F C P = C  C  5 
F V S Q = R V * R P  c 6 
G l = ( G A ~ M A + 1 . ) / 2 -  C  7 
G 2 =  1 .-I . /PMSQ C  8 
G 3 = G A q W A * (  1.+1 . / F P S Q )  C  4 
C  C k E C K  F P S  S T A Y C - C F F  C  1 0  
I F  ITbETAsGTIASIh(SQRTIG2/G3) 1 )  GC TO 1 C  11 
S I Y S Q = S I N ( T H E T A )  * * 2  C  1 2  
C l = G 2 + f l * S I N S Q  C  1 3  
C 2 = ( G Z - - G l * S I N S 6 ) * * 2  C  1 4  
C 3 = (  ( G 3 - G l  ) * S I h S C ) * * 2  C 1 5  
FIVDBC=ASIN(SORT(l./FY**2+.5*(Cl-SC~T(C2-c3)))) C 1 6  
QETUGN C  1 7  
1 I E R R C R = 3  C  1 8  
C V @  S P L U T I C N  P O S S  I B L E  C 19 
T H D E G = T b E T A * 5 7  .ZS6 C  20  
I F  ( P o  l i \ lT .GElc) i  k F I T E  C6 *2F RP(9GAPWApTI -DEG C  2 1  
Q l z T U n h ~  C 2 2  
e c 2 3  
2 FCR+JBT (38HNO S P L L I I C N  F C U N D  F C R  F P P  G A P P A 9  f k E T A p 3 F h C c 4 1  C 2 4  
E Q D  C 25- 
c e.B.O..e. B , O O e  * - a  *.*.-... e . . .  a 1 
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USAGE 
Program SHOCK for a type DI interference pattern uses the standard FORTRAN 
NAMELIST input with $DATAIN a s  the NAMELIST name. The input includes the flow 
conditions, gas properties, impinging flow deflection o r  shock angle, shock displacement 
length, nose radius, and shear-layer angle relative to  the local body slope. (See fig. 5.) 
The program can also increase the shock generator angle B i  incrementally and the 
shear-layer angle 8r3 (if 85 is not specified) up to the maximum value for a type I11 
interference. The ratio of shock displacement length to nose radius may also be used as 
an input instead of the individual lengths. 
A description of the input and output variables and a sample case a r e  presented. 
Input Description 
The $DATAIN input for type 111 is as follows: 
RUN run number for  identification 
RM1 M,, free-stream Mach number 
GAMMA cp/cv, ratio of specific heats 
THETAI B i ,  shock generator angle, deg; o r  Pi, impinging-shock angle, deg 
TIN CR increment for B i  (Default = 5O) 
NTIMES number of times to  increment 8i 
IPT initial point; 0 for stagnation conditions, 1 for  free-stream static conditions 
T temperature at  IPT,  OR 
P pressure at  IPT, psia 
AMW molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
TREF reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
WEF reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
S Sutherlandrs constant in viscosity equation 
RB nose radius, f t  
TWALL temperature at  wall, OR 
XL LSH , shock displacement length, f t  
CP cp , specific heat at  constant pressure,  ft -lbf/slug-OR 
PR Npr, Prandtl number 
OPTION AXIS for conical shock at shear-layer attachment; 2-D for plane shock at 
shear-layer attachment 
TOL acceptable tolerance for equal pressures  (0.001) 
ANGLE THET if 6'i input; BETA if Pi input 
XLRB ratio of shock displacement length to  nose radius (0 if XL and RB input) 
THETA5 g5, shear-layer angle relative to local body slope, deg (optional, input a s  
negative angle) 
CKTH5 0 if G5 not input; 1 if G5 input 
Output Description 
The output from this program consists of printing only. A heading and pertinent 
input for  identification a r e  printed before the results of the calculations. 
RUN NUMBER run number for identification 
M1 M,, Mach number in f ree  s t ream 
GAMMA(CP/CV) ratio of specific heats 
TEMP AT POINT "IPTe' input a s  T,  OR 
PRES AT POINT "IPT" input as P ,  psia 
MOLECULm W I G H T  molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
REFERENCE TEMP reference temperature for  computing viscosity, OR 
REFERENCE VISCOSITY reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
S(SUTHERLAND NUMBER) Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
TEMP AT WALL T,, OR 
CP cp, specific heat at constant pressure,  ft-lbf/slug-OR 
PRANDTL NUMBER Npr, Prandtl number 
XL(SH0CK DISPLACEMENT LENGTH) length, ft 
NOSE RADIUS nose radius, ft 
OPTION type of calculation chosen (AXIS o r  2-D) 
THETA1 Bi, shock generator angle, deg 
BETAI Pi, impinging shock angle, deg 
P2/P1, etc. p2/pl, etc., pressure ratios for  regions listed 
RH02/1, etc. p2/p1, etc., density ratios for  regions listed 
T 2 / ~ 1 ,  etc. T T , etc., temperature ratios for regions listed 
21 
A2/A1, etc. a a , etc., ratios of speeds of sound in regions listed 
21 1 





flow angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
shock angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
ABSOLUTE ANGLE 
THETA flow angie relative to free-stream flow, deg 
BETA shock angle relative to  free -stream flow, deg 
UPSTREAM MACH Mach number in upstream region 
LOCAL MACH local Mach number 
REGION region in shock pattern 
P 
RHO 
static pressure in region, psia  
static density in region, slugs/ft3 
T static temperature in region, OR 
A speed of sound in region, ft/sec 
U velocity in region, ft/sec 
MU static viscosity in region, slugs/ft-sec 
REYNOLDS NO Reynolds number per  foot in region 
MACH NO Mach number in region 
The following stagnation conditions a r e  then listed: 
PSTAG total pressure in region, psia 
RHO total density in region, slugs/ft3 
TSTAG total temperature in region, OR 
ratio of total pressure in region to free-stream total 
pressure 
The pressure ratios and heat transfer for laminar and turbulent flow a r e  listed a s  
a function of conditions in region 5: 
RELATIVE flow angle in region 5 relative to  upstream flow, deg 
ABSOLUTE flow angle in region 5 relative to  free-stream flow, deg 
RELATIVE shock angle in region 5 relative to  upstream flow, deg 
ABSOLUTE shock angle in region 5 relative to free-stream flow, deg 
PEAK PRESSURE RATIO ratio of peak pressure p5 to stagnation pressure on 
sphere 
XL13(SHEAR-LAYER LENGTH) length of shear  layer,  ft 
STAG HEATING 3D NO INTERFERENCE stagnation-point heat-transfer rate on sphere, 
Btu/ft2-sec 





QRATIO - 3D 
HRATIO - 3D 
peak Stanton number 
peak heat -transfer rate,  Btu/ft2-sec 
shear-layer thickness at  wall, f t  
Q ~ ~ / Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ratio of peak heat-transfer rate  to stagnation- 
point value 
H ~ ~ / H ~ ~ ~ ,  ratio of peak heat-transfer coefficient to 
stagnation-point value 
S D A T A I N  
F M 1  - 
G 4 M M A  = 
7 H E T b I  = 
T I N C R  = 
NTlMES = 
I P T  - 
1 - 
P - 
AN W - 
TP EF - 
WREF - 
R 0 - 
S - 
T M A L L  = 
x L - 
C F - 
PR - 
O P T I O N  = 
7 01 - 
ANGLE = 
X L R B  - 
f W E T 8 5  = 
CI(TH5 = 
P U N  - 
$ E N D  
cierisity based on TW 
visccsity based on T, 
Sample Case -- Input 
Sample Case - Output 
? P I S  FFCGRAM PEFFORMS A TYPE 3 ShOCK INTERFERENCE PATTERN 
* * 1 
RLN hLP@ER 1.CO 
I h F L T  VPRIABLES PRE 
.u l 
GPMPP (CF/Ck)  
TEMP PT POINT 0 















LENGTI- ) . 2CCCCC 
.50000 
AXIS 
IhPl .7  Vb@IABLES ARE 
Ti-ETAI: 5.300r OEG BETAI= 13.1597 DEG 
PbTICS APE 
RAKKI hE 
P S I  
f 7 E G H C h  PELATIVF ANGLE ABSOLbTE PNGLE 
TI-ETA BETA THETA BETA UPSTREPP MACH LOCAL MACP 
i -31.6177 99.4C93 -31.6177 99.4093 6.CCOO - 5 3 6 7  
3 5.0000 13.1558 5.0000 13.1558 6 .COO0 5.3157 
4 -36.6177 -51.5C52 -31.6177 -46.9052 5 .? 157 1.6321 
PEGICh P RHC 
P S I  SLIIG/CU FT 
1 - 2 5 3 3  1.93645E-04 
2 10.3139 1.01677E-03 
3 -5C53  3 -15760E-04  
4 10.3138 1.47356E-03 
STAChAT I C h  CCNDITICVS ARE 
PEGICh PSTAG RHC 
PSIA SLUGS/CU F T  
1 400.0000 3.72856E-02 
2 12.5472 1.16958E-03 
? 386.5123 3.60280E-02 




e 5 0 . 5 ~ 2 5  








F EYNOLDS NO MACH NO 






PART IV - TYPE IV INTERFERENCE 
PROBLEM DIS CUSSION 
Type IV interference can occur when the weal: impinging shock intersects a strong 
bow shock ahead of a subsonic flow region, a s  shown in figure l(d). In general, on a blunt 
body this shock intersection is located between the lower sonic point and just above the 
body axis,  a s  shown in figure 2. The impinging shock causes a displacement of the bow 
shock and the formation of a supersonic jet that is embedded in the subsonic region. (See 
figs. l(d) and 6.) A jet bow shock is produced when the jet impinges on the surface, 
creating a small  region with high stagnation heating. 
The flow model used in this discussion consists of a two-dimensional impinging 
shock intersecting the bow shock of a sphere in the vertical plane of symmetry. A sketch 
of the shock and jet pattern is shown in figure 7. The geometry of this complex flow pat- 
tern is calculated by using the following methods. The solution of the triple shock at 
point J1 (flow conditions in regions 2, 3,  and 4 and the shear-layer deflection angle) is 
obtained in the same manner discussed for  type I11 in part  111. As for type 111, the free-  
stream flow conditions in region 1 and the angle 8i o r  Pi a r e  specified. The continua- 
tion of the bow shock between regions 3 and 5 and the shock between regions 4 and 6 a r e  
determined from the triple-point solution at point J2. It is assumed that at  point J2 a 
shear layer (jet boundary) exists between regions 5 and 6 (p5 = P6). The flow up through 
region 6 is supersonic with the exception that the flow in regions 2 and 5 i s  subsonic. 
The location of point J3  is determined from the shear-layer and shock angles su r -  
rounding region 4 and the shock displacement length LSH (J1  - J ~ ) ,  which must be 
obtained experimentally o r  by some approximate method. The pressure differential 
between regions 5 and 2 causes the jet to turn upward p5 > p 2 )  Since the flow in region 7 ( 
must turn upward and the pressure p7 must equal p2 (shear layer between regions 7 
and 2), a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan centered at point J3  occurs between regions 6 
and 7. The line between J3  and J4 used to describe the jet geometry is constructed so  
that it bisects the expansion fan. Details of the intersection of the expansion fan with 
the reflected compression waves at  point J4 on the lower jet boundary a r e  neglected 
because of the small  distances and turning angles involved. Instead, a single compression 
wave centered at Jq is used to turn the flow upward further and increase the pressure 
from region 7 to region 8. The pressure pg must equal p5 since a shear layer exists 
between regions 8 and 5. Therefore, the conditions in regions 6 and 8 and all  subsequent 
even-numbered regions in the jet a r e  the same. Likewise, the conditions in al l  odd- 
numbered regions a r e  the same. Also, the incremental increase in the flow deflection 
angle between adjacent regions is constant (i.e., 88 - 87 = 87 - a6, etc.). These approx- 
imations a r e  justified since it was assumed that the mixing between the jet flow and the 
slowly moving flow in regions 2 and 5 is negligible. On the basis of this seasoning, an 
expansion fan centered at J g  and intersecting the lower jet boundary at J 6  completes the 
jet geometry through region 8. (See ref. 7.) Peak heating at jet impingement is anal- 
ogous to  that on a blunt body submerged in a supersonic flow field of width i?i. In order 
to calculate the heating, the location of the jet bow shock in the jet and the resulting jet 
stagnation velocity gradient at  the wall must be determined. The location of the jet bow 
shock within the jet depends on the standoff distance of the complete shock configuration. 
Results obtained in reference 2 for  M, = 6 to 20 indicate that the nominal location of 
the jet bow shock is in either region 7 o r  region 8. Therefore, the jet stagnation heating 
is calculated by assuming that the jet bow shock lies near the center of either region 7 
o r  region 8. 
A flow model of the impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane surface is shown 
in figure 8. The flow conditions upstream of the jet bow shock a r e  known from the pre-  
vious analysis once the location of the jet bow shock is specified. The inclination of the 
jet cuj is assumed to  be normal to the wall on the basis of measurements made in ref - 
erence 2. The jet width i?i is the perpendicular distance from the jet boundary to  the 
opposite junction for  a specified region, as shown in figure 7. The jet bow shock is 
assumed to be a circular a r c  of radius Rc. At the wall the sonic line must be normal 
to the surface, and at the shock the jet-boundary streamline lies between the sonic line 
and the constant-pressure boundary, a s  shown in figure 8. It was shown in references 14 
and 15 that this orientation of the sonic line i s  possible for Mj < 2.8 and y = 1.4. 
The velocity gradient along the wall in the jet stagnation region is calculated by 
using equation (6), where the Mach number and velocity a r e  the values in the jet ahead 
of the bow shock for  a specified region and the "jet body" radius Rbj is computed in 
the following manner: The data from references 1 and 2 indicate that the ratio of the 
standoff distance of the jet bow shock to  the jet width 6 is approximately 0.45 for  
jet Mach numbers from 1.2 to 2.5 and y = 1.4. The shock standoff distance is deter- 
mined by multiplying the ratio by the calculated jet width for a specified region. The 
radius of the jet body, which in this case is assumed to be a sphere, is calculated by 
using the correlation shown in figure 17(a) of reference 16 for  bjs/Rbj a s  a function 
of the inverse of the normal-shock density ratio for  a specified jet region and this value 
of tijs. Therefore, the velocity gradient at  the jet stagnation point is computed once the 
necessary quantities a r e  known for the given region that includes the jet bow shock. 
Another approach for calculating the velocity gradient at  the jet stagnation point 
utilizes the Belotserkovskii s t r ip  integral method (refs. 17 and 18). It has been shown 
in reference 14 that this approach does not work for the low supersonic jet Mach num- 
bers  encountered in the present study (Mj < 2.5). Therefore, empirical methods, such 
a s  the present relation between bjs and %, must be used to obtain the velocity grad ied ,  
The heat transfer at  the jet stagnation point for a given region (7 or  8) is calculated 
by using equation (5) of part  LII and the computed flow conditions and velocity gradient for 
that jet region. Equation (5) and the velocity-gradient equation (6) a r e  also used to calcu- 
late the reference stagnation heating on a sphere by use of the physical body radius. 
A simple expression for Q ~ ~ / Q ~ ~ ~ ~  derived in reference 1 is useful for  predicting 
peak heating levels. This method is based on the same analogy a s  the present method but 
assumes a two-dimensional jet body at the impingement location. The expression from 
reference 1 is 
For  the derivation of this expression, a wall to total temperature ratio of 0.5 and a 
Prandtl  number of 0.7 were assumed. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The main program reads the input, calls the various subprograms, and computes the 
heat transfer.  TYP4 calculates the flow deflection angle of the shear layer. FTHETA is 
called to compute the flow deflection angle, and FINDB is called to compute the shock 
angles in each region. The subprograms OBLIQ, FINDM, PRATIO, MLTRT, ABSVAL, 
and ISTROP compute flow variables and ratios of the flow variables. PINPUT prints the 
input variables. The flow charts and listings of these subprograms a r e  presented in 
par t  WI. The main program for  type IV interference calls JET to calculate the layout of 
the jet regions. JET calls HEAT to compute the jet stagnation and the reference heat- 
transfer values. The flow diagrams and listings for these two subprograms a r e  presented 
after the main program listing. The flow diagram and listing for the main program follow. 
Program Flow Chart - Main 
TYPE IV 
5 L - O  
Read NAMELIST data v
Write heading 
.-;= 
CALL PINPUT 1 
Write input 






of shock dis- 
placement length 












I Set f i rs t  guess for shear-payer angle I 
in region 3 
CALL PRATIO 




Compute O i  




Compute shear-layer angle 
number fo r  each region 





Compute stagnation values 
pressure ratio 
1 
CALL J E T  
Program Listing --- Main 
p F 7 G F A V  S H ~ C K ( ~ N P U T ~ ~ U T P U T F T A P E ~ = I ~ ! P U T ~ T A P E ~ = ~ ~ J T P U T ~  A  I 
A  2 
P !Jc r ; lS f  A  3 
T H I S  n p f G P A t 4  P t F F 3 k P S  A  T Y F E  4 SHOCK I N T E R F E F E U C t  P A T T Z Q N  Wf T H  A  4 
':1?2'94L I Y P  I N G E 4 t Y T  A  5  
A  6 
COVMPN P Z t  RH 1 2 9  T Z 9  P l O P Z  t R H O l O Z  t T l n T Z 9  A  7  
1 0 2 2 9  k Y Q Z 2 r  T Z 2 q  P 2 0 P Z 2 9  R H 7 2 Z 2 r  T 2 C T Z 2 ,  A  8 
2  P Z 3 9  E H O Z 3 9  T Z 3 q  P 3 C P Z 3 r  P H 3 3 Z 3 .  T 3 C T Z 3 ,  A  9 
3 0 2 4 9  Q.i 3 2 4 ,  T Z 4 9  P 4 0 P Z 4 r  R H 0 4 Z 4 r  T 4 C T Z 4 9  A  1 G  
4 L1Z5? ? Y O Z 5 9  T Z 5 r  P 5 0 P Z 5 ,  p . H 0 5 Z 5 9  T S C T Z 5 r  A  11 
5 P Z o 9  K H n Z 6 ,  T Z 6 9  P 6 ' 3 P Z t 9  R H O t Z t r  T 6 C T Z 5 r  A  1 2  
6 0 2 0 P 1 9  9 H 0 2 0 1 ,  T Z O T l v  A 2 0 A 1 7  U 2 C U l 9  A  13 
7 " 3 7 P l 9  1 H 0 3 C 1 ,  T 3 0 T  1, A 3 0 A l r  U 3 0 U l v  A  14 
8 P 4 n P 3 ?  R H 0 4 C 3 r  T 4 0 T 3 ,  A 4 0 A 3  9 U 4 Q U 3 q  A  1 5  
9 p&nf'19 R H O 4 C 1 9  T 4 0 T  1, A 4 0 A l  v U 4 ' 3 U 1 9  A 1 6  
6 P 5 0 P 3 ,  R H 0 5 C 3 9  T 5 @ T 3 9  A 5 0 A 3  r U 5 0 U 3 r  A  1 7  
S t '6flP49 R H O 6 0 4 9  T 6 O T 4 9  A 6 0 . 4 4 9  U t O U 4 9  A  1 8  
$ ~ 5 ~ 1 ,  ~ ~ 0 5 0 1 ,  ~ 5 0 ~  1, ~ 5 0 ~ 1  ~ 5 0 ~ 1 ~  A 19 
$ P 6 7 P L 9  R H 0 6 0 1 ,  T 6 C T l r  A 6 0 A l 1  U 6 O U l  A  2 0  
COY?'Ohl D l 9  WHO1, A l q  U l r  V I S C l q  R E Y l ,  A  21 
1 P2, G H 2 2 ,  T 2 ,  A 2 9  U 2 r  V I S C 2 9  R E Y 2 v  A  2 2  
2 P 3 ,  P H 0 3 9  T 3 9  A 3 9  U 3 ,  V I S C 3 9  R 9 3 v  A  23 
3 P 4 9  Q H J 4 9  T 4 9  A 4 9  114, V I S C 4 ,  P E Y 4 q  A  2 4  
4 P 5 9  9 H 7 5 9  1 5 9  A 5 9  U 5 v  V I S C 5 ,  R E Y 5 r  A  2 5  
5 F b 9  R H O 6 9  1 6 9  A 6 9  U 6 9  V I S C 6 9  P E Y 6  A  2 6  
Q I M ' h S I I "  V A Q I  [ 1 7 1 9  V A R 0 1 1 7 r l )  A 2 7  
D I h ~ l F ' l S I O ~ I  @ A T (  3 0 )  A  2 8  
E Q U 1 V A L E " ' C E  ( R A T (  1) , P I )  A  2 9  
D I " T P I S I C l 1  V A L U 1 ( 7 ) 9  V A L U Z ( 7 )  9 R A T I O ( 7 )  9 V A L U J I 7 1  A  30 
!'II'-ITYSIC" D E L T A ( 2 ) v  C H W A L L ( 2 l r  T R I 2 1 9  Q R A T C ( 2 1  A  31 
S E T  D E F A U L T S  F O R  I N P U T  V A R I A B L E S  A  3 2  
O k T A  G A M Y A / l . . k / 9 S V I N C / 5  . O / v N T I M E S / l / r  I P T / O / t A Y ' n ' / 2 8 . 9 7 /  A  3 3  
D A T A  T H S V I / O e / 9 B T S V I / D e /  A  3 4  
D A T b  TG E F / 5 3 0 . 0 0 / 1 V R ~ f /  . 3 8 0 l E - 6 / q R B / l ~ ~ / ~ S / 1 9 8 ~ 6 / ~ T k A L L / 5 3 0 ~   A  3 5  
D A T A  T ~ L / Q . O C ~ /  A 3 6  
f I A T A  X L / l . O / 9 C P / 6 0 0 6 . / 9 P P / . 7 0 /  A  3 7  
D A T A  H E T A / 4 H H E T A /  A  3 8  
D A T A  ANGL E / 4 H T H E T / 9  T O L /  . O 0 1 /  A  39 
D A T A  R U N / l . /  A  4 0  
D A T A  XL.'D/O.O/ A  41 
r d A Y i L I S T  / D A T A I N /  H M ~ ~ G A Y M A ~ T H E T A I ~ T I N C R ~ N T I Y E S ~ I P T ~ T ~ P ~ A ) . ( W ~ T R E F ~ V  A  4 2  
1 ; 2 E F , R B r S q T W A L L , X L r C P t P P  pTDLtJPRINTtXLRO,PUN?ANGLE A  4 3  
................. e ...... *.. a*..e..*.e.e*...... .*...*.... . A  44 
A  4 5  
I N P U T  D A T A  A 4 6  
A  4 7  
*..*..I ......... ... ............... . . . . . . * . . *  A  48 
T I Y C P - S V I N C  A  4 9  
T H E T A  I = T H S V I  A  5 0  
H E T A I = R T S V I  A 5 1  
F F A O  ( 5 , O A T A I N )  A  5 2  
I F  ( E N D F I L E  5 )  1 U 2 r  l C 3  A  53 
S T n P  A  54  
COMT I Y U k  A  5 5  
W R I T E  ( 6 r D h T h I N )  A  56 
W P I T t  [ b y l l b )  RUY A  57 
T H S V I = T H C Y d P  A 58 
B T S V I = R E T A I  A 5 9  
SVIP'C-T I N C R  A 60 
I F  (XLPB.NE.O.0) GO TO 104 A 61  
X L R R = X L / 9 B  A 62 
GO TO 1 0 5  A 63 
XC=XLPB*F.B A 64 
C O N T I Y U E  A 65 
X L l 2 = X L  A 66 
GAS CONSTANT(  F T - L B F  /CBM-R)  A 67 
4=1544 .3 /A *W A 6 8  
D E N S I T Y  I S L U G / ( C U  F T )  A  69 
QHO=P*144./ (  3 2 m 2 * K + T )  A  70 
C A L L  P I N P U T  ( 4 Y  LpGACYA, I P T v  TI PIAMW, T R E F , V R E F + X L , S t T W A L L * C P P R )  A 7 1  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 7 1  X L l Z  A 7 2  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 8 )  R R  A 7 3  
T H I  DEG=THETA I A 74 
T H E T A I = T H E T A I / 5 7 . 2 9 6  A 7 5  
I N P R = O  A 76 
T Ih iCR=T I ' JCR/57 .296  A 77 
I F  [ I P T )  106,106,107 A 7 8  
T Z = T  A 79 
PHOZ=RHP A 8 0  
P Z= P A 8 1  
GO T? LOR A 8 2  
T l = T  A 8 3  
G HO l = P H @  A 8 4  
9 l =  D A 8 5  
COfiSTINUE A 86 
C A L L  1 S T " r P  ( G A M Y A , R Y l q P l , P Z v P l O P Z ,  I P T )  A 8 7  
00 1 1 5  I = l r Y T I M E S  A 88 
I S W = O  A 89 
I F  (AYGCE.KE.BETA1 GC T O  109 A%! 
B E T A 1  WAS I N P U T  I N S T E A D  OF T H E T A 1  A 9 1  
i 3 E T A I = T H c T A I  A 92 
I Y P R = l  A  93 
THETAI=FTHETA(GAMMA pRM1 ,BETA1 A 94 
T H I O E G = T t ! E T A I * S 7 . 2 9 0  A 9 5  
W R I T F  ( 6 , 1 1 9 )  T H I D E G  A 96 
.am..~.oa--o*.oe...o..m o o * o * * m m o e o o  o m o e e e o  m m m  A  9 7  
A 9 8  
C A L C U L A T F ' A Y D  # R I T E  PARAMETER R A T I O S  FOR ? / l  A  99 
A 100 
o.....ae.aa..o.*. 0 .  mo.aoa*. .em.. - m o m m - a o ~ . . o . m - . . * . m . . ~ o m m . ~ . ~ -  A 101 
B E T A I z F  I Y  CB(GAMYAvRM1,THETA I , l s  I E R R O R )  A LO2 
I F  ( I E F Q P P - 2 )  1 l l r l l l ~ l l O  A 101 
GO TR ( l O l , l O l ,  101, l C l )  9 IERROR A 1 0 4  
ERRORS I N  F I N D I N G  B E T A  A 1 0 5  
IERROR = 1 ONE S O L U T I O N  H A S  FOUNGt C O N T I N U E  A 106 
2 S O L U T I O N  D I D  MOT CCNVERGE? USE L A S T  B COMPUTED A 1 0 7  
3 NO S O L U T I O N  WAS FCUNDT START NEW CASE A 1 0 8  
4 NOT D E F I Y E D  A 109 
B I D E G = B E T A I * 1 8 3 . / 3 . 1 4 1 6  A 110 
T H I D E G = T H E T A  1 * 1 8 0 o / 3 t  14.16 A 111 
........................ * * * * . e * e a * . . ~ . . . o e e e * o * e *  A 112 
A 113 
I T E C A T E  ON T H E T A F  U N T I L  P2 = P 4  A 1 1 %  
A 1 1 5  
~ . . . . a . . ~ ~ a o o ~ o a e m . . o ~ ~ o ~ - - ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ m o e e e m o e o m m e m o o a  A 11t 
THE TAF=O. A 117 
B E T A 2 = 1 0 5 7 0 8  A 1 1 8  
RM3=F INDM[GAMMATRM1 , S I N ~ B E T A I I T h E T A I I  A  119 
P 3 0 P l = P R A T I O i G A M Y A p  P M l *  SIN4 B E T A 1  1)  A 120 
A TYPE 4 I N T E R F E R E N C E  PATTERN W I T H  I N I T I A L  YACH NO R M l  A  121 
I: EYTERING AT  ANGLE 0 DEGREES A 122 
C A L L  TYP4 (THETAF +BETA2 r R C 1  r R H 3 , T H E T A I , T H E T A 4 p B E T A 4 P 3 P l  G A M M A T  A 123 
1 L  9 IFRRPR A 1 2 4  
I F  ( IEPP13R-3) 112q101~101 A 125 
C . . . . ~ e . e . * e . . ~ e . . * . e . e e o ~ * o s * * ~ * ~ . e ~ * - e - * a e e  A 126 
f A 1 2 7  - 
C A TYPE 4 INTERFERENCE PATTERK W I T H  I N I T I A L  MACH NO M3 
C ENTERING AT ANGLE THETA1 R A D I A N S  
C 
C .. ....so.. . e... *.o.o- ~ . . ~ ~ ~ e m e ~ * ~ * ~ * ~ - e - * ~ * * ~ * - * - * o * e a * e - e e * * - * ~  
112 BETA5=1.57C8 
THETA5zG 
R M ~ = F I N D Y I C A M M A  ,RM3,SINiBETA41 p B E T A 4 p T f i E T A 4 )  
P40P3=PP AT I O I  GAMMA, R M 3 m N (  B E T A 4 1  
CALL  T Y P 4  (THET A5 ,BETAS 9 ~ ~ 3  ~ R M ~ ~ T H E  A ~ ~ T H E T A & B E T A ~ ? P ~ C ~ P ~ ~ G A M M A ~ T O  
1 L  , I ERROP ) 
I F  ( IEPRnQ-3) 1 1 3 q 1 0 1 , 1 0 1  
C WRITE THET I AND BETA ANGLES 6 N D  NACH NUMBER 
1 1 3  WPITE l b r 1 2 0 )  
THFl>EG=THE TAF*57,296 
THF0=THFTA5*57.  2 9 6  
~ M ~ = F I N D Y ( G A Y Y A ~ R M ~ , S I N ( B E T A ~ ) ~ B E T A ~ * I B S ( T H E T A F ) )  
THE TA2=THETAF 
THDEG=THETA2*18G. /3 ,1416 
I F  (THETAF.LT.0) BETA2=3.1416-BETA2 









ABSRT=B 1 DEG 
J=3 
WRLTE ( 6 , 1 2 1 )  J ,THDEG,BETDEG9ABSTH,ABSBT~RMlrRY3  
THDEG=THETA4*180. /3 el416 
BETOEG=BETA4*180e/3  e l416 
ABSTH=THFDkG 
ABSBT=THI  D E G B E T D E G  
AAAB4=ABSBT 
J=4 
 WRIT^ l b r 1 2 1 )  J,THOEG,BETDEG,ABSTH, ABtBT,RM3vR%4 
c M 5 = F I N D Y  (GA4MA,RM3,SINtBETA5)  ,BETA5vA0S(  THETA51  1 
THDEG=THETA5*57 0 2 9 6  
I F  ITHETA5.LT.O J BETA5=3.1416-BETAS 
BETDEG=BETA5*57 - 2 9 6  
ABSTH=THIDEG-THFP 
ABSBT=THI  DEG-BETDEG 
J = 5 
WRITE ( 6 9 1 2 1 )  J,THDEG,BETDEG,ABSTHvABSBTtRM3tRY5 
R M ~ = F I N D M ( G A W A , R M ~ ~ S I N ( B E T A ~ )  r B E T A 6 r T H E T A 6 )  
THDEG=THETA6*57e296 






WRIT[  ( 6 , 1 2 1 )  J,THDEG,BETDEG,ABSTH,ABCBT*RM4*RV6 
C ....a. ;e.rr..r .. o . . ~ - o g g  ~ . ~ ~ ~ . - o ~ - e ~ - - o ~ * - o . e * . o ~ a a . ' - . ~ o ~ m * o * - a  
A 1 8 4  
CALCULATE AND WRITE PARAMETER P A T I O S  FPR 2 / 1 9  4 /39 4 / 1  A  1 8 5  
A  1 8 6  
~ . . . . e . e e . . . . ~ . e ~ . e . e . e e . . ~ a e e s ~ e ~ - ~ . * e . e e - * e  A 1 8 7  
1 n = 2  A 1 8 8  
W R I T E  ( 6 1 1 2 2 )  A 1 8 9  
C A L L  U B L I Q  (GAMMA~FMLrABS~THETAF),BETA2,R~29P27Pl~lt2910) A 190 
CALL  n 8 L I Q  l G A M M A , R W l r T W E T A I ~ B k T A 1 , R F t 3 t P 3 0 P 1 ~ l ~ 3 , 1 P )  A 191 
C A L L  O D L I Q  I G A M P A , P M 3 r T H E T A 4 9 B E T A 4 , R M 4 ~ P 4 G P 3 ~ 3 ? 4 ~ 1 1 3 ~  A 1 9 2  
C A L L  O B L I Q  ( G A Y M A ~ R M ~ ~ A B S ( T H E T A ~ ) ~ B E T A ~ ~ F ~ ~ T P ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ I O )  A 193 
C A L L  OBL i Q  ~ G A M H A V R P ~ , T H E T A ~ , B E T A ~ , R M ~ ,  PbOP494p6 , IC l )  A  1 9 4  
CAL 1 YLTRT ~ P 4 0 P 3 t P 3 D P l ~ P 4 0 P l t  lhl) A 1 9 5  
CAL L  WLTFT ( P 5 0 P 3  v P 3 0 P 1  e P 5 0 P l  v l t  5 9 1  1 A 196 
C A L L  ML TOT (P60P4rP40P19P60Plr196~lJ A 1 9 7  
~ . e . e e . e e . . e . . e . e - . . . . . . * . e e ~ * e e . . . * . . o *  A 1 9 8  
A  199 
CALCULATC ABSOLUTE VALUES FCR P O I N T S  3 TK9U 4 A  20C 
A  2 0 1  
...*I..... e . a . * . . . . . . . . . . . e . . . e . . . * . . . . * . * * . o . * . . . . . . e e .  A 2 0 2  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 2 3 )  A 2 0 3  
WPTTE 16,124) A 2 0 4  
V I S C l = V I S C J ( V I E F s T R E F  e T 1 v S )  A  2 0 5  
A l = S Q Q T (  32 ,2 *GAYYA+F*T I l  A  206 
U l = A l * S M  1 A 2 0 7  
GEY l = R H P i * U l / V  I S C 1  A  2 0 8  
J = l  A  2 0 9  
i4RIT!Z ( 6 , 1 2 5 )  JvP1 ,  R H O l ~ T 1 9 A l ~ U 1 ~ V I S C 1 ~ P E Y 1 ~ R M 1  A 210 
r n = i  A 211 
J = 2 A  2 1 2  
C A L L  ABSVAL ( P 2 ~ P l , P 1 9 P 2 , V R E F ~ T K E F r S ~ J ~ I C ~ P I v 2 1  A 213 
J = 3  A  214 
C A L L  ABSVAC I P ~ ~ P ~ ~ P ~ ~ P ~ ~ V R E F I T R E F ~  S *  J ,  I Q t R t J 3 )  A  215 
J = 4  A  216 
CALL  ABSVAL ( P 4 0 P l r P 1 9 P 4 r V R E F ~ T R E F ~ S ~ J ~ I O p R Y 4 )  A 2 1 7  
J=5  A  2 1 8  
C A L L  ABSVAL ( P ~ ~ P ~ ~ P ~ ~ P ~ , V R E F ~ T R E F T S ~ J ~ I O ~ R C ~ )  A 2 1 9  
J=6  A 2 2 0  
C A L L  ABSVAL I P b O ? l t P l , P 6 r V R E F ~ T R E F t S ~ J ~ I O p R E n 6 J  A 221 
WRITE ( 6 9 1 2 6 )  A  2 2 2  
J= l  A 223 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 2 5 )  J v P Z e R H O Z v T Z  A  224 
J =_2 A 2 2 5  
C A L L  'iSiRBP. %GAMMA* PM2q P 2 r P Z 2 r P Z O P Z 2 r 2 )  A  Z2b 
PZZDZ=PZZ/PZ"  A 227 
WRITE (691251 J , P Z Z r R H O Z Z r T Z 2 r P Z 2 0 Z  A 228 
J = 3  A  229 
C A L L  I S T R O P  (GAMMA* RM3r P 3 q P Z 3 9 P 3 O P Z 3 a )  A 230 
P Z 3 @ Z = P Z 3 / P z  A  231 
WRITE (69 1 2 5 )  J I P Z ~ , R H O Z ~ , T Z ~ , P Z ~ O Z  A  232 
J =4 A 2 1 3  
C A L L  I S T R O P  (GAMMA, RM4t  P 4 r P Z I r P 4 O P Z 4 , 4 )  A  234 
P Z 4 0 Z = P Z 4 / P Z  A  235 
WRITE ( 6 9  125) J s P Z ~ , R H O Z ~ ~ T Z ~ , P Z ~ O Z  9 2% 
J=5 4 237 
C A L L  I S T R O P  (GAMYAlRM5r  P 5  r P Z 5 r P 5 O P Z 5 ? 5  A  23.8 
PZ5QZ=P Z 5 / P Z  A U-2 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 2 5 )  J r P Z 5 9 R H O Z 5 r T Z 5 r P Z 5 0 Z  A 249 
J=b A 241 
C A L L  I S T R O P  (GAMMA, RM6r  f'6~PZbr P6OPL69  6 1  A 242 
PZ6OZ=PZ6 /PZ  4 2423 
WRITE (69  1 2 5 )  J t P Z 6 r U H O Z 6 r T Z 6 r P Z 6 0 2  A 244 
I F  (RNS.GE.1.) GO TO 114 A 245 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 2 7 1  
GO TO 1 1 5  
C A L C U L A T E  A M P L I F I C A T I O N  FACTOR 
C,ALL JET ( G A M M A t A A A B 4 t A A A T 2  r P 2 t P z 6 ~  R M ~ I A A A T ~ T C P  t T Z 4 t P R v  YREF S T H A L L  9 
lTREFtAMHqStPZ2,RNltTlrPZtABB6rXLRB,RB, I P R X N T I  
T H E T A I = T H E T A I + T  I N C R  
XLRBzO. 
GO TO 10 f  
FORMAT ( 1 t i l t 2 5 X ~ g t i *  * * / / 1 X t 8 1 H T H I S  PROGRAM PERFORMS-A TYPE 4 
l S H O C K  I N T E R F E R E N C E  P A T T E R N  W I T H  NORMAL I M P I N G E M E N T , / / 2 6 X t 7 H *  * * 
2 / , 1 1 H  PUN MUMBER9F7.2) 
FORMAT (30H X L t S H O C K  D I S P L A C E M E N T  L E N G T H I T F ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ H  FT)  
FORMAT 1 1 2 H  NOSE R A D I U S I ~ ~ X I F ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ H  F T )  
FORMAT ( l H l , 1 9 H T H E T A I  = s F 8 . 4 ~ 6 H  DEG) 
FORMAT ( / / 1 2 X 1  1 4 H R E L A T I  VE ANGLE , lOX  9 1 4 H A B S O L U T E  A N G L E ~ / ~ X ~ - ~ H T H E T A ;  
1 8 X , 4 H B E T A t 7 X 1 5 H T H E T A t  8 X  p 4 H B E T A p  5 X ~ 1 3 H U P S R E A  M A C H p 2 X t  1OHLOCAL  MAC 
2 H  -- - 
.FORMAT (1x1 I l ~ 4 F l 2 * 4 ? 5 X , F 1 2 * 4 t  5 X t F 1 2 o 4 )  
.FORCAT ( / / l X t l O H R A T I O S  ARE/ 1 
FORMAT f / / 7 H  R E G I O N r l l X 9 l H P  ~ ~ ~ X , ~ H R H O T ~ ~ X ~ ~ H T T ~ ~ X ~ ~ H A ~ ~ L X , ~ H M ~ ~ X ~  
1 2 H M U q 3 X r  L I H R E Y N O L D S  N 0 1 9 H  MACH NO) 
FORYAT  - ( i s ~ ~  ~ H P S I  , ~ X V L ~ H S L U G S / C U  F T  v ~ X ~ ~ H R A ~ ' K I N E , ~ X ~ ~ H F T / S ~ C , ~ X ~ ~ H  
LFT /SEC,4X ,  1 l H S L U G / F T - S E C q  1 1 X , 4 H l / F T )  
F O P Y A T  
FORMAT ( / l X , 2 5 H S T A G N A T I O N  C O N D I T I O N S  A F E / 7 H  R E G I C N 1 6 X , 5 H P S T A G ~ 1 2 X t  
~ ~ H ' I H ~ , ~ X V ~ H T S T A G ~ ~ X , ~ ~ H P S T A G / P S T A G ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ F P S I A ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H S L U G S / C U  FT 
2 q  5 X  97HF AF IK INE)  
FORYAT  ( l H O 7 5 7 H C A C H  NO* I N  R E G I O N  6 I S  L E S S  T H A N  1.0 .-. GO TO N E X  
1 T  C A S E )  
END 
Program Flow Chart -- JET 
Subroutine JET a
Yes 
Write input parameters 
Compute flow field in 
Compute and write 
heat transfer 
Write ratios 9 
Program Listing - JET 
S U B " O U T 1 Q E  JET ( G A Y M A p B 4 , T H E T 2 r P 2 ~ P 0 6 ~ A M 6 ~ T H E ~ 6 ~ C P ~ T 0 6 v A M U R  D i
l T R r  P Y V T T S , P O Z g A M 1 , T l q P O 1 q B b ~ X L R B , R B ~  I P F X R T )  D 2 
D I M F Y S I O N  X J ( 1 5 ) q  Y J (  1 5  1 7  T H E T ( l 5 )  D  3 
DI t -+F tdS IOh :  V A F I l l l ) ,  V A R D I l l r l )  0 4 
D A T A  VARI/.12,.24qe34~.42~.495q e 5 6 q  - 6 0 5 9  -659 069t . 7 2 5 ? * 7 6 /  D 5  
D A T A  V A C D / . l , . 2 r e 3 y  . 4 p . 5 p e 6 p r 7 p e 8 ~ ~ 9 ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 1 /  D  6 
1 I F  ( 1 P R I N T . E Q . S )  GO TO 2 D  7 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 )  G A M V A , B 4 q T H E T 2 9 P 2 9 P O 6 q A t r . 6 q C P v T O 6 9 P R ~ A Y U R q T W ~ T R A M W T t S  D  8  
l q T H E T 6 9 P 2 2 q A M 1 q  T l q B 6  D  9 
2  K O D E =  1 D 10 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  D 11 
f J T D = 1 8 O . O / P I  D 12 
T H E T ( 2 ) = T H E T Z / R T D  D 13 
T H E T (  6 ) = T H k T 6 / R T D  D  1 4  
8 4 P = B 4 / R T D  D  1 5  
P 6 R  = R 6 / Q T D  D 16 
X L ~ ~ = X L Q H * P B  D  17 
X L ~ ~ = X L ~ ~ * ( S I N ( B ~ R ) - C O S ( B ~ R ) * T A N ( B ~ R )  ) / ( S T H E T 2 - C S T E T 2  * D  1 8  
l T A N ( R 6 W ) )  D  19 
X J (  1)=0. D  20 
Y J (  l)=C. D 2 1  
X J (  Z ) = X L l Z * C O S (  B 4 R )  D  2 2  
Y J (  2 ) = X C l Z * S I N (  B 4 R )  0 23 
X J ( 3 ) = X L 1 3 * C O S (  T H E T ( 2 l  1  D  2 4  
Y J ( 3 ) = X L l 3 * S I N ( T H E T ( 2 )  0 2 5  
G P l = G A M M A + l .  D  26 
GY l = G A M u A - 1 .  D  27 
G P O P = G P l / G M l  D 2 8  
G M O P = G N l / G P l  D 29 
P 7 = P 2  D 30 
" 0 7 = P 0 6  D 31 
P R 7 = P l / P . 3 7  D 32 
Z l = P R l * * I - G Y  l / G A u M A  1-1. D  33 
IF (z~ .GE.o . )  G n  Tn 3 D 34 
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 )  Z l  D 3 5  
C A L L  E X I T  D 36 
3 C O F I T I N I J k  D  37 
A M 7 = S Q P T I Z . / G N I * Z  1) D  3 8  
A M U U 6 R = A S I N (  l . / A M 6 )  D 39 
A M U R 6 D = R T D * A Y U B b R  D  40 
A M U B 7 R = A T I N (  1 * / A Y 7 )  0 41 
A M U B 7 D = P T D * A Y U B 7 P  D 4 2  
I F  ( A Y 6 e G E . 1 . 0 )  G C  T C  4 D 43 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 2 )  A Y 6  D 44 
C A L L  E X I T  D 4 5  
4 I F  (AU7.GF.1.3)  G C  T T  5 0 46 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 3 1  A M ?  D  4 7  
C A L L  E X I T  D  4 8  
5 Z Z = S O F T  ( G M r l P * (  A M 6 * * 2 - 1 .  ) ) D  49 
Z 3 = S O P T (  A'%**2-1.) D  5 C  
A l \ I l J h F = S O r T ( t i P I l M  ) * A T A V ( Z 2 ) - A T A N (  Z 3 )  i) 5 1  
A N U ~ D = A ~ " ~ ~ ~ * P T D  0 52  
L 4 = S O < T ( G Y r P * ( A M 7 * * 2 - 1 .  ) )  D  53 
Z 5 = S O P T  ( A Y 7 * * 2 - 1 .  ) L) 54 
A N ~ 1 7 ~ = S O c T ( G ? O M  i * A T A f r ( Z 4 ) - A f A P I (  E5i  D 55 
ANIJSU= AF I I 7 F * R T D  U 5 t  
D T H E T = A N ' 1 7 4 - A Y U 6 F  D 57 
D E L T A = [  A ' 8 U 8 C : R + A M l ) 8 7 K + D T H E V )  *Tr-5 D 5 0  
F P S = D E L T A - U T H E T - T b E T ( 6 1  U 59 
A1\17= CPS D  6C 
D T H E T D = F  T D W T H E  T D 6 1  
P E L  TAD=RT D * D E L T  A  D 6 2  
E P S D = P T U h F P S  D  6 3  
A N 7  U = Q T C * A N 7  D  64  
X J ( 4 ) = ( Y J ( 3 ) - Y J ( 2 ) + X J ( 2 ) * T A h i i T H E T ( 6 ) ) + X J 3 T A A 7 / T A N A 7 + T A  D  6 5  
l h l ( T H E T (  6 )  1 )  D 66 
Y J ( 4 ) = Y J ( 2 ) + ( X J ( 4 ) - X J ( 2 ) l * T A N ( T H E T ( 6 )  1 D  6 7  
Z L J = S Q P T ( ( X J ( 4 ) - X J (  3 ) ) * e Z + ( Y J ( 4 ) - Y J ( 3 )  ) * * 2 )  D 6 8  
Z L Y = 2 . * Z L J * C O S ( D E L T A )  D 69 
E P S  B = D E L  T A - D T H E T  D  70 
Z L h 4 = 2 . * Z L J * C O S I  E P S 8  ) D 7 1  
Z W O = Z L J * S I N ( E P S 8 )  D  72 
Z W 7 = Z 1  J + S I Y ( D E L T A I  D  73 
T T S = S Q F T ( 2 . * C P * T C 6 )  D  74 
C O N S T A N T  I M P U T  Ti3 S U B R O U T I N E  H E A T  D 7 5  
D  76 
P G = 1 5 4 5 * / A Y W T  D  7 7  
AQ=(G.76/PQ**(e6))/(778.26*sQRT(32.2)) D  7 8  
A M U W = V I S C J ( A M U R r T R 9 T W q S  D  7 9  
A M U l = V I S C J ( A M U K  , T R , T O 6 t  S )  D  8 0  
DO=CP*(  T 0 6 - T W  I D  8 1  
A M 1 2 = A M 1 * * 2  D  8 2  
D  8 3  
C A L C U L A T I  ON OF U G P O T S  D  8 4  
D  8 5  
Ul=AYl*SORT(GAYMA*RG*Tl*32.2) D  8 6  
W P I T E  1 6 9 1 4 )  D  8 7  
C A L L  H E A T  (RG,TW~TC6rAMUW,AMU1~AQ,DQrUGPDTSqDSmlItP319AMl2~GP1,GY1, D  8 8  
l G A M t * ? A r O W S t U l r R B  D  89 
0 90 
BEG I N  L ? n P  I N G  D  9 1  
MAX R=2 
R'REG=6 
DO 9 I = l r Y A X R  
N R E G = N E E G + l  
NREGMl=* !REG-1  
NRFGMZ=NREG-2  
N RE GM4=MP EG-4 
T H E T ( N P E G ) = T H E T ( N R E G M l )  + D T H E T  
T H E T D = T H C T ( M P E G  I * R T D  
A L P H A = 9 0 .  
A L P  I = A L P H A + T H E T  ( Y H E G ) * R  T D  
A L P H A P = A L P H A  
S I G F  =1. 
I F  (ALPHA.LE.90 . )  G O  T O  6 
A L P H A = 1 8 0 . - A L D H A  
S I G Y = - 1  e 
C O b I T I N U E  
I F  ( M ~ D ( Y R E G P ~ ) ~ E Q . C I  GO T O  7 
X J f  Y F F G R 2 ) = X J ( N R E G Y 4 ) * Z L K * C O S ( T H E T ( N R E G )  1 
Y J (  K R E G & l 2  )=YJ(NREGtJ4 )+ZLK*S IN(THET(NXEG)  ) 
I L W = Z W 7  
K M A C H = A Y 7  
G O  TO 8  
ZLW=ZWB 
F MACH=AM6 
X J (  M K E G v 2  ) = X J ( N K E G M 4 ) + b L M * C O S (  T H E T t  N R E G )  1 
Y J ( ~ F E G ~ 2 l = Y J f M R E G M 4 ~ + Z b M i * S I N ~ T H F P ~ N R E G ~  B 
W R I T E  (6 ,151  N T E G  
T 7 = T O h / (  l * + G P I / Z e * F M A C H * * 2 )  
U7=krAACH*5QRT(  ; A M + 4 A * F G * i 7 * 3 2 ~ 2  t 
D E L 3 W z - 4 5  
SDS=DELqY*LLW 
SMACH=F MACH**2 
ABC=Z*+GM l * S p A C H  
cHOJOS=ABC/CGP1*SYACHt 
C A L L  YTLUP ( R H O J U S 9 C E L D R ~ L ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P I P - ~ ~ V A R I P V A ~ ~ D ~  
"N= SDS/ DFLOR 
WQITE [ 69 1 6 )  THETD, ZLW9 RMACHvRN 




PWF I=PW/PSNI  
K T L Q = R R / X L  1 3  




WPITE ( 6 ~ 1 7 )  RLpPWF IqFQWqQRED 
COYTIYUF 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 8 )  ( X J (  I ) t Y J (  1 1 9 1 = 1 9 6 )  
PETUPY 
FORUAT ( lHOv8HGAMMA = 9E12.599X95HB4 = 9 E 1 2 . 5 9 L 3 X 1 8 H T H f T 2  = 1E12.5 
1 P l O X 9 5 H P 2  = 9EL2.59 / 9 1 H  96HP06  = 9E12.5911X16HAM6 = 9E12.5912X95HC 
2P = 9 E l 2 . 5 r l 3 X v  6 H T 0 6  = r E 1 2 . 5 v / v l H  95VPR = 9E12e5,12X97HAMUR = , E l  
3 2 r 5 9 1 1 X 9 5 H T W  = v E 1 2 o 5 9 1 3 X * 5 H T R  = 9E12.59/91H 97HAMWT = r E L 2 * 5 , 1 0 X ,  
44HS = 9 E 1 2 e 5 ~ 1 4 K 9 8 H T H E T 6  = tE12.591OXq6HP02 = r E 1 2 . 5 q / r  l H  r 6 H A M l  = 
5  9 E 1 2 . 5 9 1 1 X 9 5 H T l  = 9E12.5113X95HB6 = 9 f 1 2 e 5 v / / )  
FOFYAT ( lHCv23HERROP MESSAGE e.. 2 1  = r E 1 2 . 5 9 / / )  
FORYAT ( lHO924HERRCR MESSAGE s e e  AM6 = 9 E 1 2 . 5 9 / / )  
FOPMAT ( lH3v24HERROR MESSAGE . r e  AY7 = ,E12 .59 / /1  
FORb4AT ( 1 H 0 ~  41HCDND I T I O N S  WITHOUT SHCCK INTERFERENCE ARE) 
FnRMAT ( / / 9 l H O 9 2 l b C O N D I T I C N S  I N  REGION 9 1 2 )  
FORMAT ( lHOq8HTHETA = 9 E12.594H DEG93X, lZHJET WIDTH = E 1 2 * 5 9  5 H  FE 
1 E T 9 3 X 9 1 l H M A C H  NO. = ,E12 .5v3Xv15H NOSE R A D I L S  = 9E12.595H FEET)  
FORMAT ( 1 H  9 3 0 H R A T I O  NOSE RADIUS TO JET WIDTH,24X13H = 9 t 1 2 * 5 q / r  l H  
1 '2EHP WALL/P P I T O T  FREE STREAMv28X,3P = 9 E 1 2 * 5 ~ / ~ 1 H  t57HHEAT TR4N 
2 S F E P  R A T I O  ( W I T H  INTERFEPENCE TO 3-D WITHOUT) 9E12 .59 /91H 9 26HHE 
3 A T  TRANSFER R A T I 0 1 E C N E Y ) r 2 7 X q 3 H  = ( E 1 2 . 5 )  
FORPAT ( / / 2 7 H  CQORDINATES OF THE J E T  4 R E 9 / r  1H09 4 H J l  ( t E 1 2 . 5 , l H t  t E l  
1 2 . 5 ~ l H ) ~ / ~ l H  9 4 H J 2  (vE12.5~1H~,E12.5~1H)~/~lH 94 J3 ( c t l 2 r 5 r l H 9 r E l  
2 2 . 5 , 1 H ) v / q l H  9 4 H J 4  (rE12.5,1H9~E12.5~1H)~/91H r 4 H J 5  ( , E 1 2 . 5 9 1 H 1 q E l  
3 2 r 5 9 1 H ) 9 / v l H  v 4 H J 6  ( v E 1 2 . 5 r l H t r E 1 2 . 5 , l H l )  
E NO 
Program Plow Chart - HEAT 
Calculate velocity gradient 
and stagnation pressure 
Write velocity gradient 
and stagnation pressure 
Return to  JET CxI 
Program Listing - HEAT 
C ..... o ....... o ..... * e . O . - * . . a - * * m  e... e ~ e e ~ ~ e ~ e ~ o ~ e ~ * e ~ ~ ~ e . e o ~ e * -  
S U B P O U T I N E  H E A T  ( R G , T W I T ~ ~ ~ A M U W ~ A M U ~ ~ A Q , D Q , U G R D T B P W ~ P O ~ , A M ~ Z ~ G P ~ ~ G  
l M l , G A Y " A , Q W , U $ R I  
T E K M ~ = ( G P ~ * A M ~ ~  ) /  ( G P l * A M l 2 + 2 . )  
T E Q t . ' 2 = G P l /  ( Z s * G A P M A * A M 1 2 - G M  1) 
P W = P O ~ * T E R P L * *  ( G A P M A / G M ~ ) * T E R Y ~ * * ( ~  * /GMI  1 
I I G R ~ T = ~ J / R * S Q R T (  G Y ~ / G A I W A * ( ~ . + ~ ~ / ( G M ~ * Q M ~ ~ ) ) * (  1 . - l . / ( G A M M A * A M L Z )  1 )  
B Q = ( ( 1 4 4 . * A Y U W ) / ( R G * T W )  I**( -1 )  
CQ=(t144.*AYUl)/(RG*TOb))**(e4) 
E Q 1  =PW** 5 
OW=AQ*BB*CQ*OQ*EQ 1 * S Q R T  ( U G R D T  1 
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 )  P W v U G R D T ? Q W  
P E T U R N  
C  
1 FOQh'AT  ( 1 H 3  92ZHWAl .L  PKE SSUP E = v E 1 2 . 5 9 4 P  P S I , / l H  v 2 2 H V E L O C I T  
1Y . G g A D I E F I T  = 9 E 1 2 . 5 9 6 H  l / S E C ,  / , 1 H  ( 2 2 H S T A G N A T I O N  H E A T I N G  = , E l 2  
2 - 5 1  1 4 W  B T U / S Q e F T - S E C , / l  
E N D  
USAGE 
Program SHOCK for a type IV interference pattern uses the standard FORTRM 
NAMELIST input with $DATMN a s  the NAMELIST name. The input includes the flow 
conditi-lsns, gas properties, flow deflection o r  shock angle, shock displacement length LSB 
(see fig. 6), and nose raii"t~s. The pr0gra.m can increment the shock generator angle and 
fists the peak pressure and heat transfer in regions 7 and 8 (see fig. 7) for each angle. 
A description of the input and output variables and a sanlple case a r e  presented. 
Input Description 
The $DATAIN input for type IV is a s  follows: 
RUN run number for identification 














cp/cV, ratio of specific heats 
0i, shock generator angle, deg; o r  Pi, impinging shock angle, deg 
increment for Oi (Default = 5O) 
number of t imes to  increment 0i 
initial point; 0 for stagnation conditions, 1 for  free-stream static conditions 
temperature at  IPT, OR 
pressure at  IPT, psia 
molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
nose radius, f t  
Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
temperature at  wall, OR 
XL L ~ ~ ,  shock displacement length ( J ~  - J 2  in fig. 7), f t  
XLRB ratio of shock displacement length to nose radius (may be input in place 
of XL) 
CP cp, specific heat at constant pressure,  w -1bf /~ lug-~R 
PR Npr , Prandtl number 
TOL acceptable tolerance for equal pressures  (0.001) 
ANGLE TWET if Bi input; BETA if Pi input 
IPRINT 0 to suppress extra printout; 1 for complete printout 
Output Description 
RUN NUMBER run number for  identification 
M1 M,, Mach number in free stream 
GAMMA (cP/CV) ratio of specific heats 
TEMP AT POINT "IPT" input a s  T ,  OR 
PRES AT POINT "IPT" input a s  P ,  psia 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
REFERENCE TEMP reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
REFERENCE VISCOSITY reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
S(SUTHERLAND NUMBER) Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
TEMP AT WALL Tw, OR 
CP cp , specific heat at  constant pressure,  f t  -lbf/slug-OR 
PRANDTL NUMBER Npr, Prandtl number 













R ~ 0 2 / 1 ,  etc. 
~ 2 / ~ 1 ,  etc. 
A2/A1, etc. 






nose radius, ft 
Oi, shock generator angle, deg 
flow angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
shock angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
flow angle relative to  free-stream flow, deg 
shock angle relative to free-stream flow, deg 
Mach number in upstream region 
local Mach number 
p2/p1, etc., pressure ratios for regions listed 
p2/pl, etc., density ratios for regions listed 
T ~ / T ~ ,  etc., temperature ratios for regions listed 
a2 a l ,  etc., ratios of speeds of sound in regions listed I 
u2/u1, etc., velocity ratios for regions listed 
region in shock pattern 
static pressure for region, psia 
static density for region, slugs/ft3 
static temperature for region, OR 
speed of sound for region, ft/see 
8 1 
U velocity for  region, ft/sec 
MU static viscosity in region, slugs/ft-sec 
REYNOLDS NO Reynolds number per  foot in region 
MACH NO Mach number in region 
The following stagnation conditions a r e  then listed: 
PSTAG total pressure in region, psia 
RHO total density in region, slugs/ft3 
TSTAG total temperature in region, OR 
ratio of total pressure in region to  free-stream 
total pressure 
Reference conditions without interference a r e  listed a s  
WALL PRESSURE pstag, stagnation pressure on sphere, psia 
VELOCITY GRADIENT stagnation velocity gradient on sphere, l /sec 
STAGNATION HEATING Qstag, stagnation-point heat -transfer rate  on sphere, 
~ t u / f t ~  -sec 
The peak conditions for regions 7 and 8 a r e  listed a s  follows: 
THETA jet flow angle, deg 
JET TH w, jet width, ft 
MACH NO. jet Mach number 
NOSE RADIUS Rbj, nose radius of "jet body," ft 
WALL PRESSURE peak pressure at wall (jet stagnation pressure),  psia 
8 2 
VELOCITY GRADIENT jet stagnation velocity gradient, l /sec 
STAGNATION HEATING Qpk, jet stagnation heat-transfer rate,  ~ t u / f t ~ - s e c  
RATIO NOSE RADIUS TO J E T  WIDTH R ~ / F  
HEAT TRANSFER RATIO Q Qstag, ratio of peak heating in region to  reference p k l  
heating on sphere 
HEAT TRANSFER RATIO (EDNEY) Q ~ ~ / Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  heating ratio calculated from 
equation (7) 
COORDINATES OF JET (J1 to J6) coordinates of jet as defined in figure 7 
Sample Case - Input 
%DATA I N  
RN( 1 - 
GAEnM4 = 
T h E + A I  = 
T INCR = 
NTIYES = 




T Q E  F - 
V S E F  = 
R 9 - 
5, - 
TWALL -- 
X L - 
C P = 0 .6CCOE+04  9 
P R = 0.7ZE+OOp 
T UL = O.IE-O?c 
1 3 P I N T  = 01 
X L R S  = 0 . 0 ~  
R U N  = O . l E + O l ,  
A N G L E  = i ) .694047257t510°F+43,  
S E N D  
Sample Case - Output 
T H I S  PROGRAM PERFCPMS A T Y P E  4 SHOCK INTERFERENCE PATTERN WITH NORMAL IMPINGEMENT 
* * *  
RUN NUMBER 1.00 
I N P U T  VARIABLES ARE 
M 1 
GAMMA(CPICV1 
TEHP AT P O I N T  0 
PSES 4T P O I N T  0 
HOLECULAR WE1 GHT 
REFERENCE TEMP 
REFERENCE V I S C O S I T Y  
S(SUTHERLAN0 NUMBER) 
TEHP AT WALL 
CP 
PRANDTL NUMBER 
X L (  S W C K  OtSPLbCEMENT LENGTH)  
NOSE R A D I U S  
RANKINE 
P S I  
RANKINE 
F T - L B F / ( S L U G - R A N K I N E I  
T h E r P I  - 5.0000 OEG 
QELATIVE ANGLE ABSOLUTE ANGLE 
TuETF, BET4 THET4 4ET 4 UPSTREAM MACH LOCAL MACH 
2 -21.6175 94.4092 -31.6177 99.4092 6.0000 .5367 
3 5.0000 13.1599 5.0000 13.1597 6.0000 5.3157 
4 36.61 74 51.9049 -31.6177 -46.9049 5.3157 1.6321 
5 27.27C6 82.1113 -22.2700 -77.1114 5.3157 .SO36 
6 9.3470 48.7307 -22.2706 17.1131 1.6321 1.3013 
PGTIOS B Q E  
PHO 







STAGhPTIOh rONOITICNC APE 
R C S T C N  PST4G RHO 
P S I &  SLUGC/CU FT 
1 400.OC00 3."2656E-02 
2 12.5472 1.1 695RE-03 
3 386.5123 ?.60290E-02 
4 45.9812 4.28605E-03 
5 14.4E66 l . n l t 4 1 E - C ?  
S 45.5199 4.24305F-03 
T 4 




5P7.18C4 1187 .8711  
956.5663 1436.7097 
672.1822 1270.9459 
TSTAG PST 15 /0ST4Gl  
4ANICINE 
qcc. 0COO 
899.9981 .03 14 
qC0.0089 ,9663 
9C0.0088 - 1 1 5 0  
'CO. 0083  - 0 4 8 7  
9C0.008R . I 1 3 3  








W41 L D F E S S U Q E  = l . l q O C 4 E c O l  P S I  
VELdCITV GFADIFNT = 3 .43123€+03  l l 5 E C  
STAGNATION HEGT!NG = ?. .12C9E+00 RTU/SQ.FT-SEC 
CONDITIONS I N  REGION 7 
YYETA = -1 .28803EtO l  OEG JET WIOTH = 3.95747E-02 FEET kACH NO. = 1.62535€+00 NOSE RADIUS = 3.68847E-02 FEET 
WALL PRES SUP E = 4.03125E+Ol P S I  
VELQC I T V  GRADIENT = 4.07153E+04 l /SEC 
STAGNATION HEATING . =  2.34103E+Ol BTU/SQ.FT-SEC 
RATIO NOSE RADIUS TC JET WIDTH = 1 . 2 6 3 4 3 E e l  
P MALCJP PITOT FREE STREAM = 3.39893€+00 
03 HEAT TRANSFER RATIC (WITH INTERFERENCE TO 3-0 WITHOUT) = 6.30497E+00 
HEAT TRANSFER R4TIC(EDNEY) = 6.74970E+00 
CONDITIONS I N  REGICN 8 
TYETA = -3.48998E400 DEG JET WIDTH = 3.33868E-02 FEET MACH NO. = 1.30180E*00 NOSE FAOIUS = l .82995E-02 FEET 
W4LL PRESSURE = 4.45667E+01 P S I  
VELOC ITV  GRADIENT = 7.30754E+04 l / S E C  
STAGNATION HEATING = 3 ~ 2 9 7 6 1 E + O l  BTU/SQ.FT-SEC 
RhT I0 NOSE RADIUS TO JET W f  DTH = 1.49760€+01 
P wALL/P PITOT FREE STPEAM = 3.75762€+00 
HEAT TRANSFER RATIO ( H I T H  INTERFERENCE TO 3-0 MITHOUTI = 8.88128E+00 
HEAT TRnNSFER R4TIO(ECNEYf = 7.72665E400 
COORDIMATES OF THE JET ARE 
PAFtT V - TYPE V INTERFERENCE 
PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
Type V interference involves the interaction of two weak shocks of the same family. 
The interaction produces a shear layer, a supersonic jet, and a transmitted impinging 
shock, a s  shown in figure l(e).  On a blunt body the shock interaction occurs near the 
upper sonic point, as shown in figure 2. A complete solution of the type V flow field 
shown in figure 9 is not presently available because of the embedded subsonic flow 
(region 4). It is possible, however, to follow the treatment for type I1 interference and 
solve only the supersonic regions adjacent to the body surface in order to obtain the peak 
values of pressure and heat transfer at the shock-boundary-layer interaction IP. 
The method of solution for type V is similar to  that for type I1 interference with the 
exception that the impinging shock is of the same family and directly influences the flow 
on the model. As in the case of types I and 11, the flow model consisted of two wedges 
creating the bow and impinging shocks. The flow conditions in regions 2 and 3 a r e  obtained 
by using the Rankine-Hugoniot equations once the free-stream conditions in region 1 and 
the flow angles (oi,e3) o r  shock angles (Pi,P3) a r e  specified. The triple-point configura- 
tion at point B is solved in the same manner a s  discussed in part  I1 for a type I1 inter- 
ference. The transmitted impinging shock may reflect as a shock o r  a Mach reflection 
depending on the Mach number in region 5 and the surface inclination. Once the p re s -  
sure ratio across  the shock-boundary-layer interaction p6/p3 is calculated and the 
state of the boundary layer and the impingement point a r e  specified, the peak heating ratio 
is obtained from equation (1). 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The main program reads the input, calls the various subprograms, and computes 
the heat transfer. TYP4 calculates the flow deflection angle of the shear layer at point B 
(fig. 9). FTHETA is called to compute the flow angle and FINDB is called to  compute the 
shock angles in  each region. The subprograms OBLIQ, FINDM, PRATIO, MLTRT, 
ABSVAL, AND ISTROP compute flow variables and ratios of the flow variables. PINPUT 
prints the input variables. The flow charts and listings of these subprograms a r e  pre-  
sented in part  VII. The flow diagram and listing for the main program follow. 
P r o g r a m  Flow Char t  - Main 
Read NAMELIST data 
for new c a s e  




Convert angles t o  radians i)
CALL FINDB No Yes CALLFTHETA 
Compute p2 Compute 82 
CALL FINDM 
CALL PRATIO 
Set 83 to 
CALL PRATIO 
Compute pressure ratio p3/p2 
1 
CALL FIIDM 





Compute ra t io  of 
flow quantities ac ros s  
shocks 2 ,  3 , 4 ,  and 5 
/ CALL MLTRT \ 
Compute ratios wrt 
CALL OBLIQ 
Write angles and 
Write message - 
assume normal shock 
and compute ratios 
ac ros s  i t  
No Yes 
4 _ Compute ratios 
of quantities ac ros s  
shock 6 
I I 
Calculate and write 
flow conditions in 
/ CALL ABSVAL \ 
in free stream to obtain 





Program Listing - Main 
PROGRAM SHOCK( !  NPUT SCUTPUT s ? A P € 5 = I  RPUT : T A P t 6 = O U T P U T  I 
~ ~ ~ . e . s ~ . e e e a ~ . e . ~ . . e e . e e r . . . . ~ e e e - . ~ * e e e e e e e e e e . . ~ . e e . e o o e * ~ * . e ~ -  
T H I S  PROGRAM PERFOKMS A T Y P E  V  SHOCK I N T E R F E R E N C E  P A T T E K N  
F O K  T h o  D I M E N S I C N A L  FLOW 
eeeOIee.*.. ~eo.........*e.ec...*...e*e....--***.**...-~*......**~* 
COhMCN PZI KHOL, TZI P l O P Z 9  K H U L O L I  T l O T Z q  
1 P Z 2 ,  R H C Z Z 9  T Z 2 9  P Z O P Z 2 ,  R H U Z Z L V  T Z U T Z 2 9  
2 P Z 3 q  R H O Z 3 9  T Z 3 r  P 3 0 P Z 3 ,  R H U 3 L j r  T 3 U T Z 3 r  
3 P Z 4 9  R H O Z 4 9  T Z 4 9  P 4 0 P Z 4 9  R H 0 4 Z 4 ,  T 4 0 T Z 4 r  
4 P Z 5 ,  R H O 2 5 9  T L 5 ,  P 5 0 P Z 5 r  R H O 5 Z 5 r  T 5 0 T Z 5 r  
5  PZ6,  UHOZ69 T Z 6 9  P 6 0 P Z 6 ,  K h U 6 2 6 9  T 6 0 T Z 6 r  
6 P 2 O P l q  R H O 2 0 1  9 T 2 O T l  I A 2 O A 1 9  UZOUL 9 
7 P 3 U P 2 ,  R H O 3 0 2 9  T 3 0 T 2 r  A 3 0 A 2 v  U 3 0 U 2 r  
8 P 3 0 P  11 U H 0 3 C l u  T 3 O T 1 9  A 3 0 A L  r U3OUL 9 
9 P 4 0 P L .  R H 0 4 C 2 *  T 4 0 T 2 9  A 4 0 A 2 9  U 4 0 U 2 r  
$ P 4 0 P L r  R H O 4 0 1  9 T 4 0 T l  q A 4 U A l r  U4UU1,  
16 P 5 0 P 3 9  R H O 5 0 3 9  T 5 0 T 3 ,  A 5 U A 3 ,  U 5 0 U 3 r  
5 P 6 0 P 5 r  R H O b C 5 9  T 6 O T 5 q  A 6 0 A 5 r  U 6 U U 5 r  
4 P 5 0 P l q  R H O 5 0 1 9  T S O T l r  A 5 O A l r  U 5 0 U l r  
6 P 6 D P L v  R H 0 6 C 1 ,  T 6 0 T l r  A 6 0 A l r  U 6 U U L  
COMMON P 6 0 P  3, KHOCO3q T 6 0 T 3 ,  A 6 O A 3 v  U 6 0 U 3  
CCMMCN P l r  R H O 1  q 11 v A 1 9  U l r  V I S C l q  KEY 1 9  
1 P2,  RHO29 T 2 ,  A 2 9  U2, V I S C L 9  K E Y Z V  
2  P 3 q  R H 0 3 v  T 3 q  A 3 9  U 3 9  V I S C 3 ,  REY39 
3 P 4 9  R H O 4 9  T 4 q  A 4 9  U 4 r  V I S C 4 9  H E Y 4 9  
4 P5. RHO59 T 5 ,  A 5 9  U 5 r  V I S C 5 v  K k Y 5 r  
5  P 6 9  R H 0 6 r  T 6 9  A 6 9  U 6 1  V I S C b r  R E Y 6  
U I M E h S I O N  T 3 S T A R I L  19  H H l J 3 S T R ( 2 ) r  V 3 S T A K ( 2 ) r  R E Y > S T R (  2 )  r S T N ~ ( L )  r S  
l T N l ( 2 )  3 F P ( 2 )  Q P K ( 2 )  9 H F P ( 2 )  9 H P K ( 2 )  9 T K ( 2 1 9  R R ( 2 ) 9  A A ( z ) ~  R N ( ~ )  
D I M E k S I U N  P N ( 2 ) g  H R 1 2 )  
S E T  D E F A U L T S  F O R  I N P U T  V A R I A B L E S  
C A T A  B E T A / 4 H B E T A /  r T O L / * O O l /  
D A T A  T I N C H / 5 . 0 /  r T S T A R T / 5 . 0 /  
C A T A  G A M M A / l e 4 / r N 2 9 N >  ,N6/1,1,  ~ / ~ A N G L € L , A N G L E ~ / z * / + H T H E T /  
D A T A  1 ~ ~ / 0 / r ~ t J ~ / 2 8 . 9 7 / 9  T R E F / 5 3 2 . V B / p V R E F /  . 3 8 0 7 E - 6 / r X L / l . J /  
D A T A  T W A L L / 5 3 0 .  / 9 S / 2 1 6 e / q C p / 6 0 0 6 .  / 9 P K / * 7 2 /  
D A T A  THZSV. R T ~ S V ~ T H ~ S V I  B T 3 S V / 4 * 0 . /  ,SV I N C R / ~ O O /  
D A T A  A R / 5 7 . 2 9 6 /  
I S W 3  USED TO I N D I C A T E  I T E R A T I O N  ON T H E T A 3  H A S  BEGUN 
N A M E L I S T  / D A T A I N /  R P ~ ~ G A M M A , T H E T A ~ ~ T H F T A ~ T ~ I N C K , N ~ , N ~ ,  T 0 L e  ANGLE 
1 2 r A N G L E 3 q 8 F T A 2 r B E T A 3 ~ I P T r T , P r ~ t 4 W 9 T R E F ~ ~ R E F 9 ~ L 9 S 9 T W ~ L ~ ~ ~ P ~  P R ~ R U N  
S E T  CONSTANTS FOR S T A N T O N  NUMBERS 
I S W 3 = 0  
S  I G N = l  a 
P N (  1 J =1.29 
P N ( 2 ) = O . R 5  
R N ( l ) = - e 5  
RN ( 2  )= -2 .5@4 
A A  (1 ) = 0 . 3 3 2  
A A f 2 ) = . 1 8 5  
S I G N 3 = L o  
. E e . . ~ e e . e e e e . . - ~ e e . ~ * e e . e ~ e * ~ e . e . - e e ~ . ~ - * * . * e e * * . e * . - * - e * * * * * * * ~ *  
? I N C N = S V I N C R  
THE T A 3 = T H 3 S V * 5 4 , 2 9 6 + T I N C R  
BETA3=813SV+54,296+PINCR 
THti T A Z = T H Z  S V  
BET 82-  B T 2 S V  
READ [ ~ F D A T A I N I  C, 6 1  
I F  ( E N D F I L E  5 )  1 0 2 9 1 0 3  A  6 2  
STOP A 6 3  
CONY I N U E  A  6 4  
RR(L )=SORT(PR)  A  6 5  
RK(Z)=PR** [  1./3.1 A  66 
WRITE ( 6 9 1 2 3  RUN A  6 7  
R=L544.3/AHW A 68 
DENS I TY (SLUG/ ClI FT 1 A 69 
RHU=P*144. / (  32.2*R*TI  A  73 
I F  ( I P T )  1 0 4 9  1 0 4 , 1 0 5  A  7 1  
STAGNATIDN C O N D I T I C R S  A  7 2  
TZ=T A  73 
KHOZ=RHc) A  74 
PZ= P  A  7 5  
GO TO 1 0 6  A  76 
FREE STREAM C O N D I T I O N S  A  7 7  
TL=T A  78 
P l = P  A 79 
HHOL=KHO A 8 0  
CON T  I NUE A 8 1  
C A L L  I STROP (GAMPAq FM1, P l r  PZq P l U P Z ,  I P T  ) A  8 2  
P R I N T  OUT I N P U T  V A R I A d L E S  A  8 3  
CALL  PINPUT ( R M l  I GAMMA, I P T v T q P ,  AMWvTREF,VREFg XL. SqTLI.ALLqCPSPR) A 8 4  
WRITE ( 6 . 1 2 4 )  XL A  85  
I T Y  P2=O A  86 
CONVERT ANGLFS rll RADIANS A 87  
TH2SV=THE TA2 A d d  
BTZSV=BETAZ A 8 3  
SVINCH=TI  NCK 4 90 
7 I N C R = T I N C R / 5 7 . 2 9 6  A 92 
THETA2=THETA2/57 e 2 9 4 - T I N C R  A 93 
T H € T A 3 = T H E T A 3 / 5 7 . 2 S t - T I I \ i C R  A /t 
BETAZ=BET A2/ 57.296-T INCK A  '35 
B E T A ~ = B € T A ~ / ~ ~ . ~ S ~ - T I N L K  A 9 5  
TH3SV=THET A3 A 9 7  
BT3SV=BETA3 A 9 6  
T  INCK3=T I NCH A 99 
e ~ . . e . e . . . . ~ . e . e e . ~ . ~ - . ~ . . a e e e ~ ~ a ~ e e ~ o o . e a e  A 1 3 5  
BEGIbi DO LUOP TO INCREMEI\IT THETA2 A  1 0 1  
. . . I  . * . . . a  ..... * ....... o . o . . . * . . * e e . . a . . . e . . a e . * * . * . * . * * * . . . *  . A Li,2 
DO 1 2 1  I I = 1 9 N 2  A  1 0 3  
CALC NEtOED VALUES I N  REGION 2  A 1 0 4  
I F  (ANGLF2.NE.RETA) GU TO 1 0 7  A L d 5  
BETAZ=BETAZ+SIGh*T I k C R  A 1 0 6  
THkTAZ=FTHETA(GAMMA qKM1vBE TA2)  A  1 0 7  
G C  TC 1 0 8  A 1 O 8  
T H E T A 2 = T H E T A 2 + S I G N * T I N C R  A 109 
IERROK=1 A  113 
BETA2=F IN lJ I3 (GAMPlA~R) r l  ~ T H E T A 2 , l ~ I E R R C R )  A 111 
I F  ( IERROR-GT - 2  GO TO 1 2 2  A  1 1 2  
S I N B = S I N (  BETAZJ A 1 1 3  
P20P l=PKAT IG(GAMMA9 FMl9 S I N B )  A  1 1 4  
RM2=FINDM(GAPHA,RMl , S I N B , B E T A Z T H E T A 2 )  A 1 1 5  
THETA3zTH3SV-THETA2 A 1 1 6  
BETA3=BT7SV--THETA2 A 1 1 7  
ISW3=0 A  1 1 8  
..*..........*..........*li.......**.**........-..*....*..** A I 1 9  
BEGIN DO LOOP T O  INCREMENT THETA3 A 121) 
. e e . a . ~ e e ~ * . - e . e * e - * ~ ~ e ~ a e m * ~ e ~ e e ~ ~ m e e ~ .  A 621  
DO 1 2 0  I = I p N 3  A 122 
I F  (ISW3,LT.O) GG TO 111 A 1 2 3  
%F I A N G L E 3 , N E , R E T A )  G C  YO I 1 0  
B E T  A3=BET 83+S IC ;M3*P  I I 4 C R 3  
I F  ~ B E T A 3 , k T ~ O , )  G O  T U  120 
T b E T A 3 s F T  H E T A  (GAMMA'p R M L D  B E T A 3 1  
G O  TO 111 
T W E T A 3 = T t i E T A 3 + S  I G N 3 * T  I N C R 3  
I F  ( T H E T A 3 , L T e O e )  G C  T U  120 
I F  ( I E R R U R e G T e 2 )  GC T O  112 A 1 3 3  
S I N B = S I N (  5 E T A 3 )  A  1 3 4  
T Z D E G = T H E T  A 2 * 5 7 , 2 9 6  A  1 3 5  
Y3DEG=THE T A 3 * 5 7 , 2 9 6 4 - T 2 D E G  A 136 
P 3 C P 2 = P R A T  SCi(GAMMAp PML*  S I N 6 1  A  137 
K M 3 = F l N D M ( G A M M A , R M Z  e S I N B p B k T A 3 ~ T r l E T A 3 )  A  1 3 8  
a. B...O..~~*...a.a*.~s.*O...e.~..*....*....*..***.**... A L A 9  
A L 4 5  
I T E R A T E  O N  T W E T A F  U N T I L  P 5  = P4 A 1 4 1  
A 1 4 2  
- 8  ~ . . . ~ . ~ . . . ~ . . * . * . . . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ * . . ~ * ~ . ~ ~ ~ . . ~ * . ~ ~ . . ~ ~ . * * . * * . . . * ~ . . * ~  A 1 4 3
T H E  T A F  =O. A 1 4 4  
B E T A 4 = 1 a 5 7 0 R  A 1 4 5  
I E R R O R = 1  A 1 4 6  
C A L L  T Y P 4  ( T H E T A F ~ B E T A 4 r K M 2 , R M 3 ~ T H E T A 3  , T H E T A 5  p B E T A 5  3 U G M T O  A 167 
1 C s  IEHPGR) A 1 4 8  
I F  ( I E R R O R e G T . 2 )  GO T O  112 A 149 
I F  ( ISW3.EQ.O)  GO TO 114 A L 5 0  
I T E R A T I O N  C N  T H F T A 3  H A S  BEGUN. A  1 5 1  
k 
A L 5 2  
I N C K E M E N T  T H E T A 3  A 1 5 3  
T  I N C R 3 = T I N C K 3 / 2 .  A  1 5 4  
S I G N 3 r l .  A  1 5 5  
I F  t T I N C R 3 . G T . T O L )  GO T U  P O 9  A 150 
I SW3=-1  A 1 5 1  
GO T O  1 1 4  A 153 
D E C R E A S E  T H E T A 3  A 1 5 9  
T  I N C K 3 = T I N C R 3 / 2 *  A 16J  
S I G N 3 = - 1  A  1 6 1  
ISW3= ). A l o 2  
I F  ( T I N G R 3 e G T , T l l L )  CC T O  1 0 9  A  1 6 3  
I F  ( T I N C R 3 , L T .  1 . E - 1 0 1  G O  T O  113 A Loqt  
ISW3=-1 A  1 6 5  
GO TO 109 A 160 
T H D E G = T H E T A 3 * 5 7 . 2 9 6  A  1 6 7  
J= 3 A 165 
WRITE (6 ,140  1 J e T H C E G e  R M 2 r R M 3  A  169 
GO TO 111 a 1 7 0  
s ~ ~ e ~ ~ s e e ~ . a . ~ ~ m ~ . a e ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ - . . e e ~ e e e ~ m e  A 1 7 1  
A 1 7 2  
C A L L  A N D  W R I T E  K A T  HCS FUR P O I N T S  1 - 5  A L 7 3  
A 1 7 4  
* D * O . * .  ..-a B . . B . B * * ~ * ~ ~ D * ~ * * ~ * * * . . ~ * e ~ e ~ . . * . . * . * . . * . * * .  4 1 7 5  
CCJMTJNUE A  1 7 6  
W R I T E  ( 4 9  1 2 5 )  T2 D E G e T 3 U k G  A 1 7 7  
W R I T E  ( 6 0  1 3 2 )  A 1 7 8  
I C = 2  A 1 7 3  
C A L L  O B L I Q  (GAMMArR"41THEEA2~BEEA20KH2sP20P101s20111b A 1 8 0  
C A L L  C l B L i Q  ( G B M M A v  l i i J i2sASS(THETA3)  8ETA3$RN3r  P 3 0 P 2 *  L p  3 @  liJ! A 181 
l o =  1 A t t r2  
C A L L  Q B L I  Q ( G A M M A *  P M Z 9 A M S  l THETAFI  D E i i A 4 t K # 4 , P 4 i l P L V  2 9  4 ,  It11 A P33 
L A L L  CJBLIL? [GAMMA ? R P 3  D A B S I T W E T A ~ I  s U E P A 5 s  Mi459 P50P3 p 3 u  5 9  lL3 b A 184 
CALL M L T R T  ( ~ 3 0 ~ 2 ~  P ~ O P , P ~ U P I ,  1 ~ 3 1  ILII a as5 
C A L L  M L T K T  ( P 4 0 P 2 1 P 2 0 P l  r P 4 0 P L  9 1  9 4 q  101 A 186 
C A L L  M L T K T  ( P 5 0 P 3 q  P 3 0 P l r  P 5 0 P  1 9  1 9 5 .  10) A 1 8 7  
THE T A 6 = T H E  T A 5  A 108 
I E K K O H = l  A 1 8 9  
B E T A 6 = F I N D O ( G A M M A g R I r 5  P T H E T A ~ B I ~ I E R P O K ~  A 1 9 0  
I F  ( I kRROR.GT.2)  GC T O  119 A 1 9 1  
I T Y P 2 = 4  A 192 
C A L C  AND W R I T E  R A T I O S  FOR 6 / 5  AND 6 / 1  A 1 9 3  
I O = 1  A 1 9 4  
C A L L  O d L  I O  ( G A M M A I R M ~ ~ T H ~ T A ~ ~ B € T A ~ ~ U M ~ , P ~ U P ~ I  5 9 6 9 1 9 )  A 195 
C A L L  M L T K T  ( P b G P 5 ,  P 5 C P l  r P 6 O P l  t b sb 9 10) A 1 9 6  
P 6 0 P 3 =  POGP5 * P 5 0 P 3  A 1 9 7  
C O N T I N U E  A 1 9 8  
e. .... 0.9. ..... .........*. O. ... 09.0.........0.*.... 0 .  A 199 
A LOO 
P R I N T  K t L A T I V E 9  A B S O L U T E  A N G L E S  A N D  MACH NUMt3ER A T  P C l I N T S  2-5 A 231 
A 2 0 2  
. ................ 0 ...... o a a o . e o o . . . . . o . . * . . . . . o . . . e o . .  ..... 0 .a. * A 23.3 
h R I T L  ( 6 , 1 3 3 1  A 2 0 4  
T H D k G = T H F T A Z * A R  A 205 
b E T D E G = B E T A Z * A K  A 200 
ABSTH=THDEG A 2 Q 7  
ABS BT= BET DEG A 20tl 
J = 2  A 209 
W R I T E  (61 134) J ,THDEG,BETD€Gg A B S T H 9 A B S B r , R M l r  K M 2  4 2 1 0  
THDEG=TH€ T A 3 * A R  A 2 1 1  
BETDEG=BET A3*AR A 21.2 
ABSTH=AR*(  THE T A 3 + T H E T A 2 J  A 21.3 
A B S B T = A R * ( T H E T A 2 + B E T A 3 )  A 2 1 4  
J = 3  A 2 1 5  
WK I T E  ( 6 . 1 3 4  1 J, ThL)EG,BETDEGr A B S T H q A B S B T  ,UIVI2fRM3 A 216 
T H E T A e T H E T A F  A 217 
THDEG=AR*THETA4 A 2 1 8  
I F  ( T H E T A 4 , L T - 0 )  B E T A 4 = 3 *  1 4 1 5 9 - B E T A 4  A 219 
B E T D E G = A R * B E T A 4  A 2 2 0  
ABSTH=AR*(  T H E T A 4 + T H E  l A 2 )  A 2 2 1  
ABS BT=AR* ( @ E T A 4  + T h E T A 2 )  A 22.2 
J=4 A 2 2 3  
W H I T E  ( 6 9  1 5 4 )  J ~ T H G E G ~ R E T D E G ~ A B S T H S A B S B T ~ R M ~ R ~  A 224 
THDEG=-AK *THE TA 5 A 2 2 5  
B E T D t G = - A R * B E T A 5  A 2 2 C  
ABSTH=AK*(  THE T A F + T H E T A 2 )  A 2 2 7  
T 5  ABS= ABS T H A 2 2 8  
AB S b  T=AR* ( THE T A 2 + T H E T A 3 - B E  T A 5  A 2 2 9  
J =5 A 230 
N R I T E  ( 6 . 1 3 4 1  J ~ T H D E G ~ B ~ T D E G ~ A B S T H I A B S B T I R M ~ ~ R M ~  5 A 231 
P R I N T  T H t T A 6  A N D  B E T A 6  I N  R E L  AND-ABS D E G R E L S  A 2 3 2  
THDEG=THETAb*AR A 233 
B E T D E G = B € T A 6 * A R  A 2 3 4  
A b S T H = T 5 A d S + A R * T H E T A 6  A 2 3 5  
I F  ( B E T A 6 0 E Q o 1 e 5 7 0 @ )  GO TO 116 A 2 3 0  
A B S B T = T 5 A B S + A R * H E T A 6  A 237 
RM= RM 5 A 2 3 8  
GO TO 117 A 2 3 9  
RM=KM3 A 2 4 0  
A H S t i T = A B S T H + B E T D E G  A 241 
J=6 A 2 4 2  
d X I T F  16,1341 J p T H D E G ~ H E T D E G , A B S T H s A 8 S & T t H M ~ R M G  A 243 
. s . B I . ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ . ~ e ~ - ~ e e ~ ~ *  A 2 4 4  
A 245 
C A L L  AND W R I  TE ABSOLUTE V A L U E S  F O R  Pt T *DENSITY ,VEl..,V ISC, REYNGLOS A 245 
A 2 4 7  
* *......* * ..*. * . * e * . e * r * P P .  ~ * ~ * . * . * . ~ . . - * . . * - -  A 2 4 8  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 3 5 )  A 249 
WRl TE ( 6 s  1 3 6 )  A 2 5 0  
V I S C L = V I S C J ( V R E F ~ T K E F ~ T ~ P  Sb A 2 5 1  
A l = S Q K T ( 3 2 e 2 * G A M M A * R s T L  A 2 5 2  
U L = A l + R M l  A  2 5 3  
REY l = R H O l * U l / V I  S C l  A  2 5 4  
J= 1 A  2 5 5  
WRITE  1 6 9  1 3 9 )  J r P l  ~ R H O ~ ~ T ~ ~ A L ~ U ~ ~ V I S C ~ ~ R E Y ~ ~ K M L  A 2 5 6  
10=1 A 2 5 7  
J=2 A 258 
C A L L  ABSVAL ( P ~ O P L ~ P ~ I P ~ ~ V R E F ~ T K E F , S ~ J  ~ I U ~ R M L )  A  2 5 9  
J= 3 A  L O O  
C A L L  ABSVAL  ( P 3 0 P L  ~ P L ~ P ~ ~ V R E F ~ T K ~ F ~ S S  J * I O p R M 3 )  A 2 6 1  
J=4 A 262 
C A L L  ABSVAL ( P 4 G P l  t P 1  ,P4,VKEF,TKEF,Sc J9 1 0 ,  K N 4 )  A 2 4 3  
J = 5  A 2 6 4  
C A L L  ADSVAL ( P 5 O P 1  r P l r P 5 * V R E F r T R E F , S v  J r  I U t R M 5 )  A 2 6 5  
J=6 A  2 6 6  
C A L L  ABSVAL  ( P 6 O P l r  PL, P69 V R E F r T R E F r S p  J9 I U r K M 6 )  A 2 6 7  
W K I T k  ( 6 9  1 3 8 )  A 2 6 8  
J=l A  269 
W R I T E  ( 6 r  1 3 7 )  J r P Z e R H O Z , T Z  A  2 7 0  
C A L L  I S T K U P  (GAMMA, F M 2 ,  P 2 9  P Z 2 9  P 3OP 2 2 9  2 . A  2 7 1  
PZZOZ=PZZ /PZ  A 2 7 2  
J= 2 A 273 
WRI TE (69 1 3 7 )  J q P Z 2  , R H G Z 2 r T Z 2 , P Z 2 0 Z  A 2 7 4  
C A L L  I S T R O P  (GAMMAvRM3rP3,PZ 39 P 3 0 P L 3 . 3 )  A  2 7 5  
P Z 3 O Z = P Z 3 / P Z  A 2 7 6  
J=3 A  2 7 7  
WRI TE ( 6 9  137) J s P Z 3  r R H U Z 3 r T Z 3 ,  P Z 3 0 Z  A  2 7 8  
C A L L  ISTROP ( G A M Y A ~ R M ~ ~ P ~ s P Z ~ ~ P ~ O P Z ~ ~ ~ )  A 2 7 9  
P Z 4 U Z = P Z 4 / P Z  A 280 
J= 4 A 2 8 1  
h R I T E  (6,137) J s P Z 4 t R H O Z 4 r T Z f t r P L 4 O Z  A 2 8 2  
C A L L  I S T R l l P  ,(GAMMAqRM5rP5qPZ5rP50PZ5r5i A 2 8 3  
PZ5OZ=PZS/PZ  A 284 
J=5 A  2 d 5  
WRITE  (6r 137) JI P Z 5  r R H U Z 5 , T Z 5 r P Z 5 0 Z  A 2 8 6  
o e ~ e ~ o e . . . e . ~ e . e . e e . ~ . . . ~ e ~ o m ~ ~ ~ e . e ~ * ~ o e e o e o e e o n e o  A 287 
h 2 8 9  
CALCULATE AND W R I T E  STANTON NUMBER, F L A T  P L A T E  HEAT TRANSFER A  2 8 9  
C O E F F I C I E N T  ( H F P  19 AND hEAT  I N G  K A T E ( P F P  ) I N  R E G I U N  2  A  2 9 3  
A 2 9 1  
e . ~ e e . . o e . e . e ~ ~ . e m e ~ ~ o ~ ~ e . ~ . ~ ~ n - e e ~ . . ~ o e o e e o e e o o o  A 2 9 2  
J = 1 I S  L A M I N A R  AND J=2 I S  TURBULEbiT A 233 
DO 1 1 8  J = l r 2  A  2 9 4  
R t C O V E R Y  TEMPERATURE A 2 9 5  
T K ( J ) = T 3 + R R ( J I * ( T Z - 1 3 )  A  2 9 6  
ECKERT#S  REFERENCE T E M P t  RATURE A 2 9 7  
T 3 S T A R l J  )=.S*(TWALL+T3)+.22*(TR(J 1-T3) A 298 
R H 0 3 S T K ( J ) = l 4 4 - * P 3 / ( 3 Z 1 ) 2 * R * T 3 S T A K (  J) 1 A 2'3'3 
V 3 3 T A R ( J  ) = V I S C J I V R f F 9 T R E F , T 3 S T A R ,  S )  A 3 d O  
R E Y 3 S T R t  J) = R H 0 3 S T R (  J ) *U3*XL /V3STAH(J )  A 301 
L O L A L  INCOMPRESS I R L E  STANTON NUMBER I N  R E G I O N  2  A T  IMPINGEMEEJT A  3 0 2  
CF2=AA (J )  *REY3STR**KN(J)  A  303 
I F  (J.EQ.2 1 CF2=AA ( J ) * A L G G l O  ( R E Y 3 S T R ) * * U N ( J  ) A 3 0 4  
S T N 3 t  J )=CF 2 * P R * * 1 - 2 * / 3 *  J A 3 0 5  
CCMPRESSI  B L E  F L A T  P L A T E  HEAT TRANSFER COEF [ BTU/SEC-FT2 -K )  A 3 0 6  
H F P f  J ) = S T N 3 [  3 )  *RNO3STR*U3*CP /778s  A 307 
FREE STREAM STANTON NUMBER A 3 0 8  
S T N 1 (  J ) = 7 7 8 . * H F P I  J) / (  RHOl *U1*CP)  A 309 
F L A T  P L A T E  h E A T  I N G  R A T E [ B T U / S E C - F T 2 I  
Q F P t J l = H F P t J ) * l T R (  J 1 - T W A L L )  
MARKAREAN HEAT T R A N S F E R  R A T I O S  
H R f  J)  = P 6 0 P 3 * * P N (  J )  
PEAK I-EAT I N G  R A T E  
U P K ( J ) = H R ( J ) * Q F P ( J )  
PEAK HEAT T R A N S F E R  COEF 
H P K (  J j = H F P ( J ) * H R ( J )  
W R I T E  ( 6 r 1 2 6 )  
WRITE ( 6 1 1 2 7 )  QFP(llrHFP(lI,STN3(11tSTN1(1),P6i)P3~HR(l)r~PK(l)rHPK 
l ( 1 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 2 8 )  Q F P ( 2 )  ~ H F P ( Z ) , S T N ~ ( Z ) , S T N ~ ( ~ ) V P ~ O P ~ ~ H R ( Z ) ~ Q P K ( ~ ) ~ H P K  
1 ( 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 2 9 1  
O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *I.e.a*~.a*. 
GO TO 1 2 0  
B E C A U S E  O d L I Q U E  R E F L E C T I O N  N O T  P O S S I B L E  BETWEEN 4 AND 6 U S E  NOKMAL 
SHOCK P E L A T I C h S  B E T h E E N  5 AND 3 
RM3SQ-RM 3*RM 3 
BET A6=1,570@ 
W R I T E  ( 6 ,  L 3 0 )  
P60P3=1.+2.  *GAMY A/ ( G A M M A t l .  1 *(UM3S61-lQ I 
R H 0 6 0 3 = (  SAMMA+l .  ) * R N 3 S O / (  (GAMMA-1. )*RM3SQ+2.) 
T 6 0 T 3 =  (2. +GAMMA*HM3SQ- ( G A M M A - l ,  ) ) %AMMA- 1. ) *RH3SQ+2.)  
T 6 0 T 3 = T 6 0 T 3 / (  (GAMMA+L. )**2*RM3SQ) 
A 6 0 A 3 = A K A T  I O I T 6 0 T 3 )  
RM6=SQRT(  I (GAMMA-1. ) * R M 3 S B + Z e  / (2 . *GAMMA*RM3SC-L I ;AMMA- l - )  1 ) 
U 6  O U 3 = P 6 O A 3 * F M 6 /  RM3 
WRITE (69 1 3 1 )  P 6 0 P 3  r R H U 6 0 3 r T 6 0 T 3 9  A 6 0 A 3 s U b U U 3  
C A L L  M L T K T  ( P 6 0 P 3 9  P 3 0 P l r  P 6 0 P l s  1,6910l 
I SW6=-2 
GO T O  1 1 5  
C O N T I N U E  
b A V  E F I N I S H E D  I N C R E M E N T  I N G  T H E T A 3  
C O N T I N U E  
h A V E  F I N I S H E D  I N C R E M E N T  I N G  T H E T A 2  
GO TO 101 
T H D E G z T H E T  A2 *57.296 
J= 2 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 4 0 )  J I T H D E G I K M ~  
GD TO 101 
FGRMAT ( 1 H  1 1 3 3 H  T Y P E  5 SHOCK I M P I N G E M E N T  P A T 1  E K N / / l l  H  RUN N J M t i E K p 2  
1 X , F 5 . 2 r /  1 
FORMAT ( 1 6 H  X L l  WALL L E N G T H )  , 1 5 X , F 1 5 * 6  r 4 H  F T )  
FCRMAT ( 1 H 1 9 2 O H  I N P U T  V A R I A B L E S  A K k / 8 H  THETA2=,F9.49 1 3 H  D E G 9  T H E T A  
1 3 = r F S e 4 r  4 H  DEG)  
FOKMAT ( / /  1 4 H  HEAT TKANSFER. / 1 7 X 1  I H U *  1 4 X e 3 H H F P e  L L X v  8 H S T A N T U N 3  9 7 X . 8  
l H S T A N T C N 1 9  7 X g  5 H P 6 / P 3  9 l Q X r 2 H H R r  1 2 X  ,3HQPK,12X,3HI iPK ) 
FORMAT ( O H  L A M I N A R , 2 X , 8 ( E 1 5 . 5 )  1 
FORMAT 4 1 O H  T U R B U L E A T  9 8  ( E l 5 0 5  1 1  
FORMAT ( l H O ' 4 1 H H F P  = HEAT T R A N S F E R  C O E F ( B T U / S Q  F T-SEC-R) / 3 5 H  Q = 
1 H E A T  T R A N S F E R (  B T U / S Q  F T - S E C  1 )  
FOKMAT L / L X g 8 2 H S H O C K  R E F L E C T I O N  N O T  P O S S I d L E  AT T H I S  P O I N T  - NORMA 
I L  SHOCK H t T W E E N  6 A h D  3 A S S U M E D / )  
FOKMAT ( 1x1 6 H P 6 / P 3 = s F 8 * 4 r 5 X p  7HRHO6/3=eF8a4p5Xp6HT6/T3=,F8 .4~5Xq 6 H A  
1 6 / A 3 =  p F 8 - 4  r 5 X p 6 H U b / U 3 = , W )  
FORMAT : / / 1 X e  h O H R A T I O S  A R t i )  
F C K M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X I L ~ ~ R E L A T I V E  A N G L E *  2 Q X s  1 4 H A 8 S U L U T E  A N G L E $ / 9 X p  5 H T H E Y A e  
k 8 X y 4 H B E I A p  7 x 1  SHSHETAp ~ X O ~ H U E T A P  3 0 H UPSTREAM MACH L O C A L  MACH! 
FCRMAT ( L X ,  Ilb , 4 6 1 2  * 4 * 2 F 1 5 , 4 1  
6ORMAT f / / 7 H  R E G I O N  ~ I L X r 1 H P ~ L 2 X ~ 3 H R H 0 ~ 1 L X ~ L H T ~ l L X ~ L H A r l l X ~  I U ,  L a x ,  
IZHMU 9 3 x 9  1 
FOKMAT ( 1  
LFT/SECo4X 
FORMAT ( 1  
LHREYNOLDS NOeYH MACH N O )  A 372 
5 x 1  3HPSI 9 4 X  , lLHSLUGS/CU FT t5X , 7 H K A N K I N E ~ 6 X ~ t r H F T / S E C t b X  v6H A 3 7 3  
r 11HSLUG/ FT-SECo 11x1 4 H 1 / F T )  A 314 
X ~ I 5 r F L 2 e 4 , E L 5 . 5 r 3 F 1 2 . 4 , 2 E i 5 . 5 1  A 375 
L 3 8  FCRMAT ( /  1x9 25HSTACNAT ION CONOIT IONS AKE/7I i  REGILIN~ LIXsLHP ,LZXp 3HR A 376 
l H O *  ~ ~ X ~ ~ H T ~ B X I ~ H P / P O / ~ ~ X ~ ~ H P S I  , 4 X , l l H S L U G / U  FT9SX,7HRANK I N t )  A 3 7 7  
1 3 9  FOKMAT (1x1 I 5 r F i 2 . 4 , f  1 5 - 5 9  3 F L 2 . 4 ~  2 E l 5 . 5 s F 8 . 4 )  A 3 7 d  
140 FOKMAT ( l H O t 4 6 H N G  SOLUTION FOUND GIVEN THETA AND MACH NUi4BEK r lOWF A 3 7 3  
10R KEGIONe 1 2 q l O X e 3 F l O e 4 )  A 380 
E NU A 381- 
C . . . e e . e . e e . . e e e . e . e e e ~ . ~ e ~ e . e . e . . r e - . . e ~ e e e e  D 1 
USAGE 
Program SHOCK for  a type V interference pattern uses the standard FORTRAN 
NAMELIST input with $DATAIN a s  the NAMELIST name. The input includes the flow 
conditions, gas properties, impinging flow deflection o r  shock angle, and impingement 
location on the body. The program can increment the shock generator angle and the body 
angle. 
A description of the input and output variables and a sample case a r e  presented. 
Input Description 
The $DATAIN input for  type V is a s  follows: 
RUN run number for identification 
RM1 M,, free-stream Mach number 
GAMMA cp/cv, ratio of specific heats 
THETA2 Oi , shock generator angle, deg 
BETA2 pi, impinging shock angle, deg 
ANGLE2 THET if Oi input; BETA if Pi input 
THETA3 Ob, body angle, deg 
BETA3 Pb, bow shock angle, deg 
m G L E 3  THET if Bb input; BETA if pb input 
TINCR increment for Q2 and ob, deg 
N2 number of t imes to increment Bi 
N3 number of t imes to increment Bb 
TOL acceptable tolerance for equal pressures  (0.001) 
IPT initial point; 0 for stagnation conditions, 1 for free-stream static 
conditions 
T temperature at  IPT, OR 
P pressure at  IPT,  psia 
AMW molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
TREF reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
VREF reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
XL Xi, distance from leading edge to impingement point, f t  
S Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
TWALL temperature at  wall, OR 
CP cp, specific heat at constant pressure,  ft-lbf/slug-OR 
PR Npr, Prandtl number 
Output Description 
The output consists of printing only. A heading and pertinent input a r e  printed for 
identification before the calculations. 
RUN NUMBER run number for identification 
M I  M,, Mach number in  f ree s t ream 
GAMMA (CP/GV) 
TEMP AT POINT "IPT" 


















ratio of specific heats 
input a s  T ,  OFt  
input a s  P ,  psia 
molecular weight (used to  compute gas constant) 
reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
T,, OR 
cp, specific heat at  constant pressure,  ft-lbf/slug-OR 
Npr, Prandtl number 
Xi, length from leading edge to impingement point, ft 
B i ,  shock generator angle, deg 
Bb, body angle, deg 
p2/p1, etc., pressure ratios for regions listed 
p p , etc., density ratios for regions listed 2 1  1 
T ~ / T ~ ,  etc., temperature ratios for  regions listed 
a2/al,  etc., ratios of speeds of sound in regions listed 
u2/u1, etc., velocity ratios for regions listed 
flow angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 













flow angle relative to free-stream flow, deg 
shock angle relative to free-stream flow, deg 
Mach number in upstream region 
local Mach number 
region in shock pattern 
static pressure in region, psia 
static density in  region, slugs/ft3 
static temperature in region, OR 
speed of sound in region, ft/sec 
velocity in region, ft/sec 
static viscosity in region, slugs/ft-sec 
REYNOLDS NO Reynolds number per  foot in region 
MACH NO Mach number in region 






total pressure in region, psia 
total density in region, slugs/ft 3 
total temperature in region 
ratio of total pressure in region to free-stream total 
pressure 
The peak pressure ratio and heat transfer for  laminar and turbulent flow are listed 
a s  
Q heat -transfer rate,  Btu/ft2 -sec 
HFP flat -plate heat -transfer coefficient, Btu/ft2-sec-O~ 
STANTON3 local incompressible Stanton number 
STANTONl compressible free-stream Stanton number 
P6/P3 peak pressure ratio 
HR Markarian heat-transfer ratio 
QPK peak heating rate 
HPK peak heat -transfer coefficient 
Sample Case - Input 
b D A T A  IN 
13 Ml - 
G A q M A  = 
T H E T A 2  = 
T h E T A 3  = 
T I N C P  = 
NZ - 
N 3  - 
T O L  - 
A N G L E 2  = 
A N G L E 3  = 
B E T A 2  = 
B E T A 3  = 









C P  
P R  
RUN 
S ENU 
Sample Case - Output 
TYPE 5 SHOCK IMPIYGEMENT PbTTERN 
RUN NUMBtK 1.00 
INPUT VARIABLES ARE 
MI. 
GAMMA(CP/CV) 
TEMP AT PUINT 0 
PRES AT POINT 0 
MOLECULAk WELGHT 
REFERENCE TEHP 
AEFEnENCE V ISCOSI TY 
S t  SUTHEHLAND NUMBER) 













6006.000 FT-LRF/( SLUG-RANKINE) 
.720050 
.250000 FT 
INPUT VARIABLES ARE 
BHETA2= 5.0000 DEG. THETA'= 35.0000 OEG 
RATUOS ARE 
RELATIVE ANGLE ABSOLUTE ANGLE 
THtTA BETA THETA BETA IJPSTRFAM MACH LOCAL MACH 
2 5.0000 13.1598 5.0000 13.1558 6.0000 5.3157 
3 30.0000 41.7590 35.0000 46.7590 5.3157 2.2062 
4 15,2998 86.0870 20.2958 51.0670 5.3157 .4355 
5 -16.7002 -40.8059 20.2998 -5.8059 2.2067 1.6426 
6 14,7002 59.11 59 35.0050 79.4157 1-6426 1.0512 
REGION P 
P S I  
I -2533 





























STAZNATIGN CONDITIONS ARE 
REGION ? RHO T P IP0 
P S I  SLUGS/CJfT RANKINE 
1 40U.OC'OO 3.  7285tE-a2 900.0000 
2 366-5123 3.60ZdOE-02 990.0088 . S663 
3 19.4888 7.40940E-03 900.0089 -1987 
4 18.9404 1. 7654SE-03 950.0088 -0474 
5 75.2889 7. 01791E-03 900.0089 1882 
HEAT TRANSFER 
Q HF P STANTON3 STANTON1 P6/P3 HR OPK HPK 
LdMIEJAK 1.80333t+D0 6.37771E-03 3.39326F-04 1-38453F-03 4.85924E+00 7.68551Et00 1,38595EtOl 4.901 59E-02 
TUiiBULENT l . l9347E+Ol 3.92648E-02 2.08909F-03 R.52398F-03 4.85574E+OO 3.81339€+00 4-57504€+01 1.50517E-01 
WFP = HEAT TDANSFEh CbEFIBTU/SG FT-SkC-Rl 
3 = HtAT TZANSFEh(&TU/SO FT-SEC) 
PART ?? - TYPE '5rI INT%RFERENGE 
PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
Type VI interference involves the intersection of two weak shocks of the same 
family, which leads to the entirely supersonic flow field shown in figures l(f) and 10. 
The expansion fan emanating from this intersection interacts with the boundary layer at  IP 
and results in a local decrease in pressure and heating. A study of this type of interfer- 
ence is important because it provides a means for  predicting the onset of type V, which 
does lead to significant increases in local heating. 
The flow conditions in region 3 a r e  determined by using the oblique-shock relations 
of reference 6 and the specified free-stream conditions and flow angle Oi o r  shock 
angle pi, in a manner similar t o  that for  type I. Once the body angle Ob is specified, 
the flow in region 4 is calculated. An iterative scheme is used to  determine the location 
of the bow shock that separates regions 1 and 2 s o  a s  to satisfy continuity of the pres -  
sures  and flow direction across  the shear  layer between regions 2 and 5. The flow from 
region 4 must pass through an expansion fan to turn parallel to the shear  layer. The 
relations for a Prandtl-Meyer expansion from reference 6 a r e  used in the above iteration 
to go from region 4 to  region 5. In order  to  turn parallel with the surface, the flow passes 
through a ser ies  of reflected expansion waves in going from region 5 to region 6. For low 
Mach numbers and small turning angles, the total reduction in pressure from region 4 to  
region 6 at  the wall is approximately twice the decrease across  the f i rs t  expansion fan. 
(See p. 451 of ref. 7.) 
The heat-transfer relation (eq. (1)) is used to calculate the reduction in heating 
with P6/Pq u&d a s  the pressure ratio. This expression can be used since it has been 
shown in references 2 and 19 that the equation gives good predictions of the heating 
reduction for laminar and turbulent expansion-fan-boundary-layer interactions. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The main program reads the input, calls the various subprograms, and computes 
the heat transfer. PTHETA is called to compute the flow angle and FTNDB is  called to 
compute the shock angles in each region. The subprograms OBLIQ, FINDM, PRATIO, 
MLTRT, ABSVAL, and ISTROP compute flow variables and ratios of the flow variables. 
PINPUT prints the input variables. The flow charts and listings of these subprograms 
a r e  presented in part  VII. TYP6 using EXPNS calculates the deflection angle of the 
shear  layer, The flow dia-grams and listings f u r  the main program, THPG, and E m N S  
follow . 
P r o g r a m  Flow Char t  - Main 
Read NAMELIST data / f o r  new case  
Wri te  heading 9 
CALL PINPUT 
Write input 
Convert angles t o  radians 
I A 
CALL FINDM 
Compute Mach number fo r  region 3 
CALLFTHETA 
Compute Ob 
No was  
Compute ,4 v 
Compute Mach number in I 
Conlpute pressure  ra t io  p4/p1 
and p r e s s u r e  in region 4 
This  is not a type VI 
case  - write message 
and decrease  Bb 






on either side of shock for 
regions 2, 3 ,  and 4 
conditions for each region 
i 
Write angles and Mach number 
for each region 
Calculate and write flow 
conditions in free 
Multiply ratios by values in 
region 1 to obtain values 
for  regions 2 ,  3 ,  and 4 
and write values 
Compute stagnation pressure 
in regions 4 and 5 
Compute stagnation density 
in region 5  
Compute pressure, density, 
and temperature from 
CALL ISTROP 
values for  all r e ~ i o n s  
Compute and write I heat transfer 
Program Listing - Main 
PUKPUSE 
THIS PkUGKAM PERFORMS A TYPE V I  StiOCK INrERFERENGE PATTERN 
FOR ThO UlMENSIONAh FLOk 
- 8  a*.. a * . * . *  0 0 . .  o * O . . . * . * o . . * . ~ * ~ o * e m - . e e ~ * e e - ~ ~ e ~ ~ - o ~ ~ = - ~ ~ w *  
LOMMUN PL,  KtiUZ. TZ9 P1UPZp RHOlOLt  T lUTZv  
1 PL2,  KHOL29 TLL, P2UPL2, KH02ZZv TZCTZL, 
2 PL39 RHOL3, TZ39 P3UPL39 K H C 3 2 3 r  T3CYL39 
3 PLG9 &HOL49 i L 9 9  P4OPZ49 KHC4L4r T4CTZ49 
4 PL5,  UHGL5, T L 5 r  P50PL59 KHC3L59 TbCTZ59 
5 PLOPlq  RiiG2C1, T 2 0 T l t  AZUA l r  U20J19 
6 PJOPL, RHO3019 T30T19 A3GALt b 3 0 U l r  
7 P4tlP3, RHO4039 T 4 0 T 3 t  A 4 0 A j r  U40U3r 
8 P40P19 RHO401 9 T4OT l  r A4CAlq  U4OUl r  
Y P5OP49 RdO504, T50T49 A50A4q U5UU4r 
$ P50P19 RtiG5019 T50T19 A 5 0 A l 9  U 5 0 U l r  
0 P l 9  2 H O l t  T1, A19 U1, V I S C l r  R E Y l r  
$ P L ?  RH02, 12,  A29 UL, VISCi!v REYLI 
B P 3 ,  KH03r  T39 A39 U3, V ISC3r  REV39 
$ P49 KH04, T49  A49 U4, V ISC4r  HEY4 t  
6 P 5 ?  RH05r 159  A59 U5, V ISC5r  &EY5 
OIMtNSlUN T 4 S T A R t L ) r  RHO4STK(Z), V4STAR(L)q dEY4STRdZ)s  H R I Z ) ,  QFP 
1 ( 2 ) 9  HPKLL),  ~ P K i 2 ) r  STN462) 
uIMENSIUlv S T N i L Z )  
UIMENSIUN P k ( 2 )  
DIMENSIUk A A ( Z j 1  U N L L j  
u I M E ~ S I ~ N  K H L L I  9 T R ( 2 ) g  H F P t L )  
NAf lELIST / C A T A I h /  K M l , G A M M A ~ T H E T A b ~ T H E T A I p T i N C R ~ N T I M E S , I P T ~ T r P e A M ~  
1 9 T K k k 9 d h t F , X L c S r T n A L L  (CPp P K ~ K U P J ~  Al\lbLE,ANGLEZt TOL 
SET CUNbTANTS FOR STANTUN hUMBEKS 
SkTA=4HBETA 
P N I  l I = l . L 9  
PN[Z)=O.U5 
AA( 1 )=J .33L  
AA(Z)= .  11)> 
R N I  l )=- .> 
K N i  2)=-2.584 
L U N V E K ~ E ~ C ~  TEST FOR THETAF 
TUL= . 0U I 
NTIHES=L 
T INCK=5. 
. o . o . . . *  ..... - 0  e.. P e e * e e  .........- w.e...*.* ..... * - . - * . - - - * * - ~ ~ *  
INPUT D A T A  
....... 0 * 0 . o a * * m . e ~ s . . . . e e o 0 ~ - L e ~ e ~ ~ * ~ - ~ * . ~ ~ * ~ ~ e ~ e * * ~ . * * ~ ~ * m ~ * e a * ~ * e  
REALJ [ 5pUATAIN) 
I F  ( E N O t l L E  5 )  102 ,103  
s r o p  
CGi\lT IN l lE  
WRITEL6,DATAlh) 
K K ( l ) = S Q K T I P K !  
RK121;PR**(Le/3,1 
WRIT& h b s l 3 3 )  RUM 
YHdQtb=ThETAJ 
THPDkG-THETA1 
YH%kSP=YHIOkG A 5 9  
S I & C R = T l N C K  A 4 0  
GAS CONSTANT 1 k T - b B F / L B M - K )  A  6 1  
R=15+4.3/AKW A 62 
UENS 1TY ( S L U G / C U  F T  J A 63  
RHO=P*L44 . / ( 3d .2 *R*T$  A 64 
I F  ( I P T  ) 106,kG4r 1 0 5  A 6 5  
S T A G N A T l U h  C O N D I T I O N S  A 66 
T Z=T A 6 7  
KHOZ=RHO A 6 8  
P Z = P  A 653 
GO TO 106 A 90 
F R E E  STREAM C U N D I T I O N S  A 7 1  
T l = T  A 72 
P l = P  A 73 
R H O l = K H O  A 7 4  
GO I S E N T K O P l C A L L Y  TO E I T H E K  F R E E  STREAM OR TO S T A G N A T I O N  A 7 5  
C A L L  I S T R O P  L G A M M A I R M 1 , P 1 ~ P L ~ P I O P Z ~ I P T )  A 76 
P K I  N T  OUT I N P U T  V A R I A B L E S  A 77 
C A L L  P I N P U T  L K M A 9 6 A M M A ~ I P T ~ T p P t ~ M M * T R E F I J R E F ~ X L p S p T W A L L s C P ~ P R )  A 7 8  
CONVERT ANGLkS  TO R A O I A N S  A 79 
T I N C K = T I N C R / 5 7 . 2 9 6  A 8 0  
THETAB=THdDEG/57 .296  A 81 
T H E T A I = T H E T A I / 5 7 . 2 9 6  A 82 
I N P B I = O  A 8 3  
I N P B B = O  A 84 
I SH=O A 8 5  
DO 113 1 = 1 , N T I M E S  A 86 
B E T A I  WAS I N P U T  I N S T E A D  O F  T H E T A 1  A 88  
I F  (AN t i LEaNE.BETA)  GU TO 1 0 7  A 8 7  
B E T A I = T h E T A  I A 89 
I N P B I = l  A  90 
T H E T A I = F T H E T A L  GAMMA* RM18 E E T A I  I A 911 
T H i U f G = T H k T A I * 5 7 . 2 9 6  A 92 
WAS B E T A 1  I N P U T  A 93 
I F  I I N P b I . G T . 0 )  GO TO 108 A 94 
b E T A I = F I N U B L G A M M A , R M l  t T H E T A I  9 A9 I ERROK) A 9 5  
T H E T A I  TOO LARGE A 96 
I F  ( I E K K U R e G T - 2 )  GO TO 121 A 97 
R M 3 = F I N D M l G A M M A ~ R M A , S I N ( B E T A I j ~ B E T A I ~ T H E T A I J  A 9 8  
I F  L A N L L L L e N E e B E T A )  GO TO 109 A 99 
BETAB k A S  I N P U T  I N S T E A D  OF T H E T A B  A LOO 
bETA4=*THbUEG/57e296-THETAI A 101 
I N P t ) d = i  A L02 
T H E T A I j = F T H E T A (  GAMNAsRM39 A B S t b E T A 4 ) )  + T H E T A 1  A 103 
CONT 1 NUE A 104 
THDEG=THETAt$*57.296 4  1 0 5  
~ ~ s - . ~ ~ ~ . e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s . . ~ ~ ~ e . r ~ ~ ~ o a ~ . . ~ e e r ~ * ~ e e e e e e e  A 10b 
1: 107 
I T E K A T ~  ON THETAF UNTIL PZ=PS A i oe  
A 109 
. . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . 9 . . e e d b 0 . 0 ~ C 1 ~ 8 ~ e ~ e ~ . . I ~ ~ ~ ~ .  A l i O  
T H E T A 4 = T H E T A B - T h E T A I  A f a l l  
I N P U T  ERROR I F  T H E T A 4  N E G A T I V E  A b l l  
I F  ( T H E T A 4 * L T . O )  GO TO 113 A L B 3  
I F  1 1 N P B B * G T * O l  GG T U  110 A L h 4  
B E T A ~ = ~ I N L B ( G A M M A ~ R M ~ ~ T H ~ T A ~ ~ ~ V I E R R O R )  A hk5 
THE T A 4  T U O  LARGE A 5 .I& 
I F  L IEMRUK,GT*Z )  L O  TO 122 4 1 1 7  
K M 4 = F I t ~ D ~ ( G A M M A ~ K M 3 ~ S I N i B E T A 4 1 , B E F A 4 q Y H E T A 4 ~  A "18 
P ~ U P L = P K A T I O L G A M H A ~ R N ~ ~ S I N ~ ~ ~ E T A I ) )  A lib5 
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A L = S Q R T ~ ~ ~ , ~ * G A M ~ ~ A * R * T ~ ~  A 1 8 3  
U1=A 1 * R M l  A 184 
REV l = R H U l * U  I/  W I S C  1 A 1 8 5  
J = l  A  186 
M K i T t  ( b r 1 2 d )  J,P1pRHU1vTl,AL,UlrVISCl~REYlrRnl A 1 8 7  
I O = 1  A  1 8 8  
J=2 A 1 8 9  
C A L L  A t iSVAL  (PLOP1,PL~P2sVREF~TKtiFtSvJ~IiltRML) A 190 
J = 3  A  191 
C A L L  A d S V A L  ( P ~ U P ~ , P L ~ P ~ ~ V K E ~ ~ T K E F ~ S ~ J ~ I O S R K ~ ~  A 192 
J = 4  A  193 
C A L L  A a S V A L  L P ~ U P I ~ P ~ ~ P ~ I W K E F , T R E F  t S 9 J t I U q R H 4 )  A 1 9 4  
P L ~ ~ ~ = ( ~ . + ( ~ A M M A - ~ . ~ * R M ~ * R M ~ / ~ . J * * ( G A M M A / L G A ~ ~ M A - ~ ~ )  j A 1 9 5  
P L 4 = P L 4 0 4 * P 4  A  A 9 6  
P L 5 = P Z 4  A  197 
T L 5 = T L  A 1 9 8  
R H U Z > = P L 4 * 1 4 4 - /  ( 3 2 * 2 * R * T Z )  A  199 
C A L L  I S T K O P  ( G A M M A , K M 5 r P 5 t P Z > t P 5 O P Z 5 q O J  A 200 
V I S C 5 = V I S L J  ( V U t F e T R E F  q T 5 q S 1  A  201 
AS=SQRT ( 3 ~ .  L*GAMMA*R+T5) A 2 0 2  
US=Ar * t (M5  A 203 
R E Y ~ = R H U ~ * L J ~ / V I S C ~  A 2 0 4  
J =5 A 2 0 5  
d R I T E  ( 6 . 1 2 8 )  J I P ~ , R H U ~ ~ T ~ , A ~ , U ~ ~ W I S C ~ ~ ~ R E Y ~ * R M ~  A 206 
 RITE b, 1 2 9 )  A L O 7  
J= l  A 2 0 8  
W R I T t  1 6 r 1 2 8 )  J q P L f K H O L v T L  A  209 
J = 2  A  210 
C A L L  ISTKUP (GAMMA, RM2v P 2  9 P Z L q P 2 O P L Z , L )  A 211 
P L L O L = P L Z / P L  A  212 
WRITE  ( 6 9  126)  J q P Z 2 e R H O Z 2 t T Z L q P Z 2 0 L  A 213 
J= 3 A 2 1 4  
L A L L  l S l  k O P  (bACMA,HMJ,P3 t P L J v P 3 O P L 3  9 3  A  2 1 5  
P Z 5 O L = P L J / P L  A  21b 
k K l T E  ( 6 9 1 L d )  J ~ P Z ~ P R H O Z ~ ~ T L J ~ P L ~ J L  A 2 1 7  
J =4  A  2 1 6  
C A L L  1 S T k U P  l G A M M A q R M 4 t P 4 t P L + t P + U P Z 4 p 4 ~  A L l Y  
P Z 4 J L = P L 4 / P L  A  220 
W H I T E  ( 6 , 1 2 8 )  J 9 P L 4 t R H U L 4 , T L 4 q P L 4 U Z  A 2 2 1  
J - 5  A  2 2 2  
P L 5 U L = P L 5 / P Z  A 2 2 3  
W R I T t  1 6 9  1 2 8 1  J t P L 5 t  RHO25 , T L S r P L 5 O L  A  2 2 4  
P 3 U P + = P 5 / P 4  A  225 
PUESSUKE URUP t-OR R E G I U N  6 Is SAME A S  FOR K E G I U h  5  A  226 
P6UP4=2.U*P50P4-1 .0  A  2 2 7  
. e . . a e . . ~ . . . . e ~ . e ~ o . . . . r r . . . . e n ~ . ~ m ~ ~ . o ~ e e e e a  A 228 
A 229 
C A L C u L A T k  A h 0  d A I T E  STANTON NUMtiEiRv F L A T  P L A T E  HEAT  TRANSFER A  230 
G O t F F i L I E N T L t 4 F P ) v  AND H E A T I N u  R A T E ( u F P 1  I N  K E G I U N  4 A 231 
A 2 3 2  
e . e e ~ . ~ . ~ ~ e . ~ e . e ~ . . . ~ . e e e e e e . . e . e o n o o e a o  A 2 3 3  
J = 1 I S  L A M I N A R  AND J = 2  15 T U U L L E N T  A  234 
DO l i d  4 = 1 , 2  A  2 3 5  
K ECOVEKY TEMPERATURE A  236 
TR(  J ) = T 4 + K & ( J ) * ( T L - T 4 )  A  2 3 7  
ECKERT+S U t 6 E R E h C k  TEMPERATURE A  2 3 8  
T 4 S T A R ( J h = . 5 * (  T r ( A L L * T 2 ) t e 2 L * ' ( T R ( J ) - T 2 1  A 239 
R H b 4 b T K 6 J i = 1 4 4 . * P 4 / 1 3 Z e d . * R * T 4 S T A R ~ J  1 J A 240 
V 4 S T A K t J ) = V  ISCd(VREFeTKEFvT4STAK9Sb A 2 4 1  
K E Y 4 S T H 1 3  ) = K H U 4 S T R i J  k*U4*XL! W4ST.ARCJ) A 24.2 
LUGAb  P k C U M P R E S S I B L E  STANTON NUMBER I ~ Q  REL IC ld  4  A T  I M P I N G E M E N T  A 263 




















































t O R M A T  t /  i A , L 5 H S T & G N A T I C k  G U N D I T I U I ~ ~  n R t /  l H  K E ~ X U N ~ ~ X ~ ~ H P S T A U ,  L l X ,  4 306 
1 3 h K H U q  7 X v  5 H T S T A G q 4 X e  L Z H P S T A G / P S T A G I ~ / v  L 4 S A 4 A S L U S /  F T  A  309 
2s 5x9 7H&AI \ IK I  NE I A  3 U t i  
kOHMAT ( / / 1 4 t i  H E A l  T K A N S F E K , / l 7 X c L H d  e l 4 X p 3 H h t P  9 1 L i ( v B H S P A I \ r T L N  7  A  309 
AH STAldTUN1 q r X r 5 H P b / P 4  LOX ( L H H K ,  l L X c j H L ) P I < *  L L X r 3 H H P K  b A  3 1 0  
FORMAT IdH L A ~ I N A R ~ L X , O ( E L ~ . ~ ) )  A $11 
F U R M A T  ( L U H  T U K t J d L E k T t B ( E L 5 . > ) )  A  312 
F i J h M A T  I L H l p > O H  T H i S  P R C b K A M  Pk.&FUKMS A J Y P E  6 S H U C K  I N ~ E R F E K E N C E I  A  513 
L d H  P n T T t & N / / l L H  H U N  IqUMdEK q F 5 . 2 / / )  A  314 
F O R M A T  (11-Il) A  d l 5  
F U g M A T  ( L H i ) l L O h L N P U T  W A K I A l d L E S  A K k  / 4 H  T i i E T A I  = p 1 " 9 . 4 9 1 9 H  OtG, A N 0  A  316 
l T H t T A 6  = 9 F Y . 4 9 4 H  U E 6 / / )  A  317 
F O K M A T  ( / L d t i  T H L T A U  I S  L t S S  T H A N  T H t T A I  1 A  318 
k O A M A 1  ( / 4 j H  NO L U L U T I G N  W A S  F O U h U  F C K  A  T Y P E  6 P A T T E R N )  A  3 1 9  
F U H M A T  i 1 X v  I L t 4 F 1 2 e 4 , L F l 5 - 4 )  A  320 
ENU A  321- 
. ~ . . . . ~ . e e . . . . . ~ e e e . e e o e e ~ e ~ e o ~ e ~ e ~ e ~ e r . - - - e e  B  1 
Subroutine EXPbJS 
Subroutine EXPNS calculates the Mach number across  an expansion layer by using 
an iterative procedure. The flow diagram and listing follow. 
SUBROUT I h E  E X P N S  6 RNUpRMp GAMMA, I E K R O B )  
PURPCJS E 
F I N O  M A C h  N U d B E K  A C R O S S  E X P A h S I O N  L A Y E R  K N C k I N G  NU A N 0  GAMMA, 
KM S H O U L L  O R I G I N A L L Y  HOLD I N I T I A L  G b E S S s  
F L M )  = A * A T A h ( S C R T I f l * ( R M Z - l . h b )  - A T P N l S U R T ( R M 2 - 1 . ) )  - N U  
GP 1 =GAMMA +1. 
GMl=GAMMA-1 .  
C A L C U L A T E  T h E  2  C O E F F I C I E N T S  I N  F ( M b  
A=SUHT (GP 1 / G M 1 )  
B = t M l /  G P 1  
I E K R D K = O  
I i = Q  
TOL=.OOCJl 
C A L C U L A T E  N E k  V A L U E  FOR R M  
CONT I N U E  
KMZM A=RM*KM-1. 
D F M = A * d * N P / L S C R T  ( B * R ~ L M L ) * ( A m + B * I Z M Z l l l i  ) - l m / i & Y * S d U T t R M 2 M 1 )  j 
F M = A * A T A h ~ S ~ R T I B * R M L i u I A i I - A I A I \ I i 5 C a R T i K H h P " i i b  J - R N d  
RML-RM-FM / Uf- M 
HAS  RM CONVERGEU 
I F  ( A B S ( R M 1 - R M I - Y D L )  3 ~ 3 9 2  
C O N T I N U E  I T t R A T l N G  
RI.l=KHZ F; L L  
I T = I T + L  a 23 
I F  ( I T e G T e b O I  GO TCI 4 8 2 4  
I F  ( H M e L E e L e I  GO TU 5 t3 2 5  
GO T 3  1 B 26 
I T E K A T l O h  I S  C C M P L E T E  a 27 
R M = R M l  B 28 
R E T U R N  tj 29 
H A S  E X C E E D E O  NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O N b  ALLOWED B 30 
I E I<RilK= 1 B 3 1  
R E T U R N  B 32 
THE MACH NJMBER HAS FALLEN U E L J I ~  THE LOWER L I M I T  OF 1. a 3 3  
I E R R O R = L  6 34 
R E T U R N  B 3 5  
E N D  tl 36- 
- O . . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . *  E 1 
Subroutine TYPG 
Subroutine TYPG calculates the shear-layer angle for a type VI flow interference 
pattern. The flow diagram and listing follow. 
I Compute Prandtl-Meyer 
angle for region 4 
I Set f i r s t  guess for shear-  
layer angle 
Increase shear -layer 
angle in direction of 
lower pressure 
LUBKUUTINE I Y P 6  ( T H E I A F ~ B E T A L ~ R M L , R M ~ I K M J ~ T ~ - ~ T A c ) ~  I "11P4tP>vbA 
l L , I t k R J k r U P T I d N , P L O P 1 )  
C PUKPUSE 
,. 
c L A L L J L A l E  T H t r A k  FOR A l Y P E  o bHCCK I N f t d E t d E N C k  PATTEKh 
C U t S C K I 9 1  I U N  OF v A K I A B L t S  
u THkTc\k = D t F L t L T I G N  ANGLt F U k  PUINT L I N  RAOIANS9 OUTPUT 
C 8 t l A L  = SHOCK(kEAK1 ANbLE F O K  P L I N T  L I N  KADIANS, OUTPUT 
w KM1 = I h I T I A L  MACH NUMdtK9 I l \ lPdT 
C KM4 = MACH hUCt5ER AT PUINT 4 9  I N P b T  
C RMI, = MALH hUCE)EK A l  POINT 5, UllTPUT 
,e ThETAB = A h b ~ t  OF StCUND SHUCK L)EFLELTIUI\I. LSEI) AS I N I T I A L  
C t S T I M A T E  FUR THETAF 
L P 1 = nBSLILbTE PRESSURE AT PCINT 1 9  INPUT 
C P 4 = Ai3SOLUTt PRESSUKE AT PUINT 49 INPUT 
LI P 5 = AUSJLJTE PRtSbUKE AT PUINT 59 UJTPUT 
C GAMMA = LP/CV 
C T ClL = CCNVEHGEtvCE C K I T E R I n  FUR THtTAF 
C I t R K U R  = U 110 EMRUR 
C 1 EXCEELEU A L L b A A B L t  NUMBER U6 I T E K A T l J N S  
G L NO SULUTIGN EOUI\U FUA THETAF 
DATA UPT/ 4HAXIS/  
C I S t N T K O P I L  PRESSURE R A T I O  ( P bTAGNATIUN / P ) 
PLUP(bAMMA~GMl9RM)=L1.4GMl*KM*RM/LL~**(GAMMA/GMl~ 





C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS CUR EQ OF NU 
A=bURl ( b P  1 / G M l j  
B = G M l / b P l  
C LALCULATE NU4 
K N u ~ = A * A T  PN (SdRT (B IRM42MI ) ) -ATAN 1 S d R T i  R M 4 2 M l j  
IERRI)K=U 
I T=O 
C SET I N I T I A L  ESTIMATk FOR RM5 
RM5=KM4 
C SET I N I T l A L  ESTIMATE FOR THETAF 
THETAF=THETAd 
G THETAF INCRkMtNT 
OTHETA=. 1 
ISrJ=O 
G F I k D  nkAK SHOLK AtvdLE FOR L 
1 I ERR=1 
B E T A Z = F l N L B ( ~ A M M A 9 R P l p A B S ( T H E T A F l ~ 1 t I E K R ~  
i k A S  A SDLUTIOi\I EOUNU 
I F  LIkKReGT.2)  GO TO 8 
C F I N O  PKESSUKE AT PT 2 
S I N B L = b I N ( t i t T A Z )  
P ~ U P ~ = P K A T I U ~ G A M % A I R M ~ ~ S I N B ~ )  
I SW=1 
P L = P L O P I + P l  
C F I N O  PKtSSUKE AT PT 5 
hNU5=RNU4+ABS( ThETAF-THtTABI  
CALL EXPNS IKNU5rRM5,GAMMApIERKl 
I F  LIEKR.GT*OJ GO TC 1 0  
C STAGNATIUh PRESSUKE AT 4 









































































































C P  
run number for identification 
M,, f ree -stream Mach number 
cp/Cy, ratio of specific heats 
Bi, shock-generator angle, deg; o r  Pi, impinging shock angle, deg 
Bb, body angle, deg; o r  pb, bow shock angle, deg 
increment for Bi, deg (Default = 5 O )  
number of t imes to increment Bi 
initial point; 0 for stagnation conditions, 1 for  free-stream 
static conditions 
temperature at IPT,  OR 
pressure at  IPT,  psia 
molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
reference temperature for  computing viscosity, OR 
reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft -see 
Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation 
Xi, distance from leading edge to impingement point, ft 
temperature at wall, OR 
c specific heat at constant pressure,  ft -lbf/slug-OR P' 
P R  Npr, Prandtl number 
ANGLE THET if Bi input; BETA if Pi input 
ANGLE2 THET if Bb input; BETA if fib input 
TOL acceptable tolerance for equal pressures (0.001) 
Output Description . 
The output consists of printing only. A heading and pertinent input for identifica- 
tion a r e  printed before the results of the calculations. 
RUN NUMBER run number for identification 
M1 M, Mach number in free stream 
GAMMA (CP/CV) ratio of specific heats 
TEMP AT POINT "IPT" input as T ,  % 
PRES AT POINT "IPT" input a s  P, psia 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT molecular weight (used to compute gas constant) 
REFERENCE TEMP ' reference temperature for computing viscosity, OR 
REFERENCE VISCOSITY reference viscosity for computing viscosity, slugs/ft -sec 
S(SUTHE RLAND NUMBER) Suthe rlandf s constant in viscosity equation 
TEMP AT WALL Tw, OR 
CP cp, specific heat at constant pressure, ft -lbf/slug -OR 
PRANDTL NUMBER Npr , Prandtl number 
XL(WALL LENGTH) Xi, length from leading edge to  impingement point, ft 




~ ~ 0 2 / 1 ,  etc. 
~ 2 / T 1 ,  etc. 
A2/A1, etc. 















Qb, body angle, deg 
pZ/pl, etc., pressure ratios for regions listed 
p p , etc., density ratios for regions listed 2 1  1 
T T , etc., temperature ratios for  regions listed 2 1  1 
a2/al,  etc., ratios of speeds of sound in regions listed 
u2/u1, etc., velocity ratios for regions listed 
flow angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
shock angle relative to flow in upstream region, deg 
flow angle relative to free-stream flow, deg 
shock angle relative to  free-stream flow, deg 
Mach number in upstream region 
local Mach number 
region in shock pattern 
static pressure in region, psia 
static density in region, slugs/ft 3 
static temperature in region, OR 
speed of sound in region, ft/sec 
velocity in region, ft/sec 
MU static viscosity in region, slugs/ft -see 
REYNOLDS NO Reynolds number per  foot in region 
MACH NO Mach number in region 
The following stagnation conditions a r e  then listed: 
PSTAG total pressure in region, psia 
RHO total density in region, slugs/ft3 
TSTAG total temperature in region, OR 
PSTAG/PSTAGL ratio of total pressure in region to free-stream total 
pressure 
The pressure ratio and heat transfer for laminar and turbulent flow a r e  listed 
as 
Q 2 heat -transfer rate,  Btu/ft -sec 
HFP flat-plate heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/ft2 -sec-OR 
STANTON4 local incompressible Stanton number 
compressible free-stream Stanton number 
pressure ratio 
Markarian heat -transfer ratio 
peak heating rate 
HPK peak heat -transfer coefficient 







1 PT -  
T - 














Sample Case - Input 
Sample Case - Output 
THIS PdOLRAM PERFOHM:, A TYPE 6 SHOCK INTERFERENCE PATTERN 
RUN hUMdtR 1.00 
INPUT VARIABLES ARE 
M i  
GAMHALLP/CV I 
TEMP AT POINT 0 
PRES AT P31NT 0 
MOLECULAR kE IbHT 
REFEhENCt l tMP 
REFEREKE v I bLObITY 
St SUTWEXLAVD NUMBER I 
TEMP AT riAbL 
C P 
PKANDTL NUHtitK 
X L ~ M A L L  LENbTHJ 
6.000 
1.400000 
900.00U000 RANK INE 
400.000000 PSI  
Zd.970001) 




6006.000 FT-L8F/ ISLUb-RANXiNEI  
. 720000 
.L50000 F T  
I-- 
W &INPUT VAkIABLES ARE 
h3 THET&I = 5.0000 UEu, AN0 THETbU = 15.0000 DEG 
RATIOS ARE 
KELAJlVE ANbLE A8SDLUTE AN6LE 
THETA BETA T H E T A  6kTA UPSTREAK HbCH LOCAL MACH 
2 15.3412 L4.03a3 15.3413 L3 .0~Y3 6.0005 5.9483 
3 5.0000 13.1598 5.0005 15.1598 6.0003 b.5157 
4 10.0COO 16.1264 15.0000 23.7264 b.515I 4.L108 
5 5.51113 18.7264 15.3413 25.7L b 4  4.210d 4.23d8 
RELI J N  P RHO T A U MU RtYNOLUS kO MACH NO 
P S I  bLub/CU 6 T RANKIlUt FT/StC tT/SEC 5LbL/FT-StC 1/FT 
I - 2533  l.Y>045€-04 109-7501 513-5679 30dL.4074 B.kb377E-08 7.05004E+Ob 6.0300 
L L.5874 6.OS309E-04 L18.55Yd 724.7174 28b1.4275 1.75803E-07 Y.Y1751E+O6 3.9483 
3 a5093 3.15760E-04 135-3111 510-2302 3031.1Y1Y 1.0b9YOE-07 8.94597E+06 5.3157 
4 1.6457 6.Y7365E-0r 197.970b bds. 1376 2'304.3531 1.534L4E-07 1.L 7 0 ~ 5 E + O l  4.2108 
5 1.5870 6.7954iE-04 195.9276 686.16S4 2908,5544 1.57775t-07 1.25272E+07 4.2388 
STAGNATILN COIIUITIdNS AKE 
REG1 CM PSTAG RHO TSTAb PSTAb/P>TAGl 
PSlA SLUGS/CkJ FT KANKINE 
1 400.0000 3.72b56E-GL 900.0000 
L 224.9256 L.09662E-02 900.0010 -5623 
3 386.5123 5.60280E-02 900.0088 .9b63 
4 329.6872 3.07311E-OL 900.0107 6242 
5 329.6872 5.07314E-02 900.0000 -8L4L 
HEAT TRANSFER 
U HFP STANTON4 STANTON1 Pb/P4 HK OPK HD K 
LAEQI NA R 8.37207k-01 3.435F3E-05 5.66997E-04 7.45904E-04 9.L8770E-01 9.090796-01 1.61087E-01 3.12355E-03 
TURBuLE&T 4.25952E+00 1-5367CE-02 L-53bB6E-03 3.53601E-03 9.28770E-01 9-39122E-01 4.00JLlE+00 1.44315-E-02 
P - m T  WE - SUBPROGRAMS 
A description of each of the subprograms common to  more than one main program 
is presented along with a flow chart and listing. 
FTHETA 
Function FTHETA computes the flow deflection angle given the Mach number ahead 
of the shock, the ratio of specific heats, and the shock angle. The flow diagram and list- 
ing a r e  as follows: 
FTHETA a 
FUhCTTCN FTHETA (GAMMAvRY* BETA) 0 3 
C F I h D  FLCW ANGLE B 4 
S I N B = S I N (  BETA) 0 5 
S I N B S Q = S I N S * S I N B  B 6 
C O S ? R = C O S  I Z.*BETA) 0 7  
R M  SC=PC*R M B R 
RYS€!Z=RPSQ*SINBFQ B 9 
T A N R = T t N ( B E T A )  B 10 
TAN+P=2.* (QMSB2-1.  ) / ( T A N B * ( R M S Q * i G A M M A + C C S 2 8 ) + 2 . 1 )  B  11 
FTHETA=ATAN(TAKTH)  S 1 2  
R.ETl!RN R 1 3  
END 0 14- 
C o . . . . . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . * . e e e e e  A 1 
PINPUT 
Subroutine PINPUT prints out the input variables. The flow diagram and listing 
for this subroutine a r e  a s  follows: 
S U P F O U T I Y E  P X N P U Y  ( F M l , G 4 Y M A y  % P T ~ f t P , A M W ~ T R E F  ~ V P E F t X L t S ~ T W A L C P  A 2 
I? 1 n 3  
P R I N T  OLT IhPUr VPWIAYLES A 4 
WRITE ( t s l l  A 5  
h R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 1  RM1 4  6  
WQITF ( 6 , 1 2 1  GdMYA A  7 
WPITE ( t 9 2 )  I P T 9 T  4 8  
WRITE 1 6 9 3 )  I P T p P  4 9 
d R I T E  ( 6 9 4 )  AMW A  1 0  
WRITE ( 6 9 5 )  T S E F  A  11 
W 9 I T E  ( 6 9 6 )  VSEF A 1 2  
WRITE ( 6 9 7 )  S  A  1 3  
WRITE ( 6 9 8 )  TWALL A 1 4  
WRITE ( 6 9 9 )  C p  4 1 5  
WRITE ( 6 9 1 0 )  PP 4  1 6  
RETURN 4 1 7  
4 1 8  
FORMAT ( l H 0 9 2 0 b I N P U T  VARIASLES A P E  / ) 4 1 9  
FORMAT ( 1 4 H  f EMP AT POINT, I 2 9  1 5 x 9  F15.6o9Y PANKINE A  2 0  
FORMAT ( 1 4 H  PRES AT P O I N T q I Z t 1 5 X ~ F 1 5 . 6 p 6 q  P S I  4  2 1  
FORMAT ( 1 7 H  MOLECULAS k E I G H T 9 1 4 X v F l 5 r 6 )  A 2 2  
FORMAT ( 2 5 H  REFERENCE TEMP916XpF15.6r9Y RANKINE) A  2 3  
FOPMAT ( 2 0 H  REFERENCE V I S C C S I T Y ~ ~ L X I E ~ ~ . ~ , ~ ~ H  SLUG/(FT-SEC))  A  2 4  
FORMAT ( 2 1 H  S(SUTHERLAhD NUMBER) 91OXvF15.3)  A  2 5  
FORMAT ( 1 3 Y  TEMP AT WALLp18X~F15.3 ,9H R4NKINE)  4  2 6  
FOPMAT ( 3 Y  C P v 2 8 X q F 1 5 . 3 ~ 2 3 H  FT-LBF/ (SLUG-R4NKINE) )  A  2 7  
FORMAT ( 1 5 H  PR4NDTL NUMBERv16X9F15.6) 4  2 8  
FDFMAT ( 3 H  M l r 2 8 X 9 F 1 5 . 3 )  A  2 9  
FORMAT ( 1 3 H  GAMMA(CP/CV)918X9F15.6)  4 3 0  
FN C A  3 1 -  
OBLIQ 
Subroutine OBLIQ calculates the flow-property ratios across an oblique shock. The 
flow diagram and listing a re  a s  follows: 
0 BLIQ C-> 
\Compute static pressure ratio / 
CALLDENRAT 
Compute static density ratio 
1 
CALL TRATIO 
(Compute static temperature 
ratio 
1 / CALL ARATIO \ 
S U B R O U T I N E  O H L I Q  ( G A M M A , R M I , T H E T A J s B E T A J I R M J p R A T ~ I ~ J ~ I O P T )  F 1. 
s*.... ....Q I... QQ*Q..*..).) .... * . .  . * . . * . . . . . .  F 2 
P U R P O S E  F 3 
T C  C A L C U L A T E  THE UBL I Q U E  SHOCK RELATIONS FOR P R E S S U R E ,  D E N S 1  T Y I  F 4 
TEMPERATURE I S O N I C  VELUCI  T Y  I VELOCl T Y  p AND MACH NUMBER FOR F 5 
C O N D I T I O N S  I BEFORE ThE SHOCK fiND J A F T E R  THE SHUCK F 6 
F 7 
USAGE 
DESCRlPT  I O N  O F  VAR I A B L E S  F 12 
GAMMA = R A T I O  O F  S P E C I F I C  HEAT C A P A G I T  I E S  ( C P / C V )  F 1 3  
R M I  = MACH NUMBER BEFORE T H E  S W C K  F  14 
THETAJ= D E F L E C T I C N  ANGLE OF T H E  S T R E A M L I N E S  I N  K A D i n N S  F  i5 
BETAJ = SHOCK ANGLE I N  R A D I A N S  F 16 
RMJ = MACH RUPBER AFTER T H E  SHOCK F  1 7  
RAT (1 I= P J O P  I DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE OVEa UPSTREAM PRESSURF F 1 8  
RAT  ( 2 )  = RHOJOI  DGWNSTREAM D E N S I T Y  OVER UPSTREAM DENS I T Y  F 19 
RAT (3 )=  T J O T I  DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE OVER UPSTREAM TEMP F 2 0  
R A T ( 4 ) =  A J C A I  OGWNSTREAM S O N I C V E L O C I T Y  OVER UPSTREAM S O M l C  F  2 1  
RAT  I S ) =  UJOU I DOWNSTREAM V E L O C I T Y  OVEK UPSTREAM V E L O C I T Y  F  2 2  
I = UPSTREAP C C N D I T  I O N S  F  2 3  
J = DOWNSTREAM C O N D I T I O N S  F  2 4  
I O P T  = 1 9 - 1  C A L C U L A T E  RMJ F 2 5  
29-2 DO NOT C A L C U L A T E  R M J  F 26 
P O S I T I V E  P R I N T  R A T I O S  F 2 7  
N E G A T I V E  DO NOT P R I N T  R A T I O S  F 28 
F  2 9  
........ e . ~ 0 9 ~ ~ . e e e . e o o - ~ e ~ ~ ~ . ~ e r - ~ e ~ o r e * * - e - e *  F 3 0  
CGMMON P Z ,  RHOZ, TZ ,  P l O P Z r  R H O i U Z 9  T l O T Z ,  F 31 
1 P Z 2 9  R H O 2 2 9  T Z 2 ,  P 2 0 P Z 2 ,  R H 0 2 Z 2 r  T L O T Z 2 ,  F  32 
2 P Z 3 ,  R H O Z 3 r  T Z 3 r  P 3 0 P Z 3 ,  R H 0 3 Z 3 r  T 3 O T Z 3 r  F  3 3  
3 P Z 4 ,  R H O Z 4 r  T Z 4 r  P 4 0 P Z 4 g  R H O 4 2 4 9  TCOTZ4,  F 3 4  
4 P Z 5 r  RHOZ5r  TZ5 ,  P 5 0 P L 5 ,  R H 0 5 Z 5 r  T 5 O T Z 5 r  F  35 
5  P Z 6 9  R H O Z 6 r  T L 6 r  P 6 0 P Z 6 r  R H O 6 2 6 r  T 6 O T Z 6 t  F 3 6  
6 P Z O P l r  RHOZOl ,  T Z O T l r  A 2 O A l q  U2UU1,  F 3 7  
7 P 3 0 P 2 9  R H O 3 0 2  9 T 3 0 T 2  q A 3 0 A 2 r  U 3 0 U 2  r F  38 
8 P 3 0 P l l  H H 0 3 C l q  T 3 0 T l e  A 3 0 A l i  U 3 0 U l r  F 3 9  
9 P 4 0 P 2 r  R H O 4 0 2  9 T 4 0 T 2  I A 4 0 A 2 1  U 4 0 U 2 ,  F  40 
S P 4 0 P l r  R H O 4 0 1 9  T 4 O T l r  A 4 0 A 1 9  U413U1t F 41 
6 P 5 0 P 3 9  RHO5C3 r T 5 O T 3  r A 5 0 A 3 ,  U 5 0 U 3 9  F  4 2  
$ P 6 O P 5  9 RHO6 C5 9 T 6 0 T 5  r A 6 0 A - .  U 6 0 U 5  r F  4 3  
$ PSOP 1 9  R H O 5 0 1  q T 5 0 T l  q A 5 0 A 1 ,  U 5 O U l r  F  4 4  
$ P 6 O P L r  RH06C1 ,  T 6 O T l r  A 6 0 A l r  UOOUL F 45  
COMMON P 6 0 P 3 r  R H 0 6 C  3 r  T 5 0 T 3 i  A 6 O A 3  U 6 0 U 3  F 4 6  
CCMMCN P l r  RHO19 T L e  A l ,  U l q  V I S C L ,  K E Y l r  F  4 7  
1 P 2 9  RHO29  T Z q  A 2 9  U 2 1  V I S C 2 r  REY2g  F  4 8  
2 P3,  RHU3. T 3 ,  A39  U 3 y  V I S C 3 9  K E Y 3 9  F  49 
3 P 4 9  RHO49  T 4 r  A 4 8  U 4 r  V I S C 4 q  R E V 4 1  F 5 0  
4 P!jr RH05, T S 9  A58  U 5 9  V I S C S r  R E Y 5 e  F 5 1  
5 P 6 ,  R H 0 6 r  7 6 .  A 6 9  U 6 9  V I S C 6 9  REY6 F  5 2  
D l M E h S l O N  RAT (5) F  5 3  
F I N D  R A T I O b  U S I N G  O B L I Q U E  SHUCK R E L A T I O N S  F  5 4  
S I N B = S  I N i B E T A J )  F 5 5  
C A L C U L A T E  PRESSURE R A T I O S  F 5 6  
PJOPI=PRAT  I O l G A M M A r  P M I v S I N B )  F 57 
C A L C U L A T E  DENS I T Y  R A T I O S  F  5 8  
RHoJo I=DENRAT(GAMMA~ K M I *  S I N B l  F 59 
C A L C U L A T E  TEMPERATURE RAT I O S  F  60 
T J O T I = T R A T I O ( G A M M A I R M I ~ S I N B )  F 6 1  
C A L C U L A T E  S U M I C  V E L O C I T Y  RAT I 0  P 62 
AJOAI=ARAT  I O ( T J O T 1  F  63 
C A L C U L A T E  MACH NUMBEK AT C O N D I T  I 9 N  J F  64 
I F  ( I A B S I  I O P T b 1 )  29 l r 2  F 6 5  
K M J = F ~ ~ D M ( G A M M A ~ K M I  ,S iNBvBETAJ ,THETAJ  F  66 
C A L C U L A T E  V E L O C I T Y  R A T I O  F  67 
U J O U I = A J O A I * R P J / K M I  F 68 
RAT  ( 1 ) = P J O P I  F 69 
RAT ( 2  ) =R t - ICJOI  F 70 
R A T ( 3 1 - T J O T I  F 76 
RAT ( 4  1 = A J O A I  F 72 
RAT  ( 5 J = U J O U I  F 73 
C I F  [OPT P O S I T I V E  W R I T E  RAT105  F 74 
I F  ( I O P T )  4 9 3 9 3  F 75  
3 CCNT I NUE F 76 
W R I T E  16.5)  J q I v P J O P I  ~ J I I  ~ R H O J U I ~ J s 1 ~ T J O T i q J ~ I ~ A J O A I ~ J ~  I p U J O U I  F 77 
4 RETUKN F 7 d  
C F 79 
5 FORMAT ( I X I L H P I  I 1 , 2 k / P ,  119 l H = , F 8 e 4 t 5 X v 3 H R H L ) o I 1 ~ l H / l l l H F e 5 X  f 80 
llHT~I1~21i/T~IlrlH=rF8e4,5XrlHA,Il~ZH/ArIl~1H=~F8.4~5X~1HUr I ~ Z H / U I  F 8 1  
2 1 1 9  l h = p F 8 . 4 )  F 82 
END F 83- 
PRATIO 
Function PRATIO computes the ratios of the static pressures across an oblique 
shock. The flow diagram and listing a re  a s  follows: 
PRATIO 
Compute static pressure 
ratios 
I 
FUhCTION PRATIO ( G A M M A *  RM, S I N B )  C  1 
C F I N D  RATIOS OF STATIC PRESSURES,  S INR=SIN1BETA)  C 2 
PRATIO=2*GAMMP*(QM**Z*SINB**2-1.)/(GA~MA+l.)+l~O C 3 
RETURN C 4 
END C 5- 
C . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e e  D 1 
DENRAT 
Function DENRAT computes the ratios of the static densities across an oblique 
shock. The flow diagram and listing of this function a re  a s  follows: 
F U R C T I C N  OENRAT [ G 4 M M A r  R Y ,  51N9 9 
C F l N C  P A T I O S  O F  S T A T I C  C E N S I T I E S v  S I Y B = S I N ( B E T A )  
Q M S Q = F M * R M  
S l  h @ S C = S I  NB*S  I R B  
END 
C  *............................*........ *.e*.**---u..**.*o.e.0... 
Function TRATIO computes the ratios of the static temperatures across  an oblique 
shock. The flow diagram and listing a r e  a s  follows: 
TRATIO 
Compute static temperature 
FUNC+ICN T R A T I O  ( G P R M A ,  RMI S I N B )  E  2 
C F I N D  R A T I O S  OF S T A T I C  T E M P E R A T U R E S *  S I N B = S I N ( B E T A I  E 3 
S ~ ~ P S C = S I N P * S I N B  E 4 
RMSQ=PM*RM F 5 
R M S P Z = R t J S Q * S T N P S Q  E 6 
GhMMAR=2*(GAPPA-l,1/(GbMMA+1.)**2 E 7 
T R A T I C = l . + G A M M A R * (  P M S 8 2 - 1 .  ) * f  G A M M A * R M 5 S 2 + 1 . )  / R M S B 2  E 8 
R E T U R N  E 9 
E N C  E 10- 
C ..e..e.r.....*.....o.........*................* 0 . . . e . . . . m . . . . . . e . . .  F 1 
ARATIO 
Function ARATIO computes the ratios of the speeds of sound across  an oblique 
shock. The flow diagram and listing a r e  a s  follows: 
( Return \) 
F U h C r X C h  A R A T I O  ( T 2 O T l  ) F 2 
C F I N D  R b T I O S  O F  S P E E D S  C F  SOUND F 3 
A R A T I @ = S Q R T  (T20+1)  F 4 
R E T U R N  F 5 
E N D  F 6 -  
C ................................................*....*......... G  1 
Function FaNDM computes the Mach number behind an oblique shock. The flow 
diagram and listing a r e  a s  follows: 
FINDM C?
Compute Mach number 
t 
f Return 3 
F U h ' C T I C h  F I N D M  (GAMMA* P M 1 ,  S I N S ,  B E T A v T H t T 4 )  G 2 
F I N D  MACH NUMBER*  S I N R = S I N ( R E T A )  G 3 
S I N B S Q = S I N B * S I h B  G 4 
R M S Q = R Y  1 * R M I  G 5 
R M C B Z = P F S Q * S I N B S Q  G  6 
C = ( 1 . + ( G A M M A - l . ) * R M S 8 2 / 2 . ) / I G A M M A * R M S 5 2 - ( G A M M A - l . ) / Z e )  G  7 
F I h D M = S Q R T ( C ) / A @ S ( S I N (  E E T A - T H E T 4 )  G  8 
R E T U R N  G 9 
E N D  G 10- 
...............................................*................ Y 1 
MLTRT 
Subroutine MLTRT computes the ratios of the flow quantities in each region with 
respect to the free-stream values by multiplying the ratios across oblique shocks. The 
subroutine flow diagram and listing are  a s  follows: 
( Return 
' jU f?ROUT?QE M L T P T  ( K A T I O J I R A T I O I V P ~ T J ~ ) I ~ I V J B I O P T ~  H 2  
t Y U L T I F L Y  R A T I O S  TO O q T A I N  R A T I O S  W I T H  RESPECT TO FREE S T R E A M  H  3  
D I M E N Z I C N  R A a I O J ( 5 ) v  R P T I O I ( 5 1  r I ;ATJ( I?  ( 5 )  ' 4 4  
COMMCN P Z *  9 ~ 0 ~ ~  T Z ,  P ~ O P Z I  ~ ~ 0 1 0 2 ~  T L O T P V  H  5  
1 P Z 2 v  R Y O Z 2 *  T Z 2 9  P Z O P Z ? ,  R H 0 2 Z 2 v  T 2 O T Z 2 9  H  6 
2  P Z 3 ,  Q H O Z 3 9  T Z ? ,  P 3 C P Z 3 9  R H 0 3 Z 3 r  T 3 0 T Z 3 q  H  7 
3  P Z 4 (  Q,POZ49 T Z 4 ,  P 4 0 P Z 4 ,  R H 0 4 Z 4 v  T 4 0 T Z 4 t  H  8 
4 0 Z 5 (  R H O Z 5 q  T Z S 9  P 5 C P Z 5 q  ' 7 H 0 5 Z 5 9  T 5 0 T Z 5 t  Y 9  
5 P Z 6 ,  R H O Z 6 ,  T Z t ,  P 6 O P Z 6 ,  R H O 6 Z 6 9  T 6 0 T Z 6 q  H  10 
6  l 'ZOP19 R H O 2 0 1 9  T 2 0 T l q  4 2 0 4 1 9  U 2 C U l t  H  11 
7 P 3 0 P 2 9  R H O 3 0 2 9  T 3 0 T 2 ,  A 3 0 4 2 9  U 3 0 U 2 t  H 1 2  
8 P 3 0 P l 9  R H 0 3 0 1 q  T 3 0 T 1 ,  A 3 0 4 1 1  U 3 O U l v  1 3  
9  P 4 0 P 2 t  R H O 4 0 2 9  T 4 0 T 2 ,  A 4 0 A 2  q U 4 0 U 2 9  H 14 
$ D 4 0 P l q  P H 0 4 0 1 r  T 4 0 T 1 9  A 4 0 4 1  r U 4 0 U 1 9  H  1 5  
9 P 5 0 P 3 q  F H 0 5 0 3 q  T 5 U T 3 9  A 5 0 4 3 9  U 5 0 U 3 9  H  1 6  
$ P 6 O P 2 9  Q H O h O Z q  T 6 0 T 2 9  A 6 0 4 2 9  U 6 C U 2 9  H  17 
S P 6 0 P 4 ,  Q H U 6 0 4 ,  T b O T 4 9  A 6 0 4 4 9  U 6 0 U 4 ,  4 1 8  
B P 5 0 P l 9  9 H O 5 0 1 ,  T S O T l ,  A 5 0 A 1 9  U 5 0 U l  9 H  19 
S P 6 0 P l q  Q H 0 6 0 1 9  T 6 O T 1 9  A 6 0 A 1 ,  U 6 O U l  H  2 0  
COMMCN P 1 ,  RHOL,  T I ,  A l q  U 1 9  V I S C L 9  R E Y l v  H 2 1  
1 P 2 ,  RHO29 T 2 q  4 2 9  U 2 q  V I S C 2 9  R E Y 2 q  H 2 2  
2  9 3 ,  R H O 3 9  T 3 9  L 3 t  U 3 9  V I S C 3 ,  9 E Y 3 t  H 2 3  
3  *4 t RHO49 T 4 ,  F 4 9  U 4 q  V I S S 4 ,  Q E Y 4 q  H 2 4  
4 D 5 ,  R Y 0 5 q  T 5 9  A59 U 5 9  V I S C 5 9  9 E Y 5 ,  H  2 5  
5 8 6 (  P Y 0 6 q  T 6 ,  1569 U 6 9  V I S C 6 9  S F Y 6  H 2 6  
DCI I K = 1 9 5  H 2 7  
1 R A T  JCI(K)=RATICJ(K)*R~TIOI(K) Y 2 8  
I F  ( T C P T )  3 , 2 9 2  H  2 9  
2  d R I T E  ( 6 9 4 )  ( J ~ I p R 4 T J O I I K ) ~ K = 1 , 5 )  H 3 0  
3  R E T b P N  Y 3 1  
C l i  3 2  
4 FORMAT ( l X ~ l H P 9 1 1 , 2 H / P ~ 1 1 ~ 1 H = 1 F 8 . 4 , 5 X ~ 3 H P H O I I l ~ *  H 3 3  
1 1 H T g ! l q 2 H / T s 1 1  , l H = , F 8 . 4 t 5 X , l ~ ~ ~ I l r ~ ~ / A t  I 8  Y  3 4  
2 1 1 , 1 H = q F 8 . 4 )  H 3 5  
END H  3 6 -  
FINDB 
Function FINDB solves a cubic equation for the shock angle by using the upstream 
Mach number and the deflection angle. A code is provided which allows the user  to spec- 
ify a strong-shock solution o r  a weak-shock solution. The flow diagram and listing a r e  
as follows: 
I 1 yes 
F U A C T I C N  F I N C Y  ( G A Y M A ~ R M , T k E T A , I E 9 b O Q l  
PURPOSE 
F I h D  S h R C K  A N G L E  
O E S C p I P T I C Y  OF V b Q I P P C E S  
G A C M A  r P / r v  
P M U P S T P E A Y  MAC1+ hUMSER 
T H E T 4  O E F L E C T I O N  ANGLE 
I T Y P E  2 F C F  STCONG St-CCY S f l L U T I C Y  AND 1 FOR WEAK SHOCK S O L U T I O N  
I F Q R O Q  0 F C Q  NO E Q k O Q  
3 NO S C L U T I C N  FCSSIl3I.E 
QZ=(2.0*FYSQ+1.O)/FM4+~G4MSP/4.O+GAMMl/F~SQ~*SINSQ I 
COSTI-E=COS 1 T k E T A t  I 
COISQ=COSTHE*COSTHE I 





EZZ=f?Z/2 ,0  I 
BZSQ=f?ZZ*EZ2 I 
A Z ? = 6 2 / 3 . 0  I 
AZCUP=PZ3* b Z 3 * A Z 3  I 
ARGCK=EZSQ+AZCUB 1 
I F  f4RGCY) 2 , 1 9 1  I 
1 I E P q O F = 3  I 
THCEGzTI-ETA*57.296 I 
I F  t IPP INT .LE .0 )  WRITE ($961 GAMMAqRMgTHDEG I 
RETLRh I 
2 COSPHI= -3Z2 /SQRT( -AZCUB)  I 
PART=2.0*SQRT(-AZ3)  I 
P H I = A C O S ( C O S P H I )  I 
P H 1 3 = P H I / 3 . 0  I 
PZ9Y3=PZ/3,0  I 
Z Z ( l ) = P b R T * C O S  t P H I 3 ) - P Z e Y 3  I 
Z Z ( ~ ) = P ~ R T * C O S ~ P H I ~ + . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * P I ) - P Z B Y ~  I 
Z Z ( 3 1  =PART*COS (PH I3+1 -3333333*P I ) -PZRY3  I 
00 3 I1193 1 
3 R E T A ( I ) = A S I N ( S C R T ( Z Z [ I ) ) )  I 
T E M F l = A P A X l (  @ E T F l l  ) r B E T A ( 2  1 )  I 
T E M P 2 = A P A X l ( R E T A ( 2 )  v R E T A I 3 )  I 
T E P P ~ = P P A X ~ ( B E T A ( L  ) ,BETA(3 1 )  I 
C WEPK SHOCK I 
FINCR=APINl(TEMPl,TEMP2~TEMP31 I 
RETURN I 
4 I F  f I T Y F E . E Q - 2 )  GO TO 5 I 
F I N C B = A S I N ( I . / R M )  I 
s RFTUPN I 
5 F I N t R = 1 . 5 7 C 8  I 
RETURN I 
c I 
6 FOPMAT ( 3 2 H  NO SOLUTION P O S S I B L E  FOR G 4 M H A f r F 8 * 4 r 5 r l ,  R M = , F 8 * 4 r l 2 H v  I 




Subroutine ABSVAL calculates values of static pressure, static density, static tem- 
perature, speed of sound, velocity, static viscosity, and Reynolds number per foot for a 
region through the use of the ratios of values in that region with respect to free-stream 





Compute Reynolds number J 
I 
- I ( Return - 
S U B H C U T I N E  ARSVAL  ( R A T ~ V A L U L ~ V A L U J ~ V K E F I T R E F ~  Sr  Js I U P T r R M J )  Y l  
o.-......**.........*. ~ 0 0 . . . . . 0 . . 0 . . , . . . * . . . . . ~ . . . . . * - - * -  N 2 
4 3 
PURPOSE N + 
C A L C U L A T E  ABSOLUTE VALlJES FOR I'AKAMETERS P r  RHUr  TI A r  U T  V I S C r  N 5 
ANU KEY FOR P O I N T  J G I V E N  V A L U E S  A T  P O I N T  1 A h 0  THE H A T I U S  N 6 
J OVER 1 4 7 
N 3 
.* ....*.**.. .. ..... . . * . ~ * . * * o * . . o . . . . . . * - . . . - . . . - - - . . - - * - *  N 9 
,COMMON P Z T  RHOZv TZ, P l O P Z r  R H O l O Z r  T l O T Z r  N 10 
L P Z 2 r  R H O 2 2 9  T Z 2 ,  P 2 0 P Z 2 ,  R l i U 2 Z 2 r  T 2 0 T Z 2 r  AJ 11 
2 P Z 3 r  R H O Z 3 r  T Z 3 r  P 3 0 P Z 3 r  R H U 3 Z 3 t  T 3 0 T Z 3 r  N 1.2 
3 P Z 4 r  R H O Z 4 r  T Z 4 r  P 4 O P Z 4 r  H H 0 4 z 4 1  T 4 0 T Z 4 r  N 13 
4 P Z 5 r  R H O Z 5 r  TZ5 ,  P 5 0 P Z 5 r  R H 0 5 2 5 1  T S U T Z 5 r  N 14 
5 P Z b r  RHOZb, TZb ,  P 6 0 P Z b r  R H 0 6 Z b r  T 6 U T Z 6 r  ,d 1 5  
4 P 2 0 P  1, RHOZCL, T 2 0 T l r  A Z O A L *  UZOUL I IV 16 
7 P 3 0 P 2 ~  R H O 3 0 2  9 T3OT2,  A 3 0 A Z r  U 3 0 U 2 r  Y 17 
8 P 3 0 P  1. R H 0 3 0 1 ,  T 3 0 T l r  A 3 0 A l r  U 3 0 U l  r N 1 8  
.9 P 4 0 P 2 ,  RH04C2 ,  T 4 0 T 2 ,  A 4 0 A Z r  U4WUZr  'N  19 
6 P+OP 1, R H O 4 0 1  T 4 0 T L  9 A 4 0 A l  r U 4 O U l  r N 2 0  
$ P 5 0 P 3 ,  RHOSO$, T 5 0 T 3 ,  A 5 0 A 3 r  U 5 0 U 3 1  !J 21 
$ P 6 D P 5 ,  R H O 6 0 5  r T 6 0 T 5  r A 6 0 A 5 t  U 6 0 U 5  r % 2 2  
6 P 5 0 P l r  R H O 5 C l r  T S O T l r  A 5 O A 1 1  U 5 O U l r  IJ 23 
$ P bOP 1 I R H O 6 0 1  r T G O T l  r A b O A l  r U b O U l  N' 24 
COMMON P 6 O P 3 r  R H 0 6 0 3 q  T 6 O T 3 r  A b 0 A 3 r  U b O U 3  hr 25 
COMMON P l *  R H O 1 9  T l r  A l r  U l  r V I S C L r  R E Y l r  N 26 
1 P 2 9  RHO29 T 2 ,  A29  U 2 r  V I S C 2 r  R E Y Z r  N 27 
2 P 3 ,  R H 0 3 r  1 3 ,  A 3 9  U 3 r  V I S C 3 r  R E Y 3 t  N 28 
3 P4,  RH04,  T 4 r  A 4 r  U 4 r  V I S C 4 r  R E V 4 7  N 29 
4 P 5 ,  R H O S *  T 5 ,  A 5 r  U 5 r  V I S C 5 r  R E Y 5 r  N 30 
5 P B t  RHO49 T b r  A b r  U 6 r  V ISCO,  R E Y b  N 31 
D I M E N S I O N  R A T ( 5 )  , V A L U l L 7 )  9 V A L U J ( 7 1  N 32 
C A L C U L A T E  P, RHO, TI A, AND U A T  P O I N T  J N 33 
00 1 1 ~ 1 . 5  N 34 
V A L U J t  I ) = R A T ( I ) * V A L U l ( I  1 N 35 
C A L C U L A T E  V I S C C S I T Y  N 36 
V A L U J ( 6 ) = V I S C J ( V R E F , T  R E F t V A L U J (  3) ,S) N 37 
C A L C U L A T E  REYNOLDS NUMBER(  RHO*U*XL /V ISC  1 N 38 
VALUJ(7)=VALUJ(2.)+VALUJ(5)/VALLUJ(6) N 39 
I F  ( I O P T )  3 9 2 . 2  N 40 
WRITE (6.41 J , ( V A C U J (  I ) , I = l r 7 ) , R M J  N 41 
RETURN N 42 
N 43 
FORMAT ( 1x9 1 5 r F l Z o 4 r E  15~5,3FA2.4r2E:15.5r~8.4) N 44 
END N 45 
ISTROP 
Subroutine ISTROP calculates the static values or the total values of pressure, den- 
sity, and temperature for a region with the use of isentropic relations. The flow diagram 
and listing are as follows: 
isentropic relations 
I Return 1 
Divid'e to get 
stagnation values 
S U P R O U T I N E  I S T R O P  ( G A M P A , R M ~ I V A L U ~ T V A L U Z I R A T I O I I P T )  K 1 
C -.*...*...*........*....* a ~ . ~ . . a . ~ o ~ ~ . - - e * e *  K 2 
C K 3 
C PURPOSE K 4 
C C A L C U L A T E  I S E N T R O P I C  R E L A T I O N S  FOR PI RHO* T  FROM S T A G N A T I 9 N  K 5 
C TO P O I N T  1 h I T H  M = R M l  K 6 
C K 7 
C D E S C R I P T I O N  OF V A P I A B L E S  K 8 
C GAPPA K 9 
C R M 1  K 10 
C VALUl  V A L U E  OF PI T T  RHO AT C O N D I T I C N  1 K 11 
No Yes 
'- 
Multiply to get 
local values 
VALUZ VALUE OF P, TI RHO AT CONDITION ZERO K 1 2  
PATIC RPTlO O F  P, T, RHO AT CONDIT ICN 1 OVER ZERO K 1 3  
TPT 0 OR 1, CONOITION WHICH WAS INPUT. CALCULATE THE OTHER. K 1 4  
....-....... . . . . . . . . r - . - . - * - - . . . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ . * *  K 1 5  
DICE~SICN V4LU1171, V A L U Z t 3 ) t  RAT IO(31  K 1 6  
COMMCN PZ, PHOZ, TZ, PlOPZ, RHOlOZ, T l O T Z t  K 1 7  
1 222, RHO221 TZ2, P20PZ2, QH02Z2, T20TZ2, K 1 8  
2 PZ3, RHOZ3, T Z 3 r  P30PZ3, RH03Z3r 130TZ3,  K 1 9  
3 PZ4, RHDZ4, TZ4,  P40PZ4, RH04Z4, T40TZ4r  K 2 0  
4 PZ5. QHOZ5, TLSr P5OPZ5, RHO5Z5r T50TZ59 K 2 1  
5 PZ6, RHOZ6, TZ6, P60PZ69 RH06Z6, T6CTZ69 K 2 2  
6 P2OPl9 RHO2019 T 2 0 T l r  A2OAlr  U 2 0 U l r  K 2 3  
7 P3OP2r RHO3021 T30T2r A3042r  U30C2r K 2 4  
8 P 3 0 P l  r RH0301, T30Tl.1 A3041r  U30U1, K 2 5  
9 P40P2, RH0402, T40T2, 44042, U40U2r K 2 6  
$ P 4 0 P l r  RH0401, T 4 0 T l r  A 4 n A l ~  U 4 0 U l *  K 2 7  
$J P50P3, RH0503, T50T?, A50A3r U50U3r K 2 8  
C P60P2, RH0602, T60T2 9 46042, U60U2 1 U 29 
$ o6QP4r RH0604, T60T4, A6OA4r U6WU4r K 3 0  
8 Q50P1, RHO5019 T 5 0 T l r  A50Alv  U 5 0 U l r  K 3 1  
d PbOP1, PH0601, fbOT11 A 6 n A l r  U50U1 K 3 2  
COYMCN 01, P Y O l r  T I ,  A l p  U l ,  VISCl ,  R E Y I ,  K 33 
1 P 2 r  oHU2, T2, 42, U2r V ISC2 t  REYZ. K 34 
2 9 3 ,  RHO?, T3, 4 3 9  U31 VISC3r REY3r K 3 5  
3 P4, '7H04, T49 4 4 9  U4, VISC49 REY4, K 36 
4 P5,  RHO59 T59 L15r U5, VISC51 SEYS* K 3 7  
5 P6, PY06, T6, P b r  U6, VISC69 REYC K 3 8  
C =  ( I . + (  GAMMA-1. )*RMl**2/2.) K 39  
P l O P Z = l . / C * * I G 4 M M A / f G A C t r , A - l . ) )  K 4 0  
RHCIOZ=~. /C**~~ ./(GPMMA-l.)I K 4 1  
T l O T Z = l e / C  K 4 2  
~hTI@Il)=PlCPZ K 4 3  
QATIOIZ )=QHOlOZ U 4 4  
Q A T I Q ( 3 1  = T I C T Z  K 4 5  
TF ( T P T )  3 r 3 r l  K 4 6  
DO 2 I = l r 3  K 4 7  
V ~ L U Z I  I) = V 4 i U l (  1 ) / P W C (  I )  K 4 8  
PETLRN K 4 9  
DO 4 1 x 1 9 3  K 5 0  
v A L U I I I  )=VA lUZ(  I ) * P A T I C ( !  1 K 5 1  
R ETUPN K 5 2  
END K 53-  
....................*~............................***..***.* L 1 
Function VISCJ computes the viscosity by using Sutherland's formula (eq. (A2) of 
ref. 6). The flow chart and listing are as follows: 
FUhCTION VISCJ (V?EFvTREF,T,S 
C FINC VISCOSITY 
V T S C  J=VREf*(T/T9EF)**le5*(TREF+S)/(T+S) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine TYP4 computes the shear-layer deflection angle by iterating until the 
static pressures in 2 and 4 are equal and the flow directions are  parallel on either 0 0 
side of the shear layer for the shock pattern shown in the following sketch: 












ratio p 4 p 3  
1 
Compute pressure ratio p4/p1  
Yes 
- Return 
Increase shear-layer angle 
in direction of smaller 
/ CALL FINDB \ 
S U t i k U U T I k E  TYP4 ( T H E T A ~ ~ U E T A ~ ~ R M ~ ~ K ~ ~ , T H E T U I ~ I H E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T A ~ ~ P ~ U P ~ ~ G A  
1 M M A e T U L s  I E R K O R I  
PUKPUSE 
LALCULATE S t i E A K  LAYER I h C L I  h A T 1 C N  BY & ~ A T L H A N ~  S T A T I C  P K E S S U R E  AND 
 FLU^ UIRECTIU~V U ~ V  EITHER SIOE OF SHEAK LAYEK.  ALSO C A L L ~ L A T E S  FLUM 
A N G L k S  AND SHOCK ANbLES. 
t.iESGKlYT I U N  O F  V A R I A B L E S  
ANPUT 
T H E T A 6  = D t F L E C T I O N  ANGLE FOR R M I  1h i t A 3 i A i l S .  I N P U T  ESTIMATE 
b E T A L  = SHOCK(  STnOMGI A N b L t  F U k  H M I  I N  H A U i A N S .  I N P U T  E S T i M A T k  
hMI = f i A C H  hUfi15ER AT  I N I T I A L  P b L N T  
APi 5 = MACH &UMBER A T  C O R C I T ~ L I ~  3 .  w t A K  SHOCK B E T M E E N  3 AND 
T t i t T A l  = D E F L E L T I O N  &I\IGLE FOR R M I  1Pi t (AU iA IY5  
THETA4 = O E F L E C T I L I N  A l l b L E  F O U  RW3 l i d  r(AI)AARIS 
& E T A 4  = S H O C K ( h E A K )  ANGLE 6 U R  R n s  1 N  K A U l A N S  
1 = CCNVEFGENCE C k I T E K I A  f-UH P 4 / P I  = PL/PA 
UUTPUT 
L t R K d U  = 0 h U  ERROk  
A O N t L  1 SULUTICl t r  FOUNL) 
Z C O h V E R b t N v c  L K i T E K A A h  h u T  F W N U  
3 i'iO S O L U T I D N  eOUND 
I T = 1  
I S # = u  
McTHL=O 
I SuLN= 1 
L ) IHLTA= . l  
U T t i t  T = -  1 
S l N i 3 I = S I N ( t 5 E T A L )  
P L ~ P L = P R A T ~ U L G A M C A ~ K M ~ P S I ~ ~ ~ L )  
T t i € T f i 4 = I H k T  A  I -THETAF 
C A L L u L A T  t WEAK ShUCk b b L u T  I G N  
I t  hhUK=- 1 
b t I A + = F I N U i 3 (  b A M A A * A M 3 ) A t l b L T H E T A + )  ) ~ ~ L I L I Y (  l c & K U K )  
I t  (1 tHKL) i -k -3)  Z * L 4 * 1 4  
P ~ ~ P ~ = P K A T I ~ ( G ~ Y M A I ~ M ~ ~  S I N (  B t T A 4 )  1 
P4GP1= P 4 O P j * P 3 U P  1 
Il- I A J S ( Y L U P L - P ~ C P L ) - T O L )  1 1 1 3 r s  
I F  ( P L L P L - P + C P l J  4 r 1 1 ~ 7  
Tv+tTAF=TritTAF+DTl-t TA 
( J b f d )  0*5,AQ 
I S & = l  
bu T U  i U  
b1 hE Tn=UTH€TA/  10. 
Tt iETAF=THETAF-DThETA 
bL, TU 10 
T H ~ T A F  =THET AF-UThE TA 
i f  ( 1 b W )  1 0 9 9 9 8  
UTH€TA=LJTHETA/  10 .  
T ~ ~ ~ T A F = T H L T A F + D T  t E A  
bir TLl 10 
I S # = - 1  
L ~ L L U L A T L  S l  gOhG SHULK S b L U T I L h  
I t K k d k = - 1  
b t  ~ A L ; F A N I J B ( ~ A M M A ~ R Y L ~ A ~ ~ ( ~ ~ E T A ~ J  v L *  I c K K O k J
l l = I T + l  
it L ~ ~ K K O K - ~ )  IAvLO,LO 
1l- ( 1 1 - 5 3 )  l r l t l ~  
I T E R A T I t i N  u N  P o = P 5  I >  C U M P L t l t U  
T h F D t b = T H E T A t * l B O . / 3 e L 4 1 b  
k t  rllr(trl 
USE 2 bTRCNG ShUCk S b L U I  IUNS Ik PL.GT .P4 
1 F  ( t ' L O P l . L T . P 4 0 P 1 1  HkTUKid 
I F  ( M t  TnL.bT .O 1 R t T U K d  
ME. rh2= 1 
TtIE FA t=O.  
b k T A ~ = i .  570d 
1  S u L n = L  
u T H ~ T A = - , L  
b T H t f = . i  
I Sv"=S 
I l = L  
W K I T C  ( o c i l J  
bCI 1c) 1 
IF (ISW) i 9 9 1 5 e 1 r  
bALJ I N 1 7  1AL G U t S S  
I h t T A t = I H t T A F + D T l - € T  
1i- ( T h t T A k - T h k T A I l  1 0 ~ 1 7 ~ ~ 7  
1 t i L  TAF I N L ~ ~ M E N T ~ I J  T L C  F A R  
Ii- ( ~ T h t T - , 0 0 1 )  L S t l d v L b  
kJTHLT=OI k IET /Z -  
u1nLTn=slcllu( O T r t T . D r t i t T A )  
T t l t  T r rF -THE i  AF-DPl-LT 
bil 1 4  16 
h A Y k  LNLKEMENTED THETAF 100 FPST 
D T H E T A = O T  HETA/2  
IH tYAF=THETAF-  ISk*DThESA 
LC I A B S ( D T H E T A ) - e 0 0 1 )  1 3 9 L 3 r l O  
- - N O - S U L U T I G N  FUR 8 E T A L  
b F  CISwC 19,17919 
G 
L4 FORMAT ( /ZBHTKV 2 STRUNG bHOCK S O L U T I O N S )  
kkD 
PART VIII - PROGRAM APPLICATIONS 
This section briefly discusses where the various types of interference patterns may 
occur and how the programernay be used to compute the peak pressures and peak heat 
transfer on a practical configuration such as  the mated space shuttle (orbiter, rockets, 
and fuel tank). Shock interference patterns can occur on the nose and between the indi- 
vidual bodies (during the ascent phase of the trajectory), a s  shown in figure 11. These 
patterns may also appear on the leading edges of wings and control surfaces, a s  shown in 
figure 12. The highest interference heating will exist in regions where subsonic flow is 
present and either a supersonic jet (type IV) or  attaching shear layer (type 111) is formed. 
The undisturbed flow field over a complex vehicle can be computed with various 
methods. In fact, complete numerical solutions of the inviscid equations for an arbitrary 
body at angle of attack a re  currently under development. Various approximate techniques 
such a s  in references 20 and 21 are  available now. Once the conditions in the local invis- 
cid flow field, the state of the surface boundary layer, and the approximate location and 
type of interference pattern a re  known, the peak pressure and heating can be determined 
by using the appropriate program. It should be noted, however, that these computer pro- 
grams must rely on some empirical inputs such as  impinging shock angles, shock length, 
and in the case of the supersonic jet, some relation for the shock standoff distance. Real- 
gas effects must obviously be considered for high velocities. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Hampton, Va., February 12, 1973. 
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